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ANOTHER COMBAT REPORTED.
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Spain Looking

Interest Paid
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Deposits.

on

Nicholas Hears News
off the Coast of Hayti.

Fight
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Shoes for
Ladies’,
Men’s wear.
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Three Americans and Four Spaniards Were
and Americans Retired.

Engaged

The American Ships Were Not Discernible but Are
WAR!
Believed to Have Been Scouts.

It Is

Thought Spaniards May Have Been

mcdowell,
TICES,

of

and

old to take part in a revolution.
General Jiminez then told him that he
tvas a prisoner and he was marched out
between files of insurgents.
In the street, however, a column
of
too

Tiiat Big

Denial

Ships
Santiago.

departed shortl;

from Mole St. Nicholas saj
Paris, says our work is done better than
it is done there.
that yesterday (Saturday), some distance
off

Jean

Rabel,

seaport on the north'
American Dyeing and Cleansing
west coast
of Hayti, half way betweer
for Americans!
Port de Paix and Mole St
Nicholas, t
Forest
^team

Works,

13 Preble St.,

Cily Dye Home and
Carpet Cleansing

opp. Preble House.

a

combat took place
between three Span
lsh and four Amerioan ships. The Ame
rican ships are said to have withdrawn
from the combat.
One

of the

Spanish warships

entered

the harbor of Jean Ratel for waterofficers of

The
ships lying at Hole St. Nicho

las were extremely reticent

House

Are at

government troops
met
the Jiminez
polumn and in the combat whioh ensued,
LJallto escaped.
The government force,

I

Business
and will try to reciprocate

by good,value.

scouts.

despatch

A
at

from

government

a

source

Port au Prince says:

Haytien

“A

informant now in Santi-

destitution

there has

Ilay & Son,

greatly increased since the bombardment began; and the military com-

mander has been

MIDDLE ST.

compelled to reduce the

rations of the soldiers among whom there
is much discontent”
SAN FRANCISCO SAILOR KILLED,
Fatal

Accident

in

There

1’rovlncetown Harbor

wxvxi

Last Evening.

—

--puiv

drop.

vii

viiivj

uuau

ivi

Immediately

the hooks opened and
men was hurled into
the
roughs water of the harbor. One of
Svenson’s legs
was broken in the fall,
but he managed to;get a Arm ‘hold of the
'Wessell seized hold of
upturned craft.
his companion,
but was not able to
maintain his grasp and was
swept away
and drowned. A
sailor on the cruiser
jumped overbourd with a rope attached
to his waist and rescued Svenson
ju6t
was
as the boat
carried away by the
Wesson's body was'recovered
waves.
the boat with two

grappling.

by

CARRANZA ADMITS IT.

Montreal, Juno 5.—Lieut. Carranza admitted
tonight that he was the author
of the letter made public yesterday by

service and
Chief Wilkie of the secret
that It was the one stolen a week
ago
yes'erday from his residence on Tupper
“It is a translation,” he said,
street.
“of the letter I wrote to my cousin, but
It
Is not as I wrote. Words have been
changed and even whole sentences, yes,
evon paragraphs Inserted to make it suit
the ends of the U. S. government. It is
simply a friendly letter to my cousin expressing my sentiments and even these
have teen^distorted in the translation.”

Port au

Prince, Hayti, June 5—S p. m.
—According to the latest advioes from
Santiago de Cuba there were not more
than 17 ships in^the offing all
day yesterday

personally, and tho commander of the
letaohment which captured
the
fort,
rbandoned it and came to
his
rescue.
I'ho final and most
desperate fighting
;ook place at tho water’s edge.
There
Morales and Baez were killed.
A party
pf insurgents of General Chuohu
Mor:ades, seeing that defeat was inevitable,
:ook refuge in the mountains.
It is reported that they were surrounded
later
ind that Meroades was 6hot. Revolutionists here (Monte Christo) say a mistake
ivas made in showing any
clemency what)ver to Gov. Cailto instead of
killing him
for
Calito immediately began
)ff-handed,
ploodthirsty measures of vengeance upon
U1 the employes of the mercantile house
pf which Jiminez was the head.
To the
lumber of sixteen they
were adjudged
guilty of conspiracy and taken out and
shot. Among them were several
boys not
more than seventeen years old.
In the fight six insurgents were killed
md about 24 have been executed since. It
is supposed that General
Toraveio Garcia
pscaped with Jiminez, but this is uncertain.
Advices from Puerto Plata say that all
s quiet there trday.
Four more revolutionists have been shot
iince Friday among them Charles
Merges said to be well known in New York
:ity.
According to the same informant
he country “appears to be
completely

it is believed that the three missing vessels have gone for provisions and
munitions of war.
At 6 o'ciook this afternoon the
Haytien
steamer Nouvelle
Valdrogue^arrived here
from Cape Haytien after
touching at all
the
ports along the coast. She reports
that yesterday at Mole St. Nicholas she
and

saw

the United States

awaiting instructions.

troopship

Kesolute
Tho vessel was
ascertained from

is

no

oamittgu

dlreot

wiub

xax

communication

the Cristobal
Colon, one torpedo boat
and two auxiliary cruisers are there.
The collier Merrimae, so it is thought
at Santiago, went down laden with coal,
probably to render the obstruetion of the
harbor entranoehnore oomplete.
It is understood that the vessels which
the steamer St. Simon reports
having
seen last Friday at
San Juan de Porto
were
a
small
Rico,
gunboat and one
only
torpedo boat, which showed considerable
damage, said to have been received in
the combat with the Americans at Cien-

SPANISH

that the first step would be
disinterested

some

of this

power

government
accepted,

be

would

Lieut.

Hobson

and

Men

Went to Almost Certain Death.

to

as

after

of peace.

formal„tender

a

The au-

thorities here feel that Spain Is feeling
her way toward ajmovement of this kind.
One evidence of It is the utterance of

xuucty.

Madrid,

June 5.—Captain Aunon, minof marine, has ordered
everyone connected with the Admiralty
throughout
;he country to abstain from
in-

would

by

make

a

statement of tlii3

the authorities at Madrid.

Pierre, Mart.,

St.

(Copyright, 1898, the Associated Press.)
Kingston, Jam., June 6.—1 p. m.—A
despatch from Port Antonio, says:
“A

vessel that

has arrived here from

Santiago de Cuba reports that the Ameon Friday night, the
Spanish torpedo boat destroyer Terror.”

ricans sank,

Note—The assumption, based upon despatches from Madrid, has been that the
destroyer lerror, after leaving Fort de
Franco, went to Porto Rican waters, and
it is probable that the Port Antonio despatch confuses her with her sister descroyer the Furore, as has several times
been the case.

WARSHIPS SEEN.

June 5—8

p.”n;7—The

British steamer Twickenham, having
mained at Fort de
without getting

to

land her

cargo of 4000 tons of coal consigned
the

Spanish

will leave

consul,

There
was seen

are

numerous

off

reports that

northwest

the

steamer St. Simon,
this morning

which

Spanish oruiser
Spanish torpedo boats

no war

Rico

arrived horc

from Havre, reports that
and two or three

one

Porto

June 5.—-The

on

were

Friday

at San

noon.

Juan,

She

saw

a

fleet

coast of the

island yesterday and it may be that the
Twickenham goes to coal the ships.

FIVE SHIPS GOING.

San

Francisco, June

that five

5.—It Is announced

of three transports will

Instead

compose tho next

expedition

to

Manila

sent.

ready

Also

that

will

tho vessels will be

for embarkation ty tho end of next

week.
GEN. JIMINEZ ESCAP ED.
Farther Particulars Regarding the P.ehellion

at

Sail

QUIET'
Key West,
rhe

Mr. P. Ketcham of Pike City, Ca..,
says; “During my brother’s late sickness from sciatic rheumatism, Chamberlain’s Pain Balm was the only remedy
that gave him any relief.” Many others
have testified to the prompt relief from
For
paiD which this liniment affords.
sale by D. W. Heseltine & Co., :187 ConLondon, June 6.—A despatch to the
gress St., Edward W. Stevens, No. 107
Portland St., King P. Raymond, Cum- Daily
Telegraph from Gibraltar, says:
berland Mills, Wm. Oxnard, 921 Con“The Cadiz reserve squadron is now a
gress St., H. P. S.
Goold, Congress
Square Hotel.
v, eek out and bound for Cuba.

OUT A WEEK.

(Copyright
Cape Haytien,

ON

Fla..

impending

BLOCKADE.
june 5._fi.5o p.

m.—

invasion of Cuba and the
are the only topics of
Intense anxiety is
elt for more and
definite nows from
-ommodore Schley and Rear
Admiral
Mimpson, and the north coast
blockade
las become a minor
The only
incident.
irrival of today from off Havana
reports
in
unchanged condition there. The ships
tl'9
stationed in lines and have reaxed none of their
vigilance, hut during
•he past few
days nothing has occurred to
rary tho tedium of the wait.
There has
jecn no hostile demonstration from the
ihore and so fhr as the immediate vicinity
if Havana is concerned, the only sign of
ife thereabouts is the incessant work bong done on the fortifications.
I The gunboat Marietta is changing her
nior here and vriil soon have laid aside
ler sombre black lbr tho
gray war com' ilexion of he r sister fighters.

Santiago situation
i*t3re today.

Domingo.

QUIET AT CHICKAMAUGA.
Chiekamangua National Park, Juno 5.
has been the quietest day since
-This

ships elsewhere.
1808 by the Associated

there and to encourage

towards securing peace

basis honornhlft

t.n Snufn.

on

With this

the report ot the serious embarrass-

ment of the Bank of

Spain

on

government relies for funds to carry
the war.

Spanish

The
forces

Havana are

on

desperate condition of the
at Manila, Santiago and

looked upon

as

added rea-

why Spain should be solicitous this

sons

for

time

But

peace.

while Spain is

thought to be anxious to

secure

peace,
appears to bo unable to secure the

she

Press.)

t he volunteer army arrived heie. It was
the most delightful, too,
1 irobably one of
was
s far as weather
concerned,the soldj ers have had since they went into camp,
blew
i.
throughout the
pleasant breeze
There wero no drills
entire day.
landing, into 1 rk the
of
kind
any
and large deml parades
two columns, one of which attacked and 1
aeinnents of men wore given short leave
other
the
tlys
led
took
to visit Lookout Mountain
fort,
by Jiminez
f ubsenee
nd other points of interest near the park,
marching to the Governor’s house. Gov.
services
were held in those regiJ
ieligious
Culito was seized and the demand was
camps having chaplains and it
uental
made upon him by Jiminez that he sign
cus in a word, a typical Sunday with
a paper accepting the
leadership of the t ,11 of its observances.
June 5.—10.30 p. m._
According to the latest advices from
Monte Christo, General
Jiminez, the
leading spirit in the revolutionary attempt divided his men on

[
]

Always

services of a disinterested power to take
the initiative ln'a peace movement. This

a

and Two Stowed Themselves
the Fated

Ship-Plan

Heroes Assured

foreign capitols

(Copyright 1898 by the Associated Press.)
Off Santiago de Cuba, June 4, 7 a. m.—
via Port Antonio, Jam., June 4 (Per the
Associated Press Dispatoh Boat Dauntless; delayed in transmission.)—The following is a detailed story of the aot of
heroism performed by Lieut. Richmond
P. Hobson and his seven companions In
sinking the collier Mernmac across the
channel leading into the uarbor of Santiago de Cuba.
The Spanish fleet is now helpless, be-

the resentment

by

to

President

kindly
representations of the great powers made
For

McKinley

by Spain to
ers

several days ago.
the efforts since made

that reason,

indnoe the

European

to intervene had met with flat

pow-

failure

because none of the powers wish to arouse
of the United States.

the enimity

For

this'dlplomatic official
pointed out, the'European ^powers were
the same

loth to

reason

befriend

Spain at the

present

even;to;tho oxtent of maklngdnquiras to; what basis of
peace would be

time
ies

acceptable to the United States. No one
power would undertake^such inquiries,
it would subjeot that power
of being snubbod.

he said, as
to the

possibility

1115 FOUGHT AT MILL
Death of

Captain Gridley
ship Olympia.

Washington,

June

of

T_

1 G-1.

_

.3

U

j:

possible.

A

-1

r^l(1
S

Well

LIEUT. RICHiTOND P. HOBSON.

r-.

HU

kJC

0ICI1UJ

On the 28th of
May they left Hong
on the steamer
Ceptio, ono of the
vessels of gthe
Occidental and Oriental
‘?,eR- Ic would appear that
al3°ut the time the
lioljo
It is quite evident
now
®onsldered his case serious,
communicate so far as
known with any member
of his family
after the battle of Manila.

Kong

and

the

Flag-

Washington, June 5. —Captain Charles
Vernon Gridley is the first American
officer of great prominence whose death is
a direct result of the existing
war with
As the commander of Admiral
Spain.
Dewey's flagship and one of tho Admiral’s
3hief advisers, Captain Gridley achieved
iistinotton at the battle of
Manila bay
and added to bis previous laurels by winfiom
his
superiors in the
ning high praise
service for distinguished gallantry and
his
He
fought
ship from the
ability.
oonning”tower, while Admiral Dewey
of
his squadron
directed the movements
from tho deck of the vessel. It was not
known for some time after the battle that
Captain Gridley had suffered therefrom,
and even now the precise nature of his
trouble is not disolosed.
Upon the arrival of the Zaflro at Hong Kong on the
20th of May, the navy department was
notified that Captain Gridley had bean
condemned by a board of medical survey
and “Invalided” home. Subsequent advices received by the department indicated
that Captain Gridley was suffering from
the effects of u
rupture supposed to bavo
been received
during the battle at MaIt was
nila, but no details were given.
not supposed that his illness was
very
serious, as tho department was informed
that the
with
in
Paycaptain,
company
master Galt would leave for homo
as
as

Away

S.—Captain,Charles

Uiivuiuu

soon

60

TTfill

V. Gridley, commander of the
cruiser
Olympia anu one of the heroes of the
brilliant victory at Manila, is dead. The
announcement of his death was received
by the Navy Department late this afternoon iu a
cablegram from Paymaster
Galt of the navy, dated at Kobe, Japan.

harbor was completely blocked early this
morning, when the United States collier
Merrlmao was sunk across its entranoe.
It is now impossible for the Spaniards to
get out, and it is equally impossible for

1870, was appointed, after a competitive
examination, to the naval academy in
May, 1885. He was the youngest member
of his class but graduated at the head of
his eighteen companions. He has studied
engineering under the auspices of the
States government in France and
There- United
assistant naval constructor in

any vessel to get into the harbor,
Spanish first class armored
cruisers Maria Teresa, Cristobal
Colon,
Vizcaya and Almirante Oquendo, with
the two torpedo boat destroyers Furor and
Pluton, are no longer of any use to Spain.

fore, the

This result was accomplished through the
heroism of Lieut. Richmond P. Hobson,
Assistant Naval Constructor, and Daniel

Ueorgo Charotte,
Montague,
J. <j.
Dieenan,
John P.
Murphy, Osoar
Phillips, John Kelly and H. Clausen.
The latter, a coxswain of the New
York,,
took part in the expedition against orders.
were
all
the
captured by
They
Spaniards;
but, the Spanish Admiral in recognition
of their bravery, sent word to the Amerl3,in Admiral, under
a flag of truce, that
ho was willing to exchange the prisoners
and assuring the American commander
that they would be treated with the greatest kindness.
Money and provisions have been sent to
them and necessary steps are being taken
to bring about their exchange.

Montague is ohief master at arms of the
New York.
He has served four years in
the navy, is 29 years of age and his homo
Is in Brooklyn.
George Charette is a gunner’s mate of
the first class, on board the New York.
He has served fourteen
years in
the
and
navy, is HI years old
resides at

Lowell,

Mass.

; J. C. Murphy is

a

can

the
by Him—Safety
by Admiral Cervera.

said that muoh surprise had been caused
the United States against the

To

Sinking

Collier Was Eieut. Hobson’s
It Was Executed

T.

be best judged from what
Lieut. Hobson said just before leaving th®
flagship. Sitting in his cabin, his fad®
browned by the sun and his eyes
flashing
with excitement, he remarked:
“I shall go right into the harbor uuidi
on about 400 yards past the Estrella
battery,
which is behind Morro Gastle.
I do not
think they can sink me before I reach
of
somewhere near that point.
The Merjimao has 7000 tons
buoyanoy and I shall
keep her full speed ahead. She oan make
about ten knots.
When the narrowest
part of the channel is reached 1 shall put
of
her helm hard aport, stop the
engine^,
drop the anchors, open the sea connections
touch o3 the torpedoes
*•§£» le^ve tha
Merrlmao a wreck, lyin'”* _.nwart yje
tins
which is not as broad as
Oscar Deignan is a coxswain of the ohannel,
Merrlmao is long. There are ten 8-inch
and
is
about
24
the
Merrimao,
waterline
years old.
improvised torpedoes below
John P. Phillips is a machinist of the on the Merrimac’s port side.
They are
on her side against the bulkheads
placed
irst olass, belonging to the Merrimao.
and vital spots, connected with each other
Be is 36 years of age and his home is in
Each
by a wire under the ship’s keel.
Boston.
torpedo contains 83 pounds of gun
Each
is
also
conneoted
powder.
torpedo
John Kelly is a water tender, about 35
with the bridge and they should do their
rears old.
His home is near
Glasgow, work in a minute, and it will be auiok
ico tland.
minute and a
H. Clausen, who slipped on board the werk even if done in a
Merrimao without permission, in order quarter.
“On deck there will be four men and
;o take part in the expedition,
is a ooxmyself. In the engine room there will b«
iwain of the New York.
two
other men.
This is the total crew
Lieut. Richmond Pearson Hobson, asand all of us will be in our underclothsistant naval constructor,
was born at
with revolvers and ammunition in
Breensboro, Alabama, on August 17, ing,
water tight packing strapped around oui
waists. Forward there will be a man os
deck, and around his waist will be a line,
the other end of the line being made fasi
to the bridge where I will stand. By that
man’s side will be an axe.
When I stop
the engines I shall jerk this cord and k«
will thus get the signal to cut the lash,
iugs which will be holding tho forward
anchor. He will then jump overboard and*,
swim to the four oared dingy which w«
shall tow astern.
The dingy is full of
life buoys and is unsuitable.
In it are,
rifles.
It is to be hold by two ropes, one
made fast at her bow and one at her
The first, man to reach her will
stern.
haul in the tow line and pull the dingy
to starboard. g|The next to leave the ship
The quarterare the rest of the crew.
master at the wheel will not leave until
after having put it hard aport and lashed
it so, ha will then jump overboard.
“Down below, the man at the reversing
up
gear will stop the engines, soramble
the side as quickly
on deck and get over
as ho is able.
“Tho man in the engine room
will
break open the sea connectings with a
his
leader
hammer
and
will
follow
sledge
into the water.
This lalt stept insure*
the Merrlmao whethe*
tbe jinking of
or
Dot.
work
torpedoes
“By this time, I calculate the six men

Thousands of Volunteers Wanted

the view expressed today by a lead- ing held oaptive in Santiago de Cuba harbor. The narrow channel leading into the
ing member of the diplomatio corps. He

in

captured.”
Cadet Powell believes
the
torpedoes
previously fixed about the Merrbtnab were
as
exploded
planned, as Ifiout. Hobson
was well up the harbor before
the Spaniards opened Are on the Merrlhaac.
Whnt. Qhfllnlln
J_1_J

Merrimoc

was

at

To

Be Remembered in American History.

which the

The despatch contained this simple
prohibit- Long.
ng foreign newspaper
“Captain Gridley died
corre3nondents announcement:
rom staying in Cuba under
Kemains
me
on
accompany
the penalty today.
>f being treated as spieH.
Coptic.”

for Jamaica.

be

Hayti,

to

tonight

and that 5t00 instead of 2500 troops

Cape Haytien,

re-

France several weeks

permission

sympathy

movement

comes

giving

ormation of any kind as to
preparations
or naval movements and
also to he on
;uard against persons visiting the department and
“on more or less
legitimate
irelexts” seeking information.
A despatch from Havana
says that the
Spanish gunboat Ardilla and a steamer
(Vitli 800 head of cattle have arrived
there.
Goneral
Blanco, according to the dohas
ipatch,
published an older

Another

evidence is the sending of Senor Castillo
to Paris, his
principal mission being to

ster

TWICKENHAM LEAVES.

Names

the Spanish ambassador'at London,
urging that a; peaoe movement is opportune
at this time. It is thought to be highly
improbable that a Spanish official of this

CENSORSHIP.

fuegos.

The injuries to the fortifications there
caused by the bombardment are described
as being plainly visible.

TERROR SUNK.

Provincetown, Mass., June 5.—It'wns
learned this morning that a fatal accident

occurred last
night on the cruiser San
Francisco. By the fall of one of the cruiser’s whale-boats from the davits, Xlaas
Wessell, coxswain, was drowned and seaman Svenson sustained a fractured leg.
The
two
men
had been ordered to go
ashore here after tho evening malls, and
as
the
beat
was about to be lowered,
just
the falls
were accidentally unhooked,

back
the insurgents, who half an hour retreated slowly,
ill the while fighting, toward the shore,
ieneral Jiminez was furiously attacked

anllnsigniflcant seaport
and there is no telegraphic station there.
Jean Ravel and Mole St. Nioholas
by
It is thought
possible that the Spanish
two Spanish corvettes, but had
managed
ships];encountered were the vanguard ot to escaped them.
the Cadiz fleet The names of the AmeriF'renHhe same source it is learned that
oan ships were not dlscernable, but it is Admiral Carvera’s squadron in its entirety is not in the Port of Santiago do Cuba,
here that they were
believed
probably but that only a cruiser, supposed to be

ago de Cuba oables that the

fi. H.

tieing stronger, pressed

under convoy. It was
passengers of the Nouvello Voldrogue'that
the Resolute had been pursued between

Jean Rabel is

|

I

said

enlist

revolutionists for the northern district.
joy. Calito refused, saying that he was

CEVERA’S FLEET.

the same name, arrived at Mole St.

people uso the words “French Nicholas yesterday
and Cleansing” as catchwords, afterward.
.T1R, FOSTEK, just home from
Advices

u

;is

a

(Copyright, 1898, the Associated Press.)
Cape Haytien, Hayti,
June 5—7.4 ,
United
P- m.—The
States
troopshi )
Resolute, formerly the Yorktown, unde p
convoy of the torpedo boat destroyer May
flower, the converted Ogden Goelet yach ;

Some

til

It

a

Eyeing

lUd!

Van-

guards of Cadiz Fleet.

AMERICA AHEAD

CnCTCD’O

How

the United States would consider peaoe.

kind, unless It voiced the view entertained

539 Congress St,, Brown Block.
may23
dtftstp

bi.t

but

this time no. actual move has been
made toward
ascertaining on what basis

rank

$3.50 Shoe.

HO

to

come

here,

whioh .the terms being stated, it would
be for Spain to form a commission and

into our store and look
great trade—the best made
Shoe for the money in Portland.

SPECIAL

to

Complete Story of Sinking of the Collier
Merrimac at Santiago-

Nu-

in that direction.

of the authorities

what terms

come

center &

now

opportunity

favorable

evidences of this have

attention

toward having
make inquiry

over our

our

peace and that even
a

up to

excellent
Vici Kid
Children and

some

in various sizes

See

to make

seeking

make

ARE OFF TO

Just

ious

merous

OUR TROOPS
But we have

June 6.—The belief Is
in the best informed government circles that
Spain is sincerely anx-

the

M.'W&Ftflstp

styles

Washington,

she is

At live o'clock thin streams of smoke
against the western shore, quite
close to the Spanish batteries and strong
glasses made out the launch of the New
'York returning to the flagship. Scarcelyhad the small craft been sighted before a
puff of smoke Issued from a battery on
the western arm of the harbor und a shot
Then for
plunged far oTer the launch.
Ufteeu minutes the big suns ashore kopt
up an irregular lire on the little launch.
As the shells fell without hitting the object they were intended for, tho men on
board the New York jeered at the Spanish
marksmanship and cheered their shipmates.
At 0.15 a. m. tho launch came
alongside the flagship, but she did not have on
board any or the crew of the IMerrimue.
Cadet Powell roported that he had teen
unable to see any sign of the Merrlmao’s
crew. It developed that,
with
great
bravery, the Cadet bad gone right under
the batteries and only returned whan all
hope of taking on board the crew of the
Merrimao
had thus been
abandoned.
Cadet Powell also reported that he had
seen
the Merrimao’s masts stickclearly
ing up just whore Hobson hoped to sink
her. north of the Estrella battery and
well past the guns of Morro Castle,
But,
of the heroes who had penned the
Spaniards in their was not a sound or a
Sigh.
Hear Admiral Sampson, said:
M,I ajtt
pretty sure the attempt was quite successful. I hope all those brave fellows are not
were seen

growing

make overtures

President.
Cashier.

throughout.

Quit.
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DEED OF HEROISM.

minutes flashes of tiro seemed
to
leap
across the harbor entrance.
The flagship was too far away to hear
tlie reports, and when the
firing ceased it
was judged that Hobson had
blown up
the Morrlmac.
For an hour the anxious
watchers waited for daylight.
Hear Admiral Sampson and Captain Chadwick
were on the bridge
of
the
New York

coxswain of the Iowa.

made
1S91. He is the author of a semi-political
work entitled “The Situation and Outlook in Kurope,” and was assigned to the
flagship New York when Hear Admiral
Sampson sailed for the West Indies.
Lieut. Hobson is a nephew of John M.
Moreland of North Carolina and is a
grandson of Chief Justice Pearson of that
He is unmarried, and his father,
state.
Judge James M. Hobson, lives at OreensAla,
boro,
the Merrimao’s
The three men from
crew were all greenhands and
shipped
war.
the
rebantiy for
Tho Merrimao had on board six hundred
tons of coal when she was scuttled across
the channel.
on his daring
Lieut. Hobson started
errand at three o’clook this morning. The
westward.
Merrimao was lying to the
Under cover of the clouds over the moon,
towards
the
coast
in
aid
made
she stole
her way to the eastward, followed by a
steam launch from tho New York with
Naval
tho following crew on board:
Cadet J. W. Powell, of Oswego, N. Y,;
H.
Peterson,
K.
coxswain;
P.
Haodford,
apprentice of the first class; J. Mailings,
machinist of
coal passer; G. L. Kussell,
In the launch
were
the second class.
bandages and appliances for the wounded.
From the crowded decks of tho New
York nothing could be seen of the Merrimao after sho had got under tho shadow
For half an
hour officers
of the bills.
and men strained their eyes peering into
the gloom, when, suddenly, the flash of
-Morro Castle,
a gun streamed out from
and then all on board tho New York knew
The
the Merrimao was nearing her end.
guns from the Spanish battery opposite
Castle
answered
Morro
quickly with
for
about
more flashes, and,
twenty
was

V-n in tha ill n nv»

twl

tTio
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will have swung athwart the ohannel, to
the full length of her 81)0 yards
cable,
which will have been paid out before the
anchors were cut loose.
“Then, all that Is left for me is to
I shall stand on the
touch the button.
The
exstarboard side of the bridge.
plosion will throw the Merrimao on her
this
side.
on
side
of
starboard
Nothing
New York city will be able to raise hed
after that.”
out of this
“And you expect to come
alive?” asked a companion of the lieutenant.
“Ah, that is another thing,” answered
the
He was so interested in
lieutenant.
the meohanical details of the scheme that)
he scarcely
stopped to talk of life and
death.
But, in reply to frequent questions, Hobson said:
“I suppose the Estrella battery will lira
down on us a bit, but the ships will throw
their
searchlights in the gunners’ faces
and they went see much of us.
Then,
if we are torpedoed we should even then
be able to make the desired position in
the channel.
It won’t be so easy to hil
us, and I "think the men should, be abW
to swim to the dingy. I may jump be.
fore I am blown up. But I don’t see thai
it makes much difference what I do.
have a fair chance of life either way.
If
cur dingy gets shot to pieces we shalj
then
try to swim for the beach undef
Morro castle
We shall keep together nl
all hazards.
Then, we may he able t<
make our way alongside and perhaps ge(
We shall fight the sene
back to the ship.
tries or a squad until the last and w£
shall only
surrender to overwhelming;

{
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t ured and that
injured.
only two of the heroes ware
Lieut. Hobson was not hurt. It appears
that the Spanish admiral was so struck
with the courage of the Merrimac’s crew
that he decided to inform Admiral Sampton that they had not lost their lives, but
war
were prisoners of
and could be exnaval construction and is accounted one changed. The dingy portion of the prodoes
the
not
in
the
most
able
Df
naval constructors
gramme
appear to have been
tervioe, being entirely wrapped up in his carried out, which leads to the belief that
she may have been snmshed by a shot, for
profession.
and his men drifted
Tne preliminary work of this desperate it seems Hobson
offithe
ashore
on
an old catamarin which had
was
a
strain
upon
undertaking
cers and
men.
On Wednesday morning, been slung over the Merrimao’s side at
lirectiy after Hear Admiral Sampson s the last moment, as an extra precaution.
arrival, and
soon rs he was oert-ain
They were captured and sent to Santias
;he Spanish fleet was in the harbor, the ago under guard, previous to being transpreparations to scuttle the Merrimao in ferred to Morro castle, where they are
the channel were commenced. All day now understood to be oonlined.
from the New York and
Money and provisions were 6©nt to the
long crews
Brooklyn were on board the collier, never prisoners through Capt. Oviedo and it is
costing in their effors to prepare her. believed Bear Admiral Sampson Is tak
She lay alongside the Massachusetts, dis- ing the steps necessary to bring about
charging coal when the work was first their exohange.
The fleet tonight is in a state of delightnews of the intended expedition ed enthusiasm and the admiral is jnst os
the
fleet
und
travelled quiokly through
happy as the youngest sailor. The genknown that volunteers eral opinion is that no man ever deserved
it soon became
were needed for a desperate undertaking.
recognition for personal bTavery more
the iowa’B signal yard quickly than does Lieut. Hobson.
From
she
that
had
announcement
Oadet Howell, who was the last man to
fluttered the
Hobson before his start and
HO volunteers and the other ships were see Lieut.
behind. On the New York the who had chorge of the launoh during its
not far
Over
800
mementhusiasm was intense.
perilous trip, after muoh needed sleep,
of the crew volunteered to go into told the story of his experience. He said:
bers
“Lieut. Hobson took a short sleep for a
that harbor and faoe death. The junior
officers literally tumbled ever each other few honrs which was often interrupted.
names
on
to
their
At
a quarter to two he came on deck and
get
in their eagerness
made a Unal inspection, giving his last
the volunteer lists.
Then he had a little lunch.
Uommander Miller, who had charge of instructions.
the Merrimao, pleaded with the Admiral Hobson was as cool as a cucumber. At
he
latter
but
the
about 2.30
o’clock 1 took the men who
thought
to let him go,
were
not
had better not.
going on the trip into the
and started for the Texas, the
When it was learned that only six men launch,
and Lieut. Hobson were to go, there was nearest ship; but, had to go back for one
considerable disappointment on all sides, of the assistant engineers, whom Hobson
and when the New York’s contingent finally compelled to leave. I shook hands
the side late on Wednesday with Hobson last of all. He said:
went over
crews
“Powell, watch the boat’s
night, some of those who were left, were
of the harbor.
almost ready, brave and strong as they when we
pull out
We
and
will
be
sit
down
to
ory.
oracks,
rowing
thirty
were,
All Wednesday night the crews worked Strokes to the minute.
Texas 1 saw the
“After leaving tbe
board the Merrimao which then lay
on
Tf. trnc
close to the New York, and the other Morpimnn ctAnmincr alntxrlv In
ships, as they passed the collier, before only fairly dark then and the shore was
sundown, obeered her with the same spir- quite visible. We followed about threeBritish men-of-warsmen quarters of a mile astern. The Merrimac
the
that
it
cheered the Amerloan sailor’s heroism at stood off a mile to the westward of the
harbor and seemed a bit mixed, turning
Samoa.
Lieut Hobson paid a short visit to the completely around. Finally heading to
flagship shortly before midnight and the east, she ran down and then turned
We were then obaslng him because
then returned to the Merrimao, on board in.
of wbloh craft he had been all day. As I thought Hobson had lost his bearings.
the sea ladder there When Hobson was abont 200 yards from
he started down
were many hands stretched out to grasp the harbor, the first gun was llred from
his and many quiet words spoken, earn- the eastern bluff. We were then half a
for his
success, as it was mile off shore close under the batteries.
est wishes
thought then that Hobson would take the The firing increased rapidly. We steamed
in slowly and lost sight of the Merrimac
Merrimao lu early yesterday morning.
At
4 n'nlnnt
the Admiral and Finer in the smoke which the wind carried off
Lieutenant Staunton got into the launch shore.
“It hnng heavily. Before Hobson could
to make an Inspection of the Merrimao.
The working gangs were still on board have blown up the Meriiraao the western
the
New
York
the
board
of her, and on
battery ploked ns up and commenced
officers of the flagship stood on the quar- firing.
They shot wild, however, and
We ran in still
ter aeok, their glasses foonssed on the big we only heard the shots.
black hull that was to form an impas- closer to the shore and the gunners lost
best
obstacle
for
ships.
Spain’s
sible
sight of us. Then we heard the explosion
of the torpedoes on the Merrlmao.
The miSSB* slipped by, the orews hod
“Until daylight we waited just outside
aot completed their work on the Merriof men, black the breakers, half a mile to the westward
mao, but at last a boat load
to
the
over
oame
flagship. of Morro, keeping a sharp lookout for
and tired out,
Last of all, at 4.30 oame the admiral. He the boat or for swimmers: bnt saw nothhad been delayed by a break-down of the ing. Hobson had arranged to meet us at
that point, but thinking that someone
steam launch.
have drifted out, we orossed in
Lawn was breaking over Santiago de might
it
front of Morrow and the mouth of the
Cuba and
everybody
thought
nearly
was too late for the attempt to he made harbor, to the eastward.
that morning.
“At about 5 o’clock we orossed the harbor again, within a quarter of a mile,mid
Then somebody cried:
In passing w>
’’She la going in”
Stood to the westward.
Surely enough, ft he seemingly deserted saw one spar of the Merrlmao sticking
We hugged tho shore,
collier was seen heading straight for Mor- out of the water.
a mile,
ro
castle.
just outside of the breakers for
The torpedo boat Porter was lying near and then turned towards the Texas, when
the flagship, and at the admiral’s order, | the batteries saw us and opened fire. It
The first shot
Lieut. Stauuton snatched up the mega- was then broad daylight.
™
fired dropped 30 yards astern, but the
phone and hailed the Porter, saying:
“Porter, there, tell the Merrimao to re- other shots went wild.
turn immediately.”
“I
drove the launch for all she was
Smoke quickly poured from the Porter’s worth, finally
making the New York.
and
the
dark
little
craft
staoks
smoke
The men behaved splendidly.”
parted toward the shore.
By that time, darkness had quite disapANOTHER STORY.
peared
and, quickly as the fast torpeuo
boat tore
through the water. It seemed TheDanntles* Tells ofAchlevement of Men
as if she would never head off the Merrlof
Merrimac.

lumbers, and our surrender will
only
take place as a last and almost uncontemplated emergency.
Lieut. Hotson might have been lecturing to a class of cadets on the theory of
bow to build ships, so deliberate was his
He was lately at Annapolis in
manner.
'barge of the post graduate course in

whole

party had been

c;

■

*fhe

,

mae

At

last, when within range of the
of the Spaniards, the Porter crossed
the Merrimao’s bow and a sigh of relief
wont
up from the eager watohers, for
they thought It sure death for Hobson to
venture in at that hour.
Sometime after 5 o’clock the Porter
came tearing back and the
Merrimac, to
everyone’s surprise kept her position.
Admiral Sampson, Capt. Chadwick and
Lient. Staunton could not understand,
until Lient.
Fremont, from the deck of
the torpedo boat, shouted:
“Lieut. Hobson asks permission to concourse.
bis
He thinks he can
guns

a

heavy fire from Mauser rifles and the

heavy

guns of the batteries.
Lieut. Hobson and ills men are now
as a flag of
truce announced and will be exchanged in due
course of time.
That their mission was
successful, admits of no doubt, for Ensign Powell distinctly saw the spars of
the wrecked ship in the middle ot the
channel.
Lieut. Hobson planted her at
the very point he had selected.
Cushing's memorable feat in blowing
is
up the Confederate ram Albermarlo
over matohed by Hobson’s act, for Cushing's men crept up Albermarle sound at
midnight and fell upon an unsuspecting
foe.
Hobson took his ship
over three
hundred feot long into the very foons ot
a dozen batteries with
the enemy at the
guns and blew her up.
Discovery at the
end ol his journey
was inevitable and
death was almost certain. No name therefore can be written
higher on war’s
temple of fame than his.
Like Cushing’s deed, Hobson’s desperate undertaking was conceived by him
who executed it.
When Hear Admiral
Sampson joined Commodore Schley on
the
latter had already ascerWednesday,
tained that it would be impossible for the
fleet to crawl into the rat hole in which
the Spanish fleet had taken refugo.
The
mines aoross the entrance and the batteries whioh commanded it,
made the
mere contemplation of it an aot of folly.
Commodore Schley
was inclined
to
think the dynamite
cruiser Vesuvius
be
able
to
but
the
countermine;
might
ships would have to go in single Ale, and
if one were sunk in
ohannel
the
the
blookprogress of the others would be
aded. It was then that Lieut. Hobson
conceived the scheme of sinking a big
collier across the harbor entrance and
asked to be allowed to execute it himself.
It seemed certain death and almost certain failure, and the odds were
overwhelmingly against reaching the entrance
before discovery.
Hobson was so enthusiastic, however, that his confidence was
Infectious and the Admiral finally cave a
reluctant consent.
Lieut. Hobson’s chief anxletv was that
in the dark he might miss the narrow
mouth and run on to the shoals, to the

Spanish prisoners,

westward.

prevent the possibility of this, the
plan of allowing the Merrimao to run in
under the Spanish flag with the fleet in
feigned pursuit firing blank cartridges
To

and blazing the path to

the

with searchlights,
because,
bat abandoned

harbor

en-

considered
among other
with
Hobson
his
Lieut.
volunteer
reasons,
if their lives
crew did not want to die,
should be sacrificed under false oolors.
They wanted to go down with the Stars
from the
and Stripes floating proudly
Merrimao.
When the Admiral’s consent was obtained, Lieut. Hobson became Impatient
of all delay and that very night, Vn ednes
trance

was

Six other men,
the
selected from
various ships with
Ensign Powell In command manned the launch
which was to
he at the harbor mouth and
take oil those
who escaped.
The Merrlmao
was made
Six torpedoes were
ready
strung along
her port side with wive
connections to the
Her anchors were
bridge
lashed at the
stern.
Her cargo of
coal was
shifted and her cargo ports were
opened
so that she would more
readily All when
the time came to cut her anchor
open the seacocks and torpedo her bulkHeads.
The work was not completed
until after
four o clock Thursday
morning, but with
the sky paling In the east,
Lieut. Hobson
headed in on his desperate mission
On
board the ships‘of the fleet
picketed about
the entrance, every othoer and man with
many warm hearts beats for their 'brave
comrades awaited the issue
with
eyes
anxiously fixed on the jutting headlands
that marked the entrance of the harbor.
Hut as the Merrimac steamed forward'
Reur Admiral Sampson, pacing the deck
of the flagship, looked at his watch and
at the appearance of the streaks in the
east, decided that the Merrimac could not
reaoh the entrunou before broad day light.
the torpedo boat Porter
Consequently
which was alongside was despatched to
recall the daring officer.
Lieut. Hobson
sent back a protest with a request for nermission to proceod. Hut the Admiral declined to allow him to take the risk and
slowly the Merrimac swung about.
During the day Lieut. Hobson went
aboard the flagship. His once whito duck
trousers were as black as a coal heaver’s
hl8 old fatigue coat was unbuttoned and
his begrimed face was deep-furrowed
by
tense drawn lines, but steady resolution
still shone in his eyes.
So absorbed was
he in the task ahead of him, that, unmindful of his appearance and of
all
ceremony and naval etiquette he told the
Admiral in a tone of command that he
must not again be interferred with.
‘‘1 can carry this thing through," said
he, ‘‘but there must be no more recalls.
My men have been keyed up for 24 houis
and under a tremendous strain.
Iron
will break at last."
Suoh was the indomitable
will and
courage with which he laced death and
glory. When Hobson left the ship and the
extended hands of his shipmates, more
than one of the latter turned hastily to
hide the unhidden tear.
The lieutenant
waved adieu with a smile on his face.
This
morning the Merrimao started
shortly after three o'olook. The fuli moon
had disappeared behind a blaok cloud
bank In the west, leaving only a
gray
mark of heaving waters and the dim outline of the Cuban hills, showing
against
the unstarred sky to
the watobers on
board the ships of the fleet.
It was that
calm hour before dt w when life is at Its
lowest ebb and the line runs out, carrying
the lives of mortals with it.
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Lieutenant

Veteran Save Their Comrades’ Lives at
Tampa.

Tampa, i a., June 5.—By an act of
heroism Lieut. Parker, who is in oharge

of the old club house on_Lafayette street
near the Brigado,
and which is being
used by the government as a

storehouse,

and Thomas McGee, a veteran of the olvil
war, prevented what might have been a
calamity. These two men pioked up a
box of ammunition which in some mysteirous way had caught Ore and heedless
the danger, carried it to the
of
river,

distance away, and threw it “in
It was
recovered later when the tide
went out and was found to be considerably charred. How the fire originated is a
in the storehouse were
mystery,
piled
hundreds of boxes of ammunition, each
containing 1000 cartridges.
Had
the
cartridges in the burning box exploded
a
great loss of life might have resulted
as there were at
least a score of soldiers
working in and around the building.

some

MAY MOVE TUESDAY.
June 5.—There is a
possibility that the battery of artillery may go to

Augusta,

Fort

;ether with all other information bearing
in the operations
of the Spanish officials

and

Popham, Tuesday, though

it is not

certainty. They are all ready to go and
drilling bard each day.
a
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(Copyright 1898 by^the Associated Press.)
j On Board the Associated Press Despatch

i n Canada.
The ambsssador was quiok to act in the
: natter and
without waiting the
slow
processes of the mail, he cabled the entire
natter to the foreign office.
No doubt is
1 intertained as to the
speedy action of the
kuthorities at
London, now that a

LUCKIEST PU

ipeoific case has been made out against
1 ihe Spanish officials in
Canada.
They
would have taken the Initiative ere this,
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jad there been anything more than susiirion as to the operations of Carranza
; knd Du Bose.
But the Carranza letter

proof positive,

was

ifficials moved
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Considering the time of year and the increased demand for all merchandise on account of the war.

British

their own

ijouuiliig

aucij

UdUO

The State Department has not
redress.
rallied Ambassador Hay, not deeming It
lecessary to do more than simply lay the
facts before the British Ambassaor here,
[t is expected that Lord Salisbury will
rail the attention of the Spanish governof
ment to the undesirability
having
Messrs. Carranza and Du Boso remain in
Canada as their operations are so obviousy hostile to the United States.
This,
liowover, may become unnecessary if the
Spanish officials withdraw from Canada
it once, as there appears to be no disposition to proseoute them or to give them an
are
mforced expulsion so long as they
willing to close their operations and deas
well
as
British
The
statutes,
part.
those of Canada, have speolflc provision
igainst the use of British or Canadian
territory by foreigners temporarily seeking asylum there, as the base of hostile
operations against countries with whioh
Great Britain and her
colonies are at
peace.
About a week ago an effort was made
by the Spanish officials to enlist the sympathy of the British embassy here, with
an alleged British subjeot
imprisoned at
Tampa who, it is now believed, is the
Carranza’s
Spanish spy alluded to in
letter. A Canadian lawyer arrived here
last Sunday and made a personal appeal
to Sir Julian Paunoefote to intervene in
behalf of the man imprisoned at Tampa.
There were suspicious oiraumstanoos connected with the case and before acting,
the ambassador asked for a speciflo recital
of all the facts. These were not forthcomWhen
ing and the case was not pushed.
the Carranza letter appeared stating that
one of his spies
has
been
caught at
Tampa, it became apparent for the first
time that the efforts toward intervention
were designed to seoure the release of this
spy.
Aside from the offloial action of the
British government, it is quite likely
will take
that the Cauadlan
officials
some aotion
against Carranza and Du
Boso, under the Cauadlan statutes.
When Sir Louis Davies, minister of
marine of the Canadian cabinet was here
recently, he spoke of the determination of
the Canadian authorities to maintain the
the
strictest neutrality and to see that
Canada as a
t Carranza party did not use
base for any hostile operations against the
He referred to the diffiUnited States.
culty In making out a speciflo case against
was
It
that
enough to
•them, saying
present mere suspicion. He said, however, that if such a oase should be seotired
would act
authorities
the Canadian
promptly in putting an end to the abnse
of hospitality shown
by the Spanish
The Carranza letter furnished
officials.
just suoh a case as Sir Louis Davies rethe
ferred to, and leaves no doubt that
Dominion government as well as the authorities in London will see that the Carranza-Du Boso party no longer abnse their
residence in Canada by making it the
headqnarters for a spy system and as base
of information for General Blanco and
Admiral Cervera and the authorities at
Madrid.
THE WEATHER.

SPOT CASH DID IT!
We

bought the entire stock of

Ladies’ Cloth and Crash Suits, Ladies’, Misses’ and
Children’s Jackets, Cloth and Silk Capes also a
few Crash, Linen and Pique Skirts of
one of the
largest manufacturers in N. Y. at just

50 CTS. ON THE DOLLAR.
The

name

of the concern alone were we at liberty to mention would be
enough
few better goods made. These goods have arrived. We

guarantee that there are
shall put them on sale

FRIDAY,

MAY 27 AT 8.30 A. M.

And will continue to sell with

a 10 per cent
margin on the cost until Saturday,
After that date we shall get our regular prices.
Will mention just a few
items of each department so as to give the reader some idea of the wonderful val-

June 4.

ues

considering

the season of the year.

ONE LOT (85) LADIES’ SUITS made
to sell at $7.25 to 8.50, only
$3.00
Some tan coverts included in this lot.

ONE LOT (53) SUITS made of all
wool covert cloth in tan only.
Jacket
strapped seams lined throughout with
silk. Made to sell for $10, only $6.98
ONE LOT (74) SUITS, made of several different styles and shades of mate-

rial, principally blues, everyone of them
made by men tailors. While they last,
$8.50
Worth from $12.50 to $15.

At $10.00,
We have assorted (69) Ladies’ and
Misses’ Suits in this lot, some of which
are

worth $17.50.

SAMPLE SUITS.

BostoD, June 5.—Local forecast for
Boston and vicinity for Monday; Fair;
warmer; variable winds.
Washington, June 5.—Forecast

for

Maine, New Hampshire
Monday
and Vermont: Fair; except showers in
variable
extreme Northern portions;
for

winds.
I.ooal Weather Report.
June 5.—The local weather
bureau office records as to the weather
are as follows:

WOrkTdg

bor and
(Japt. Oviedo, the chief of staff
of Admiral
Carrara, boarded the New
York and informed the admiral that the

—r-i'J.

I

Canada.

fallings,

mander of the Porter. Hobson’s figure
standing out vfyidly on the lonely bridge
of the Merrimao,
All day yesterday the collier lay nsar
the flagship and mote elaborate prepara-

ly recognized.
The spirits shown by the men and offlof the fleet in connection with the
Merrituao expedition is really grand and
beyond being merely expressed In words.
Under these circumstances,
one call
Imagine the immense feeling of satisfaction experienced When it beoame known
that Hobson and tbfe crew of the Merrlmao were safe.
Later in the day a boat
w ith
a white flag put out from the har-

-jr

Will Be Invited to Depart From

stem tones,fthe admiral sent
m a message to the effect that the
mao must
return at once and, in
due course of time, the doomed collier
slowly steamed
back, her commander
evidently disappointed with the order received from the admiral through the com-

C3rs

_

?roP

in

tions were made to carry out the mission
or the
Merrimao successfully. Luring
these preparations Hobson was the coo],
and confident,
supervising personally
every little detail
When, finally, Hobson went on board
the Merrimao last night, he bad beeti
without sleep since Wednesday morning. His uniform was begrimed, his
were black and he looked like a
pands
Stan who had been bard at work in and
about an engine room for a long time.
4U be eald good-bye, tbe lieutenant remarked
that bis only regret wag that
all of the New York’s volunteers oould
not go with him.
Hear Admiral Sampson, speaking of
the expedition, said:
“I think he will have a fair ebanot to
get out. Yes, it is plhoky, very plueky
Wnen the Merrimao started yesterday
morning on the trip from whloh she was
recalled, she had on board of her two
who
had no right to be there.
men.,
mey were Assistant engineer CJrank of
the .Merrimac and Boatswain
of
the New York,
who had been
on
the collier all day.
These two men refused to leave the
ship and, as their dtsobedlenoe Was ot the
nature
which
produced Cushing and
Fartagut for the navy it was not official-

TJ

mSCliLLAITEOUS.

the launch until the
wlldly
the ooast.
latter was fully ‘wo miles up
Then some of the
of them threw a cloud
fairly dose and one
of snrav on board the small craft. In the
the fleet had drawn
of
meantime the ships
New York, Massachusetts,
were barely
three
Texasumi Marblehead e.
miles 'rom Morro Castl
the
great guns continued,
of
The tire
seemed to grow worse
but the gunnery
the
They
until
Spaniards became tired.
oxcept in two inwere not rush enough,
the
at
fleet, fearing
stances, to fire
an antagonist with
probably to
Washington, June 5.—Steps have been
the strength of Admiral Sampson.
the Associated Press ;aken
by which it is expected that Lieut.
Up to the time
the
lett
this
fleet,
despatch boathad not
morning, Carranza, who has conducted the Spanish
given
orders
any
for
the Admiral
ipy system from Montreal, with his asthe bombardment of Santiago de Cuba
of revenge seemed to
sistant. Senor Da Bcso, former secretary
forts, but the spirit
fleet and by this time
3f the Spanish legation here will be exhangover the
and
Castle
Spanish
batteries
Morro
may
>el!ed from Canada within the next few
be in ruins. The American sailors would
1
think it retribution or justice if part of lays unless they adopt their own means
the score owed by Spain were wiped out i o leave before an international question
at Santiago do Cuba, where, twenty-seven j s
raised.
the thirty-nine
Americans of
years ago,
The Carranza lettter, detailing his spy
the Virginius were shot to death.
ystem was communicated to the British
ACT OF.HEROISM.
, .mbassador, Sir
Julian Pauncefote, to-

it.”

aon

Mr—

'".'..'OWl'
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nevertheless, fired

We have 146 sample Suits, some 34,
others 86, others 88 in size, in very desirable shades.
Garments that were made to sell from
$20 to $50 for this sale they may go at
the following prices, $12,50, 15,00,
17.30, 20.00, 22.50 and 25.00.
No suit in|the house higher than $25.
This price includes even all the $35 and
$45 suits which we had in stock before
purchasing the new stock.
All Collarettes at half price.
One lot
of Collarettes worth $2.75, made of half
sheared coney, silk lined, for this sale,
Other Collarettes, $2.25,
$1.39.
9.98, 3.98, 4.98, 5.98 and up.■if
wards.

Ladies’ and Misses’ Jackets.
$5.00 Jackets at
$2.98
$5.98 and $6.98 Jackets at
3.98
$7.98 and $8.50 Jackets at
4.98
$10.00 and $10.98 Jackets at
6,98
$12.00 and $14.00 Jackets at
8.50
All higher priced Jackets at
10.00
No Jacket in the house higher than
hat, though some have been made to
sell at $20.

CHILDREN’S REEFERS
it half

price.

All $5.00 and $5.98 Reefers, including
those we had in stock.
$2.75
3.50 and $3.98 Reefers,
2.25
$2.50 and $2.98 Reefers,
1.50
Others at 98c, worth $1.98.

Ladies’ Cloth and Silk

Capes.

One lot of Ladies’

Capes, made of good
quality figured satin, regularly sold at
$3.9S and $4.50, for this sale only $2.75.
All these Capes are trimmed with laca
and ribbon.
One lot silk and cloth Capes worth
$5.98, only $3.75. Some long clay
Other siik
diagonal capes in this lot.
and cloth capes at $3.98, 4.98, 5.98,
7.50, 8.50 and 10.00.

One lot of embroidered cloth Capes in
tan and blue, only
$1.59

black, green,

No Cape in the house higher than $10
during the sale, though some are worth

$20.00.

Portland,

All the linen, duck and crash goods will be put on sale Tuesday, May 31, at
never heard of in Portland.
Ladies you will notice that all goods in the
Government Publication 8 a. m.-Barometer, 30.846; thermomestore have been marked down for this sale.
We have done this to keep up our
46:
humidity,
64;
dew
ter, 68;
point,
low priced reputation and our oft repeated promise to sell better goods for the
wind, E; velocity, 4; weather, clear.
8 p. m.—Barometer, 80.137: thermome- same money, or the same goods for less money than
any other concern in the city.
58; dew point, 46; humidity 84;
ter,
Those who can are requested to call forenoons so as to avoid the crowd. We
ALFREDA AT
*
weather,
cloudy.
8;
wind. 8; velocity,
HALIFAX.
Mean dally thermometer, 65; maximum, shall charge for alterations during this sale should there be required any.
Halifax, N. S., June 5.—The
61; minimum thermometer,
thermometer,
Alfreda
steam
yacht
from the
Great
49; maximum velocity of windi lo NE;
Lakes, bound to New York, having
total
precipitation, 0.
secured by the Unlted;States government
ment,
arrived today for ooal.

The Steamer flerrimac and the Harbor of
Santiago in Which She Was Sunk--The Chart Is Drawn from
-The
,
Figures Show the Depth of Water in Fathoms.
Boat Dauntless, off Santiago de Cuba, 7
day, after the moon went down, he sot ^Slowly the seconds of fate ticked on as,
a., June 3, via Port Antonio, Jam., thei time for the attempt.
for an hour, three thousand strained eyes
June4. —{Delayed in transmission.) By
volunteers were called for on all the strove to pleroe the deep veil of night.
the
of
of
credit
ships
the
to
the
Suddenly several blood red tongues of
one ot the most brilliant
exploits In naval Amerloan fleet, itand be said that few flame
shot down from the rocky eminence
may
annals, the cork has been drl ven Into the flinohed. navy,
Whole cheering crews stepped on whloh Morro Castle Is situated. They
bottle of Santiago de Cuba and the Span- forward at the summons for the
were
followed
extra
by jets and streams of Are
ish fleet oouid not be more seoure were hazardous duty. About three hundred on from the batterl es opposite.
The Merrimao had reached the entrance
the entrance to that harbor-door, barred board the New York, some 180 on board
the Iowa, and a like
proportion from the of the harbor. She must hive passod so
and doable locked and the
other
dropped
key
ships volunteered. Lieut. Hobson, close that a stone loosened from the
into the bottomless depths of the
sea. like the hero he Is, decided to risk as few
parapet of the castlelwould have fallen on
He picked three men her deck.
Into the
Lieut. Richmond P. Hobson of the flag- lives as possible.
murderous hail,
from the New York and three from the showered down upon her, the Merrimao
ship New York, with a volunteer crew of Merrlmao. The latter were green in
of a
passed and move on a full quarter
seven
men, under cover of the darkness the servioe, but they knew the ship and mile. It seems a miracle that the apafter the moon bad set, shortly after three had pleaded
hard to go, and one man parently riddled hull could have reaohed
o’olook this mbralng, ran the big oolller stowed
the goal.
away on board the collier.
Merrimao Into the throat of the harbor,
After Avo minutes the Arlng ceaBed and
swung her broadside to, across the chanall became dork again. When the ourtain
nel, and then exploded and Bank her. He
of the night was at last lifted, the light
the modern beauty
succeeded in this desperate enterprise
disclosed a tiny steam launoh riding the
dbd« thq fires of the batteries and forts
at the very throat of the
entranoe
whlob guard the entranoe without support thrives on good food and sunshine, with waves harbor. In an
of the
instant the guns of
Her the shore batteries were
Ensign Powell also of tbe plenty of exercise In the open air.
turned upon h<*r
New York, with a steam launoh, orept
form glows with health and her face and, with a last lingering look for the
oJoee tmder the euns of Morro Castle to
crew of the Merrimao,
Ensign Powell
teke Off the herbeB of the Merrimao and blooms with its beauty.
If her system
headed his launoh close along the shore to
remained their piuoklly until daylight needs the
laxative
of
a
action
the westward.
In this lay Eis salvation.
cleansing
discovered hie posFMob, without seeing a
The guns of the batteries to the westward
trace of the Merrimao'a daring crew.
To remedy, she uses the gentle and pleasant could not be
depressed
the
^aro remained longer would nave been Sydru of figs, made by the California little launoh and the enoughonto hit
Morro
guns
flheer madness. Am It wa« he retired under Fi?
Castlo would not bear
Svrnp Co. on!;.
upon he~.
a.

a

Weather

Observation.

weather
taken at
the observa3 p.
m., meridian time,
tion for each section being given in this
direction of wind
>rder:

agricultural department
bureau for yesterday, June 6,
The

SPBING CLEANING

wonderfully
using

eased

by

Temperature,

state of weather:
,,Boston, 50 degrees, K, olondy; New
Vark, 58 degrees, SE, dear; Philadelphia, 68 degrees, SE, dear; Washington. 70 degrees, SK, clear; Albany, 78
iegrees, SW, pt cloudy; Buffalo, 76 degress,
NE, clear; Detroit, 78 degrees, NE, pt
doudy; Chicago, 70 degrees, E, pt olondy;
■3t. Paul, 70
degrees, SW, cloudy; St.
Vincent, 80 degrees, NE, ct cloudy ;Huron,
_

7'8 degrees, W, dear; Bismarck,
Jacksondear;
degrees,
NW,
78 degrees, NE, clear.

P»k.,
>0

Brightens everything--

Can’t be perfect health without pure
blood. Burdock Blood Bitters makes
PHir.AnBt.PBIA. pure blood.
Tones and invigorates the
J whole system.

from floor to ceiling.
FKT.S A en.
Of

ffOCflf'-*

ville,

prices

R. M. LEWSEN & CO.
538

Congress Street.

AMERICAN VESSEL SIGHTED.
June 6.—Capt. Williams of
the British steamer Laguna, of the Elder
Dempster line, plying between Rotterdam
and West
African'port<, writes to^the
company as follows:
“At 7.40 a. m., May 16, when 30 miles
north northwest of Cape Finisterre, (the
most
western headland of Spain,)
we
Bighted a large vessel, painted white with
a yellow
funnel, showing the American
colors.
She steamed toward us til) within three miles of us, when, having sighted our colors, ah9 was evidently satisfied
and disappeared northward.”
The identity of the alleged American
vessel is unknown here, but if she were
an
American,she was aunarently looking
out for Spanish cj-af-

Liverpool,

DEATH

OF

PROMINENT

niay2Tu
BOSTON

MAN.
June 5.—Jonathan A. Lane
Boston,
of the Urm of Allen, Lane & Co., died
this afternoon at his home 6id! Tremont
Mr.
street, of heart failure, aged 76.
Lane had been in poor health for some
Last January weakness of the
months.
to an alarming degree
heart developed
and he failed gradually since. Jonathan
distinguished citiAbbott Lane was a
an
zen of Boston, an honored merchant,
woll-known reable representative, a
former, a worthy member ot maDy beof the city, a
nevolent organizations
prominent religious leader and an eider
of the Union C.oncrresrational ehurcl

given by the hank whioh ought to have
bought gold, although at a premium of

SILLY SPY.

HEROES ALL OF THEN.

100 per cent and issued notes against it.
the same or a slightly greater, quantity. With one hundred and fifty milit has made thirteen
lions
hundred
millions. This is the moment of tho year
of
at which, instead
returning 23 or 24
As reper cent, it returns only 12 or 15.
Its buying gold, exchange has gone
own, and If in buying four hundred
millions it issues five hundred millions,
paying six hundred or seven hundred,
Inasmuch as the state subscribes at the
rate of five per cent, this would represent
to the bank an interest of about three
per cent, and its dividend would have
The bank is the
gone down very little.
nation and with the nation it has grown
rioh by offering paper money, which it
did not have in its treasury and by getting interest on that which it really never
bad given out. But whatever the bank
those
does, nobody dares object except which
who have no money in their pants
they should call for it.
I have written to the minister hut I
did not give him so much news of the
fleet as you because I had other things to
If you should see him you
speak of.
see
might give him some news. We shall
when they relieve me and send some one
here to work and not amuse himself. I
for Francisco
can imagine your anxiety
and the rest, an anxiety that we share.
do
not
Their terrible ships
go as fast as
ours by perhaps two and a half miles. As
for the monitors, they do not count for
much; they can be used only to bombard
in a smoooth sea and besides cannot go
fast and carry very little coal. They have
delayed Sampson the whole voyage.
My regards to Rafael and his daughters
and you know how much your kinsman
and subordinate loves you.
In

Spaniard

Victims of Engagements in Coban
Waters i i Mew York.

Outwitted
Game.

Sards

CARRANZA’S LETTER IN

the Associated Press.)
Juue 5.-Tho ambulance

(Copyright, 1808,
New York,

at His Owi

YANKE1

HANDS.

Solace came into port today, having on board 54 wounded and slok, some
Df whom had been transferred from the
Cuban
waters
American warships in

ship

1

■

who were able to move
about or anxious to watch the green bills asjthe good
ship moved in shoreward. The Solace
anchored off Tompkinsville, Staten Island, early this morning, where she was
boarded by a representative of the Associated Press.

She left Key West on Wednesday afternoon last and made the run
to New York without incident until Saturday
night, when a gale tumbled her
made things to some
about a bit and
for the patients
extent uncomfortable
But the sea voyage was a
she carried.
tonic to the men. They had left behind
the sweltering heat of the tropics—had
changed suffocation and exhausting winds
for refreshing breezes; many were nearing home; all at least wefb to rest in the
heurt of the great country that had been
lighting for.
The Solaoe, fitly named, with her white
sides and the Red Cross flag flying at her
masthead, brought In many a. little band
of heroes among the 54.
They had gathered together in little groups on the voya
and
told
time
again the
age up many
story of a brush with] the Spaniards or
a night on watoh at the blockade. And
with the
to
those who know, a brush
Spaniards is hardly to be compared with
tne aangerous worx oi scouring iu a gate
at night
without
lights, off the Caban
coast
heroes
from the Nashville
Four of the
and the Marblehead were among the patients on the Solace. Robert Voltz of
San Francisco and Henry Hendrickson,
John Davis and H. \V. Kuchmister, all
of New York.
They are the wounded ol
that gallant band of volunteers who out
the oable at Cienfnegos nearly a month
It is a tale that has been told beago.
but that noble effort will live in
fore,
history, side- by side with the Merrimac’t
journey into the narrows at Santiago
harbor. Volz had three bullet wounus.
A 22-calibre bullet passed through th<
skull at
the base of he brain and out.
Compared with this, ths other wound!
were Insignificant.
He was unoonscioui
for several days at the barraoks hospital
at Key West. But gradually they brougb 1
him around.
Now
Voltz looks well
Hendriokson
was
shot
through th< 1
abdomen.
Hendrickson, when seer
aboard ship
today, however, said hi 1
would be
fighting the Spaniards agali
the end of the month if there was fighi
Winslow sent one
left in them. The
remind the people of the
to
man here
North of that famous torpedo boat, and
of the terrible engagement at Cardenas,
when Ensign Bagley was killed. He is
Grabb
Robert L. Grubb, a landsman.
rescued by the Hudwas among those
son.

Lieut.
Bernardou spent some days at
the hospital at Key West, but he is now
again in command of the Winslow.
of the Porto Rioo bombard
A victim
So
ment was also brought here on the

slender, pale-facet

marine.
He was on the Iowa at Sai
Juan and he came out of the engagemen
one
Those who have beei
arm.
laoking
through the thick of the shot and shel
and have merged unscathed may tell o
marvelous escapes and thrilling encuun
ters.
Three men from the greatest of battle
ships, the Oregon, were among the pa
of the Solace, who by the way
tients
have been transferred to the marine hos
pital In Brooklyn—Louis Upson, P. J
Lynch and Alonzo Gartley. They wen 1
the
not
only ones te suffer from thi
record
breaking voyage of the Oregon
but they were the most seriously ill afte:
the battleship reached Key West, and 1
deemed advisable to .send them to 1
was
more favorable olimate.
No men are prouder of the grand worl
of their ship than they. One of the mos
remarkable cases brought here by the bi| *
ambulance is William Taylor, a Washing
ton boy,and a first-class apprentice on th
cruiser New York. Taylor’s recovery 1
the
most marvelous of any of those re
marked upon by the naval
surgeons
One day soon
after the bombardment o
Matanzas, through
which the men oi 1
the New York passed without the slighted
injury, a revolver dropped from the be]
of Boatswain Mullen and exploded. Tin 1
bullet passed through Taylor’s right am
at the elbow.entered the abdomen, passec
up through the liver, grazed the lung anc
came out
the left shoulder.
through
An
operation for laparotomy was per
formed
and Taylor has recovered, al
though naturally he is still suffering
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and the operation.
Ot these 54 American seamen, four art
unnoted with consumption.
Ur. Thomas F. Street, surgeon of thi
Solace, said today that all of his patient*
hod improved greatly during the
foul
days’ trip. Those who are afflicted Witt
luQg diseases made tne entire voyage is
the swinging hammocks on
deck, and the
others took occasion to draw in
fresh
ocean
breezes at all times by
day and
There
was a small crowd at the
night.
navy yard when the Solace was warped
into the dock this
afternoon. Several
ambulances
were
on
hand
and the
one
by one, were carried out on
patients,
the stretchers or led down the gangway
by tender hands and transferred to the
marine hospital.

Washington, June 4.—Chief Wilkie o:
the United States treasury secret servia
today made publio the letter which wai
recently written by Mr. Carranza, forme:
naval attache of the Spanish legation a'
Washington, now in Montreal, to thi 1
Spanish minister of marine at Madrid
and secured by Mr. Wilkie’s operative!
and brought to Washington.
The lettej
was received here about one week ago bn:
for publio reasons it bas been wlthhel:
nntil today.
The letter is as follows:
Montreal, 26th of May, ’98.
Tupper Street, 42.
Senor Don Jost
To His Excellency,
Gomez Inay:
hly Dear Don Jose—It was my belie!
that they wonld have appointed you tc
command the Cadiz fleet, and it was my
intention to have sent you a telegram
asking that you take me with you tc
meet you in the Antilles, or wberovei
you might say. The ease has not turned
out thus, however, and it seems as though
God were not on our side, because the
election of Senor Camara, I fear, will be
fatal, although he may have a good ohiel
of staff. No one oould possibly suit him,
because he is very capricious and beside:
is not a hard worker; on the contrary,
he Is lazy and would pay no attention tc
the advice of any one. Yoe will not take
this for flattery, but today po one but you
and Don Pasquale should have command

■

the basking place of a score or more of
the poor who had not’given np the fight
without a struggle, while the privilege
of the decks had been accorded all these

a

Bombarded—Thi 1

Portland

Exposure I* Cowplste.

and others taken from the hospitals at
Key West.
Her after deok.has been tentod off with
canvas and upon swinging hammocks lay
half a dozen of the more seriously ill oi
the patients; the convalescing room was

lace, George Merkle,

Wanted

He

oi

onr neet ana this la tne

beliel

or

captured

OUR TWO BEST SPIES,
In Washington, who hanged hlmsel
—or else they
did it for him—and thi
other day before yesterday in Tampa
The Americans are showing the most ex
I do not wish tc
traordlnary vigilance.
remain here without taking an active
part In the war, and I desire dnty It
which I can take the iniative and dc
something. I shall be extremely gratiflec
to have a ship In order to run the blook
ade, or a torpedo boat; anything rathei
than playing second fiddle. However. 11
there is no other remedy, I
would gc
perfectly willingly on board a large ship
I am very sorry that this war n-ds me
so low In rank for it offers opportunities
for anyone who wishes! to work and tc
risk himself.
I cannot believe that Don Pasqunli
could be in Santiago as reported by the
American press. He entered it on thi
18th and if he bad gone immediately tc
Havana he would have met only twc
monitors in front of It. I make It that he
entered that place only to coal and for the
moral effeot it would produce in Spain.
Suppose he went out Friday, the 20th. If
he had gone to the north and through the
Providence channel, be would have passec
into Havana right under the noses of the
Americans, who had only small orulsers
for Sohley was at sea on the night o:
Thursday,Sampson on that of Friday anc
on that of Sunday the 22nd.
He took the
lower channel for the east, and on Wed
nesdny turned back towards Havana
Schley’s squadron has been reinforoed be
the Iowa and Sampson by the Oregon.
believe that in war ono has to temp
If It had
fortune.
not been because
Sampson was afraid that Don Pasqnale
one

rrn

fn

Uatrana

and

1

^ STOCKINGS

seamless in the toe and heel.
Extra instep room, assuring durability, ease and comfort.

ate

Why

made !

no:

have your Shirts tniloi

CEO. L. WARREN
wiel measure you anil guarnnie*
satisfaction.
Junction middle
and Federal Sts.

I should be glad to have you write me
your opinions. You know how much I
appreciate them. If the squadron Is in
Santiago they are going to destroy its
wretched fortifications and sink a couple
of steamers in the mouth.
They have
already telegraphed to Key West for them
to see if they have got them there, and
offers his subthe Inventor. Holland,
marine boat to destroy the mines.

FOSTER, AVERY & CO.,

Men’s and Young Men’s High Grade Worsted Suits.
purchase of Fine Clothing
The $13.00, 15.00 Suits
Our Grand Choice
Enormous

.

.

I think If we are to have any success ii
this matter it will be through treatinj |
for peace by yielding Cuba and hayinf
them recognize the debt. If we do not di
this soon it will be too late and we shal
lose Cuba and Porto K1co and all that th ,
war has cost us, and in addition we shall
be charged with the Cuban debt for wbioi 1
our treasury is
responsible. There is m 1
doubt here that we cannot continue thi
war as we have nothing to gain and ma'
lose our three colonies and be ruined foi
In the matter of money
fifty years.
there is no patriotism here; Proof 1 i

All fresh new Goods of latest cut and selected

patterns. 50 different styles
The $10.00 and 12.00 Suits
One Grand Choice

FURNISHING

MENS

divided into two lots.

^7

on

5^/

GOODS.

SPECIAL SALE FOR SATURDAY AND MONDAY.

by Correa,
pondente of the Prats.

Elglimie
Eighmie

GORHAM.
Gorham, June 6.—Mr. Frank J. Berry
of Chicago, called the “Horse King” of
the

world,

was

friends.
Mr. Irving Prescott of Melrose. Mass.,
of
Mr. F. H.
has entered the employ

Emery.

Mrs. Walter Harding, Miss Sarah E.
Ridion, Miss Vivian B. Small and Mrs.
F. W. Harding are spending a few days
In Boston.
Mr. J. H. Irish of Rochester, N. H.,
was in Gorham Friday
Mr. S. S. Andrews is In New York on
a business trip.
Mr. George G. Marston is quite ill with
tpyhold fever.
Mr. M. M. Phinney of Boston has been
spending the week here.
Mr. John Parkhurst is building a dwelling house upon his lot on Sohool street.
Mr. F. H. Johnson of Portland, was in
town Friday.
George Harding of Battery E, Second
Artillery, is at home on a 48 hour fur_

FREEPORT.

with and delayed planting,
very wet.
Mr. J. G. Leavitt, Jr., of Gorham villuge, was In town visiting friends last
While here he spent sevoral days
week.
fishing and as a reward took in 173
beauties.
Mr. H. H. MeKenney is putting a pair
of Lutiban windows into the roof of his
house. They are a fine addition to its appearance.
Mr. Eugene Harmon has rented the
house of C. E. Bimmook formerly occupied by Mr. Ozro Sawyer and family, and
moved Into it the present week,
Hobson,
Miss
Jennie
daughter of
Stephen W. Hobson, started last week for
has
an
She
uncle at
Utloa, Montana.
that place engaged In the sheep husbandvia
Miss Hobson went
Boston,
ry.
Chicago, St. Paul, thence by the Great
thence
by team
Northern to Armlngton,
forty miles to Utica. Miss Hobson expected to tarry till autumn next if not
till the following spring.
The coming event of next week is the
Mrs.
twelfth anniversary of Mr. and
Frank Manley Bradbury on the evening
hundred
and
of the 6th instant. On
fifty
invitations have been sent out.
Mr. George F. Strout has an engagement with the Boston and Maine as firethe
20th
man, term of service to begin
Inst
His run will bo between Portland
Mr. Strout has had a long
and Boston.

Laundered 5 White Shirts,
Unlaundered White Shirts
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(All garments purchased of

Operators of 27 Stores.
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us are

kept pressed

free of

as

if

by magic to Pe-

ru-na.

Dysentery

inflammation
mucous

of

is

the

membrane,

and as Pe-ru-na is the
only specific known for the positivo
cure of catarrh and such troubles of the
mucous membrane, it stands
supreme
as a remedy for this dangerous and
affection.
All druggists soli
painful
Pe-ru-na.

Operators

for six months from date of

AND

of 27 Stores.

purchase,

Wholesale

I Don’t Bother Soaking, ow way. |
Minute 1
The

Tapioca j

|

Miniite ? f
^

Require No Soaking..

=

..

for use.

Always Ready

^ Our little booklet, over 30 dainty deiBertfl,
FREE by mall. Ask for it.

5

|
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COMPLETE STOCK.

Whitman Grocery Co., Orange, Bass. :
niiiiiiDiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiisiiiiiiiiiiiimiiimiimmthni

up to $4.00 per

our

from 60c
Sizes from 34

tion.
_

experience against

And

1 C.

Monument
may30 Mon,Wed,Fri

EVERY...1
MAN I
TO HIS TRADE. I

your time,

...

Wb frequently
i
!

Square.

I SOUSA’S MUSIC.

;

i

the

delivered

§X

!

CRESSEY,

Z

JONEsT

BAXTER BLOCK.

♦❖♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦❖♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦A

this evening

at

".fit o’cloik.

TbuV.cstbrook Alumni association ill
at the
High irchofi building
meet
this evening at 7.3J o'c ock.

In sadh cases the work is always
utisfactoiy and brings eaocllent

!

rcsnlta

«

4

2

Special Notice.
On

fare

See

\

m***# ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ »«»*««»«

C0~

time

table

in

*'• w. 'S', goding,

mylldtf

Book, Card
and—

Oen. Manager.

PRINTERS’
EXCHANGE,
1-3 Exchange St., Portland

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
attended

or

to.

l™i

a call.
REPAIR DEPARTMENT.
We have a large Repair Department with experienced machinists. If
you puncture a tire, break a rim,
or

telephone promptly
sept22eoatt

meet with any accident to your
wo can remedy the trouble.

wheel,

THE JAMES BAILEY GO.
264 Middle St.,
AGENTS.

apr22,M,W,F,

\ihmm—sasssssaflrueeaodP

HANUALL ft KALLISItil

COAL.
Pocahontas (Semi-Bituminous) and
Georges Creek Cumberland Coals are
unsurpassed for general steam and

ly

On Hand.
100.2

telephone

OFFICE:

Restored Manhood.
m. LOTT’S NERVERINE PILLS.

The great remedy for nervous
prostration and

,

I-

Monument Sq.

near

Walter V. Knight. Westbrook.
J. II. Edwards, So. Portland,
Hancock Clark Co., Grav.
Sat

dtt

|

all nervous diseases of the gen
erative organs
J;of cither sex,
such as IS ervous

^Prostration,

All orders bi mail

new Tires, Saddle, Handle Bar,
Pedals, Boll or Cyclometer give ns

need

I Cottagers, Islanders and

PORTLAND, ME.

£

nnotlicf

coin III II.

of our loading wheels in stock.
Our
lice of Sundries and repair Goods is
the largest East of Boston.
If you

| "tentTonT

% 7b Commercial & 70 Exchange SisaprS
_M.W&fr tt
*4

m. I. HARKS,

37

WE CAREY ALL PARTS

u.

A Full Assortment oi Lehigh and Free}
Burning Coals (or Domestic Use.
4

eodtf

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT

CRAWFORD $50 & 35. PENNANT $40.
ELMIRA $30. JUVENILES $20 to $30

Citv Folk !
Regardless

Failing or^ Los I
'TbVork and arrEtt rams
outli
Manhood,Impoteney.NIglitly Emissions.1,
use of T o
f ul Errors, Mental Worry, excessive
am
baoco or Opium, which lead to Consumption
Insanity. With every $3 order we give a writ
tie
refund
or
money
to
cure
ten guarantee
Soldat^S.flO per box, 6 boxes for $<>.00.1)11

MOTT’S CHiiJUCAL COMPANY, Cleveland, Ohio
For sale by J. E. Goolcl & Co.

of

Wars
want

you

will

soon

a'

Screen Door,

75c

I5cto40c

Window Screen,

75c to $4.00

HaminocU,

something else
Cottage
Supplies, t

Lawn Mower or

♦

ALLEN’S,

may 17

and after May lltli H»e
will be FIVE CENTS to
and from Forest
City Entitling,
ti'0
E’caks’ Island.
is reported.
Steamers leave Custom House
regular monthly meeting of the
The
city government will ho held W luii'f.

Westbrook

f

X

arrested

was set at liberty after
of being a spy,
were received from
the communications
others of thjs city, so it
mayor and

W

forge use.
Genuine lykens Valley Franklin,
We are headquarters for all of JOHN PHIT.1P SOUSA’S
t famous MARCHES, SONGS and OPERA SCORES in PIANO, t English and American Cannel.
2 VOICE, ORCHESTRA, BAND, MANDOLIN, GUITAR and X
I Above Coals Constant♦ BANJO Arrangements.

sermon.

Norton of this city, who
Monday near the fortificaS. 0., on
suspicion
tions at Port Royal,

X
4

THE TROOPING OF THE COLORS, i

Arthur H.

was

\

STERLING $75. STORMER $50,
ROCHESTER $50. YALE $50.

e

price reasonable." |

THE THURSTON PRINT,
•'

and

have customer*

with copy and say

Put It in aftraotlvo form and

1

'r
",
Biddeford, June 4. —The Stone Light
organized home
Infantry, the newly
guard, now has a membership of 115.
The muster roll was forwarded to Au- m»*m*«* nmm mm* ***m*« *mm« mm*« m
gusta today. These sergeants have been
elected: Walter Kittridge, Byron Cleaves,

Bishop Healy

ns

niaks ''the

BIDDEFORD’S HOME GUARD.

Burton

oome to
"

particularly

Kearney, Joseph S. Dion,
Cousens, George E Townsend

517 Congress St.

ap!5_M.W&Ftf

desired that all the men who are now
members and all others who wish to join
be at the armory Monday night as matters
of great importance will be discussed.

Patrick

Co.

McGOULDRIC, Manager.

Tel. 818-2.

Furnishers,

Men’s

Steiner! & Sods

M.

Tailors, Manufacturing Glethers

The battery recently formed here held
the armory Friday
its second drill at
night. Seventeen new men signed the
rolls which gives tho organization now

seventy

Prices

garment.

HASKELL & JONES,

THE ARTILLERY COMPANY.

is

are at all times to be found in our stock.
orders by mail or telephone will receive
prompt attentiou.
Our discounts to the profession are the most
favorable to be obtained and everything will
be done to make it an advantage and a pleasure
to deal with us.
We aluo carry a Fall
Assortment of
STRINGED INSTRUMENTS and MUSIMERCHANDISE
of
CAL
every descrip-

tracnve and desirable for hot weather.
We carry a line of fine Jersy fitting
Balbriggan Union Suits in sizes from 34
This is a garment that is BEto 44.
COMING VERY POPULAR for Men’s
so for those enwear, and especially
gaged in Cycling, Golf, Tennis and kinWo are agents for Dr.
dred sports.
Jaeger’s, the Jaros and Harderfold Underwear.
Drop in and talk over the Underwear
question. We shall bo pleased to put

Mr. A. II. Nevens has been on a.rlsif
to relativs in Brunswick.
Mr. Everett True of Everett, Mass., and
Mr. and Mrs. Pettingill of Freeport, hav2
been visiting Mr. Jabez True.

It

PRODUCTIONS

All

Speoial sizes for short leg men.
We are showing somo new things in
fancy stripe LISLE THREAP. Very at-

toi50.

INTERVALE.

names.

MUSICAL

Our Under wear Department is well
equipped to furnish particular buyers
With" their Underwear, comprising as it
does a large variety of BALBRIGGAN,
LISLE THREAD, all wool, and Merino
goods in the VARIOUS WEIGHTS for a

z

over

Retail

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

Gelatin?!

1

m

THE LATEST.

Summer Underwear

E

and

yesterday afternoon,there
tion and special services.
of Portland was present

so common,
especially
in hot weather, yields

charge

CLOTHIERS

STORE OPEN SATURDAY AND MONDAY EVENINGS.

as soon as his successor can
ultimo.
be seourod.
at Steep
J. Frank Ridlon is at work
The Walker Memorial Library regents
Falls putting in the foundation foi the bare been
tendered the resignation of
new
mill.
Alpheas Spiller is "at
Mr. Miss Lou C. Eastman, the librarian, to
White Rook, Gorham, at work on
Van Carl’s new barn,
take effect July
1. Miss Eastman has
The June session of the ParsonsSeld tilled the
position since the resignation
Quarterly meeting will convene with the of Miss Hattie
M. Raymond, (now Mrs.
Free Baptist church at South Limington
Ernest L. Dresser), about a year ago, in
on the 15th lnts., and continue two days.
name
The
STANDISH.
a very satisfactory manner.
has made
Standish, June 4.- At a regular meet- of Miss May R. Raymond, rvho
ing of the Ladies’ Aid Sooioty, No. 17, S. a study of library matters and is perfectly
of V., a vote of thanks was tendered to
to
fill the position, is being
of Standish village for the competent
the oitizsns
successor.
mentioned
as
her
kind
entertainment
and
cordial welcome
At
received on Memorial Day.
St. Hyacinthe’s Catholic church
was a confirma

Dysentery, which is

SYNDICATE

OUTFITTERS.

Directorate March.
Stars and Stripes Forever March.
« Stars and Stripe* Forever Song.
Libert}’ Bell March.
WESTBROOK.
• Bride Elect March.
tVashinprton Post March.
It Is rumored that Principal Oswald J El Capltan March.
Hijrh School Cadets March.
experience wiiu mo
of
On Parade March.
Leighton’s Ecklof of the manual training school has X King Cotton March.
Rev. Mr. L. Jones
commenced his
Beach March.
Corcoran Cadets March.
Corner, Ossipee, N. H.
received a line offer from a Rhode Isl- X Manhattan
pastorate with the Free Baptist church and
which
he
will
school,
probably accept X
and society at South Limington the 29th
Also the Vocal Cems of

Pe-ru-na For Dysentery.

89c
69c

...........

Most Perfect Fitting and elegant appearing Shirt in existence. Bodies of “Wamsutta Muslin,” wearing qualities
unsurpassed. Shawknit Snowblack Half Hose 19c. Men’s Colored Shirts and Sumftier Underwear at reduced prices.

Friday visiting

in town

moist land is

BOMBARD BOSTON, PORTLAND
and Long Island, they can do it now, bu
after a few months it will be too late.

price.

.

Intervals, Juno 4.—Mr. Parsons Jordan,
who
Auburn on May 81, was
died in
buried from Mr. Jubez True’s, this town,
LIMINGTON.
on Thursday afternoon.
Mr. Jordan was
Limington, June 4.—The rainy weather over 80 years of age and unmarried.
of the past two weeks has given grass a
Mr. P. A. Coller is about to move his
good start. If favorable weather continues family to Portland where he has recently
be
as
will
as
till haying the crop
large
become night watchman in the jail.
that of last year.
Quite a quantity of
Mr. Winfield S. Nevins and Mrs. Nevlns
summered.
is
being
hay
of Salem, Mass., are visiting Mr. Amos
The apple tree bloom in this section is H. Neveus of Intervale. Mr. Nevins win
Tsnt
fnlly up to that of two years ago.
make a
fishing trip to Rangeley and
caterpillars abound, many trees being Reddingtou Mills, with g party of Salem
denuded of leaves.
gentlemen before his return.
The wet weather has much interfered

!

our own

terns of Interest Gathered

4.—Mr. and Mrs. Scott
Cleveland with their two children spent
Memorial day in town.
The Freeport baseball association have
with L. R. Bunker as
been organized
manager.
Mrs. Charles L. Carr and little son was
In town a few days last weak.
Mr. Read of the firm of Noyes & Read
from Haverhill, Mass., was In town Friday to look at the Cushing shoe factory.
Mr. Read intends to locate in the country
and was favorably
impressed with the
plant. The Freeport board of trade will
do all in its power to have the company
locate here.

would not be there, for our confidence h
well gronnded that be found himself veri
short of ammunition after the bombard
ment
through the stealing in thi
ordnance department, the fact remain
that It was logical for him to remain nea:
Santiago and Cienfuegos and if he couh [
not prevent the entrance of our squadron
to sbnt It up and thus close its campaign
as those people over there already bellevi
It closed.
But I cannot believe such a stupid thini
possible. I suppose he went to the soutl i
or Porto Rico and that he bad ordered
,
cruiser or two there to cover the Terro
and that he will appear at San Juan th ,
He will coal there and wll 1
27th or 28th.
rest a day or two and then return to delaj
and annoy them and delay the Invasion
The Vizcaya and the Oqnendo at lers ;
I telegraphei l
need to so Into dry dock.
to Don Pasquale on the morning of th
20th. when I knew he was in Santiago
saying that the squadrons were at lie'
West. He did not answer me.
Thai
afternoon there oame another telegran
from Madrid saying he had left Santiago
I continued sanding messages to Genera 1
Hlanco in respect to all the movementi
and now, so far as I know, Don Pasqual 1
has arrived at Porto Rico, where I shal 1
If hi
try to communicate with Him.
should have set out for Martinique o
hours
24
having
Havana,
advantage, he
would have arrived before now.
I am very much afraid lest they attaol
Porto Rloo by sea and land and put of
the attaok on Havana.
They are no ;
going to do mote than try to take th
latter and they think that if they destro;
into Spaii
our fleet of taking the war
with Havana already In their power
They have no confidence in their army
but they have In their navy and they ari 1
afraid of our army and yellow fever, be
cause If the men should begin to die ii
Cuba, there would be a tremendous row
as they are not like our people.
Anywa;
Is news of thi
we shall see when there
fleet. I expect It tomorrow. With then
cleaning their hulls at the Keys wi
should be able to clean something ii
three days at Porto Rico. Each day tha
passes is worse for us on account of ai
most total lack of preparation.
If thi
Cndiz squadron is to come to

at

The entire purchase divided into two lots.
WHAT THE FABRICS ARE.
They are fine soft worsteds in cheeks, plaids and mixtures, light brown and dark brown, light grey and dark grey, olive shades, pin checks, blue serge and
sober effects, all suitable for dress or business wear.
HOW THEY ARE MADE].
Every garment is finished in the most thorough manner and shows the finest workmanship. They are made with French shoulder facings and Satin Piping*
the linings are superior lastiugs and serges,
equal in appearance and durability to the best custom made,
SALE COMMEJNOE3S SATURDAY MORNING- JUNE 4TH.
A STANDARD $12.00 SUIT FOR $7.50.
STEEL GRAY CLAY WORSTED SUITS Elegantly Tailored, Perfect Fitting, Heavy Weight, Washington Mills Goods. Only one lot, all sizes. SALE
PRICE $7.50.
We also place on sale 500 suits iu Scotch Mixtures, Sawyer Woolens and Bine Serges at
$6.89.
JUST TO ANNIHILATE COMPETITION on low priced suits, we inaugurate a sale of Men’s All Wool Business Suits, $8.50 quality, Light, Medium and
Dark Shades. Ten different styles, all sizes, heavy or light weight. SALE PRICE $4.89. Remember they are all wool.

Freeport, June

that

offering

MAINE TOWNS.

lough.

■

ItimM

RAMON CARRANZA.

tne

Now
younger element of the personnel.
there is no remedy,and may Ood shed Hli
light upon him and keep him in Hli
hands. I wrote to the minister and with
the confidence due to my special duties
I said to him on reading a clipping fronc
a newspaper containing a telegram
from
Cadiz, speaking of our fleet and of ltf
admiral, that It was not Senor Camare
but you who should command it; and
that we, the lowsr personnel, who havi
travelled about a little, you know ver]
well. It may be that this action maj
have made a bad impression on him, hu
I don't care, because If 1 can do so, 1
shall leave the service when this war ii
finished.
I have been left here to recelvi
and send telegrams and to look after thi
spy service, which I have organized, or
I had better say. am establishing here
because until a very little while ago, wa
I not peimltted to do as I pleased.
W !
have had bad luck because they havi

mlevkf

m^gnTficent

in our line of

N. M. PERKINS &

C0.3

HARDWARE DEALERS, SFreeSf.
jesdtf
CITY OF PORTLAND.
Notice of Hearing.
Whereas Benjamin Welch et als. have petitioned the city council to lay out and build a
now street on Peaks Island, irom Island Aveto a private way known as Adams street:
Notice is hereby given to alt parties interested that the joint standing committee ou laying out new streets will meet to hear me parties on June loth. 189s, at 2.43 o’clock p. m„ at
Island A\euue, the point of beginning, and will
afterward proceed to determine amt adjudge
whether public convenience and necessity requires that said new street bo laid out and
built for public use.
nue

CHARLES II. RANDALL,
Chairman Committee on Laying out New

Streets.

Portland. June 2,1S98.

jeSdtd

P0RTLA1TD DAILY PRESS.

....

AND

f

MAINE STATE PRESS.
Subscription Rates.

months; $1.50

quarter;

a

50 cents

month.

a

The Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
Woodford! without extra charge.
Daily (not in advance), invariably at the
rate of $7 a year.
Maine State Press, (Weekly) published
every

Thursday.

good

There is

Daily (In advance) $G per year; $3 for ail

Si.ou per year; 60 cents for 6

mouths; 25 cents lor 3 mouths.

Persons wishing to leave town for long or
short periods may have the addresses of their
papers changed as often as desired.
Advertising Kates.
In Daily Press $1.60 per square, for ana

week; $4.00 for one men'll. Three insertions
Every other day ador less, $1.00 per square.

vertisements, oua third less than these rates.
Half square advertisements $1.00 for oua
week or $2.50 for one month.
“A square" is a space of the width of a column auujOtto inch long.
Special Xotices. on first page, one-third additional.
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per
Three insertions or less,
aquarc each week.

for his suc-

them

to

under obligation
cess.

reason

for believing

that

the majority of the Spanish people are
thoroughly sick of the war and would be
glad to hear that negotiations looking
had

been entered upon.
Bui
pence
there is a powerful element which blocks
the way, and that is the military element,
which has alwayB been exceedingly influential in Spain.
This element, especlto

illy the array part of it, is credited with
reing exceedingly anxious to have the
war go on long enough at least to bring
m a collision between
Spanish and Ame•ican troops believing that the latter
ire
inferior and that they will be easily
Since the battle of Manila
vanquished.
there
i

has

evidently

grown up In

Spain

pretty high opinion of the effectiveness

under the
provisions of the income tax
law of 1894, not directly repealed by the
If the Secretary of the
bill.
Oingley
Treasury should refuse to levy the tax
under the law, the amendment provides
that it shall be the duty of the Attorney
General to prooeed against the Secretary
of
the Treasury to compel him to perform the duties and if the Attorney General
should refuse to take that action
any tax payer of the United States muy
bring the necessary action to compel the
enforcement of the law.
Mr. Morgan entered upon a technical,
legal and constitutional discussion of the
income tax proposition. Congress could
scarcely refuse, he thought, to provide
for another test of the income tax question in view of the fact that it was forced
to increase taxation and to borrow money
in order to prosecute the present war. At
the conclusion of his speeob, Mr. Morgan
asked for a yea and nay vote upon his
amendment.
The amendment was rejected, 86 to 38, as follows:
Yeas—Messrs.
Bate.
Allen, Bacon,

Berry, Butler. Cannon, Chilton, Clay,
array
Daniel, Faulkner, Harris, Heltlooked upon as weak and inefficient. Cockrell,
feld, Jones of Arkansas, Lindsay, MacUntil they encountered it and learned Lurin, Mallory,
Mantle, Martin, Mills,
to the contrary by sad experience they Mitchell, Money, Morgan, Mnrphy. PasPettigrew, Pettns, Bawlins, Roach,
had the same idea of our navy, and per- ooe,
Stewart, Teller, Tillman, Turley, Turall
that is necessary is a collision pie, White.—35.
haps
with our soldiers to radically change their
Nays—Messrs. Aldrich, Allison, Buropinion in regard to them. It must be rows, Caffery, Carter, Clark, Davis, De$1.50 per square.
boe, Elkins, Fairbanks, Foraker, Frye,
Heading Xotices in nonpareil typo and classed confessed, however, that there are reas- Oallinger, Gear, Gorman, Hale, Hanna,
with other paid notices, 15 cents per line each ons for a poor opinion of our army which Hansbrough, Hawley, Hoar, Lodge, Mcnever could have existed as
insertion.
Bride, McMillan, Morrill, Perkins, Platt
regards the of
Conneotlout, Platt of New York,
rure Heading Xotices in reading matter type, navy.
IVo ourselves are more apprehenPritchard, Quay, Sewell,Shoup, Spooner,
15 cents per line each insertion.
sive
in regard to operations on land
Thurston, Warren, Wellington, Wetmore,
Wants, To Let, For Sale and similar adver- than on the
water, and the things which Wilson, Wolcott—88.
ts emeuts, 25 cents per week lit advance, for
Mr.
of Texas,
Chilton, Democrat
make
us
apprehensive, namely, a lack offered an
40 words or less, no display. Displayed sdveramendment placing a stamp
cf
on
the
of
and
training
experience
part
tax
ti intents under these headlines, and all advergraduated in accordance with the
tise risnts net paid in advance, will be charged a largo per cent of our soldiers, and the price upon “artloles, substances, preparations
inexperience of some of the officers who and or compounds, except for products
at regular rates.
Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
for first insertion, and 50 cents per square for
ea.lt subsequent insertion.
Address all communications relating to subscriptions and advertisements to Portland
Publishing Co., 97 Exchange Street,
Portland. Me.
In

THE~PEESS.
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The annals of naval warfare may
searched in
vain for a more daring

be
ex-

ploit,
brilliantly executed than that
of Lieut. Hobson and his crew in taking
in and sinking in the harbor of Santiago
more

the steamship Merrimac.
It

was the prevailing impression
in
and navy circles last week that an
early attack was contemplated by land
and sea upon Santiago. Indeed it was
asserted that the leader of the land forces
had been selected and some of the troops

embarked.
But the obstructing of the
channel leading into tho harbor by sinking the Merrimac therein would seem to
Indicate either that the impression was
or

abandoned.

our

that the plan had
been
The obstruction of the chan-

nel while it prevents the Spanish fleet
from
getting out, prevents just as effectively the American fleet from getting in
where it can make
an effective attack
upon Cervera’s
ships and some of the

navy,

but

the

Is

still

been

have

put in charge of them, would
to make the Spaniards sanguine

be likely
of their ability

to vanquish our troops
in the field. Our navy Is composed in very
lnrge part at least of men thoroughly
drilled and their officers are all men who
have been carefully educated to their profession

and who

have worked their way
up to tbeir present positions. Our army,
however, in large part, is composed of
men
wiio
have had
slight military
training, it any, and who have never
been under fire, while many of the offihave received their positions, not on
their
own^merits, but through powerful
We wish we could
political lnfluenoe.
feel quite as sure that the first encounter
cers

between

troops

army

erroneous

if

iards

the

Spaniards

and
the

would
convince
that
are
they
in the
estimate

no

our

Spannearer

of our army
right
than they
were in their opinion of our
This is not
navy, but the facts forbids.
due to any suspicion that our men are
lackiDg in courage, or any ol the traits
needed

to make first class soldiers, but
simply to the fact that it is doubtful if
there bas been time and opportunity to
mould the raw material into an efficient
and reliable

arm v.

SINEWS OF WAR.

Tlie Reveuue Bill Has Been Passed by
the Senate.

Spanish batteries. Judging from the satisfaction expressed because a part of th"
American fleet
may now be withdrawn
with safety
from Santiago there would
seem
to be a desire to use it
elsewhere.

Perhaps Porto Rico is the objective point,
or possibly
the
navy department bas
reason

to

believo

that the Cadiz fleet is
approaching Caribbean waters and wants
the bulk of the squadron now before
Santiago to hasten out to meet and crush
It before it has time to make a harbor.
Lieut.

Carranza will not feel like
thanking the persons who procured the
publication of his letter, and yet in one
way of looking at it they have done him
a service.
Previous to the appearance of
this letter he had been regarded in this

country

as a
noisy, blustering follow
little sense or discrimination. His
letter shows him to be possessed of a
good
deal of both. He cherishes none of the
delusions which afflict many of his coun-

with

trymen about the outcome of the war,
perhaps because he is acquainted with the
of the United States better than
and frankly avows his belief that
the sooner Spain makes peace tho less she
will lose.
His comments upon affairs
in this country shew that he is a
pr.tty
accurate observer.
He is certainly not
very far out of the way when he says that
the Americans have far less confidence
in their army than in their
navy, though
lie
does not furnish
the explanation
which is in brief that the people believe
resources

they,

navy is made np of a thoroughly
t ainhi! and
disciplined body of men,
while the army—or the volunteer
portion
of it—is sidly lacking in
training ar.d
other preparations which are essentials
to the making of good
soldiers, no mu
the

ter

how ^ood the

raw

..

material.
-* 'J'

Tho lieu

LUD

1IJSU UU-

litm of the public, yet there Is muolt Instruction in his letter for both the public
cl the United States and of Spain, uio:e
than tbero would have been
hatl that been his purpose.

probably

The Republican caucuses for the selection of delegates to the state and

county

conventions open at 4 o’clock this afterand remain open until 9. All tie
Interest attaches to the selection of delenoon

gates to the county convention, with the
sheriff contest as the storm centre. Meitner of the candidates has delegates
enough
to be

able- to get along without
already
a
considerable number from Portland,
and hence the Republicans of this city
have it In their power to determine who
shall be the next Republican sheriff—for
nomination is equivalent to an election.
The office is the most Important in the

a

county, having large powers and responsibilities.
that

It

is

exceedingly important

its

occupant should te a man o'
high character and capacity, and it is almost, if not quite, as important that he
should bo under obligations for his no

A Tax

on

preparations otherwise provided for
in this act, that are made and sold or
removed
for
sale under patent right,
trade mark
or any name or
designation
not open
to
general use.” The tax
ranges from one fourth of a cent on live
oent articles to
four oents on a dollaj
package and two cents additional on every
60 cents or fractional part thereof over
one dollar.
The amendment was agreed too 41 to
31.
THE PAPERS AND THE TAXES.
Mr. Lindsay, Democrat of Kentucky,
offered an amendment providing that no
stamp tax shall be pluced on pnokages
of newspapers, wholly or partially printed, which weighs less than 100 pounds. J
In
the course of a discussion of the
question, Mr. Allen, Mr.Woloott and Mr.
Aldrioh entered upon the matter o
taxing newspapers. Mr. Allen maintained
that the tax would operate as a hardship
upon the country press.
Mr. Wolcott said that the postal facilities
of the government were open to all
newspapers and that the country press
employed the postal facilities to the exclusion of the express companies.
The
express oompanies were used by the great
newspapers of the country because they
could gain
time in the delivery of the
papers to their subscribers.
One
of the most equitable taxes that
could be levied, he said, would be a tax
on newspaper
olronlation and the government would only have
to acceDt the
newspapers’ own figures as to circulation
to
raise a revenue of *100.000.000. One
JNew York newspaper, Mr. Wolcott said,
complained that if the package stamp
tax was levied upon it, it would have to
increase its price
to
two cents.
He
thought this absurd, as he was satisfied
that that newspaper
paid more for red
ink than
it would
have to pay as a
stamp tax. Considerable time was consumed in discussion of the amendment
whioh was finally agreed to. 47 to 20.

Tea It Among the Amendments

andSo Is Oneou

Sleeping

THE TAX ON TEA.

Car Berths—

Mr. Tillman, Democrat of South Carooffered an amendment that on and
after July 1, 1898, a duty of ten cents a
Journalism.
pound be imposed upon tea imported into
Washington, June 4.—With no evidence the United States. The amendment was
of excitement
and
without
incident agreed to 88 to 33. The detailed vote fol
lows:
worthy of special note, but with maniYeas—Messrs. Butler, Caffery, Cannon,
festations of deep interest, the war reveCarter, Chandler,
Chilton, Cookrell,
nue bill
was passed by the Senate this Elkins, Foraker,
Gear, Gorman, Harris,
Jones
of
Jones of
Arkansas,
Heitfeld,
at
7.05
o’clock.
The
bill
was
evening
Nevada, Kyle,
Lindsay, McBride, Hcunder consideration eight hours today.
Laurin, Mills, Mitchell, Money, Morgan,
A score or more attempts were made to Murphy, Perkins,
Pettus,

Congressional

Humor

and

Yellow

lina,

follows;
Burrows, Caffery,
Carter, Chandler,
Republicans, 39; Democrats, 7; Popu- Clark, Davis, Deboe, Elkins, Fairbanks,
lists, 1; Silver Republican, 1. Total, 48, Foraker, Frye, Gallinger, Gear, Gorman,
Against the bill: Democrats, 20; Popu- Hale, Hanna,
Hansborough, Hawley,
lists. 7; Silver Republican, 1
Total, 28.
Hoar, Kyle,
Lindsay, Lodge, MoBride,
'1 he Democrats who voted for the bill McEnery,
MoMlllln, Mantle, Mason,
were Messrs.
Caffery, Gorman, Lindsay, Mitchell, Morrill, Murphy, Nelson, PerMcEnery, Mitchell, Murphy and Turpie. kins, Platt of Connecticut, Platt of New
The Populist was Mr. Kyle, and the Sil- York, Pritohard, Sewell, Spooner,
Shoup,
ver Republican, Mr. Mantle.
Thurston, Turpie, Warren, Wellington,
THE PROCEEDINGS.
Wetmore, Wilson, Wolcott—48,
Nays—Messrs. Allen, Bacon, Bate,
As no amendment was pending when
Butler, CanDon, Chilton, Clay,
the bill
came up Mr. Allison suggested Berry,
Cockrell,
Daniel, Harris, Heitfel.i, Jones
that the bill be reported from the comof Arkansas, Jones of Nevada, McLaurin,
mittee of the whole to the Senate.
The
Money, Pasco, Pettisuggestion developed several amendments Mallory, Martin,
grew, Pettus, Rawlins, Roach. Stewart,
and also the absence of a quorum.
Sullivan,
Tillman,
White,—28.
Turley,
Mr. Mason, Republican of Illinois, who
The conferees were then appointed.
said he had an important amendment,
They are: Messrs Allison and
ure

was

as

demanded a call of the Senate.
Alter a delay of 15 minutes, a quorum
was secured.
Air.
Morgan, Democrat of Alabama,
then took the floor and offered the amendment of which he gave notice yesterday,
requiring the secretary of the treasury
to proceed
with the collection of taxes

Do

not

Aldrich,

Republicans, and Jones, Damoorat.
ON SLEEPING CARS.
Mr. fWhite, Democrat of California,
offered his amendment, placing a tax
mon

sleeping

car

corporations, of
eeut

upon

their

firms, companies

and

fourth of one per
gross receipts. In the

one

confound it with Talcum Powders, because

A

3 ontc.

T. F. FOSS &
Consisting

of about

CROCKERY, CHINA,

*

$10,000 WORTH

everything

(TRADE MARK.)

dusting powder, but

skilfully medicated
preparation in powder form, for keeping the skin in a
healthy condition, and for restoring it to health when
diseased.
All

druggists.

a

Bland and harmless
35 and 50c.

Sample bo*

free.

to

a

the

most

delicate skin.

COMFORT POWDER CO., Hartford, Ct.

»

A

are now

York,

the Famous Baritone whose singin^

Maine Music Festi™' made
him the universal favorite.
,,atfthDe
Brilhant
F-gram,„e w,U he ptayedhy
„

the

Orc^trt, including:

The Vorsplel from Die Meistersinv’er

i™,

_

There «d.l be

h

al’°**** festival

Tickets for fcvonimr Performance, $1.00, 73c and R0p
«mi 25e. No lover of good music can afford to miss this
great

AICkots f

Reserved seats

a

was ever

first class

Crockery

known In Portland.

June

Tnursday,

together with

store,

all

on

sale at Stelnert & Son’s. 517

June 6 at 12 nvwo

Com&c.

UCKOl.

THE GEM THEATRE, PEAKS ISLAND.
Management
DOUGLAS.
Under the

of MR. BYRON

23 and

5c,

on

9tli,

SO

the wholesale prices to get it out of

lOc,

our

in

MONDAY

p.YENIJiG, JUNE 6t)i. and everv evenimy
week, with Matinees Xo.sday.Thursdayand

BYRON

MR,

at 3

Terms of Sale:

FINANCIAL,

■—

■■

—

■

Thursday, June
Corner Congress and Preble.

—-

..

■

==

i

9th,

8 a. m.

BONDS
STANDISH WATER &
CONSTRUCTION CO.,

FIRST MAT’L BANK BtlLD’G.

DUE 1928.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

This company supplies Deeding, Westbrook, Gorham and Standish, and the
above bonds are

Capital Stock,
Transacts

$100,000.00
Liability, $100,000.00

—FOR SALE BY—

a

Gen, Banking

BAILEYuirbi

Draft, drawn

on
National Provincial
of England, Ldadoo, in
large or
amounts, for tale at current rates.
Current Accounts received on favorable

4s.

Bank
imall

4s.

terms.

Correspondence sellolted from Individ-

Bank, and others
Corporations,
J»lA
miring to open accounts, ns wsll ns
hos« wishing to transaot
““
Of nhF
description
"ana.

SWAN & lARRETT,
186 Middle St., Portland, Me.
du
itii

C.

W. ALLEN
[f

from
Banking bnslthrough this

STEPHEN R. SMALL ProoldoiA
MARSHALL R. GODINS.
teb.dtt

The Worcester Polytechnic Institute
MASS.
WORCESTER,

Interest i’aid on
TIME : DEPOSITS.

4s.

Saco,
Biddeford,

Salesroom 40 Exoiange Street.

C. MENDENHALL, President.
Courses of study In Mechanical, Civil and
Electrical Engineering, Chemistry and General
Science. New and extensive laboratories in
T.

SURPLUS

4s.

N. H.,

ane

Engineering, Eleetricity. Physics

and

Chemis-

try. Special facilities in Steam and Hydraulics.
194-page Catalogue, showing positions tilled
Address J. K.
17.fTeeMARSHALL. Registrar. M&Th ;mayl6taug25

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN.
After May 20th, 1898, no more permits to
bring cows or other cattle into this state from
Massachusetts, or other New England States,
under the pretense that they are for beef or to

be turned to pasture, will be issued
by our
board until farther notice.
Animals for breeding purposes that have
been properly tested and approved, will be admitted as heretofore. By order of the Cattle
Commissioners.
JOHN M. DEERING,
President,
FLAVIOUS O. BEAL,
Treasurer.
GEO. H. BAILEY,
Veterinarian.
may24
dlwteodim,m,w&iri

Cashier.

issues demand and time certificates of

deposit bearing interest.
This Company is authorized to act as
Executor, Trustee, Receiver and as Registrar and Transfer Agent of stocks and
Bankers.
bonds for Corporations. Is a legal depos32 Exchange St,
Portland, Me. itary for Court and Trust Funds.
feb28
dtl
Letters of Credit furnished Travelers,
and Bills of Exchange drawn on the principal cities of Europe.
case ofjsleeping cars operated by the rail-

H. HI. PAYSOti &C0.,

roads the
tax is levied only upon
the
gross receipts from the sleeping oar business.
He spoke strongly in favor of tha
amendment.
After a desultory debate, which took a
wide range, Mr. Gallinger, Republican
of New
Hampshire, offered In lieu of
Mr
White’s
amendment a substitute
that
after July l, 1898. a stamp
providing
tax of
one cent
on every seat sold in a
palaoe or parlor car and on every berth
in a sleeping car, the stamp to be affixed
to the tioket and paid for by the company. Mr. White acoe,*ted the substitute
and it was incorporated in the bill without division.
Mr. Mason called up hie amendment
providing for a tax of four cents a barrel
on
adulterated flour and made a vigorous appeal for Its Incorporation In the
bill.
The amendment was agreed to 41
to 29.
It requires paokages containing

inves! ment securities suitable for Saving Banks and Trust
Funds bought and sold.

Correspondence and Interviews
dially invited.

Maybury of Saco reyesterday morning the following
J.

cor-

OFFICERS.
HENRY P. COX,
President
EDWARD B. WINSLOW, )
109 HreSld9n *
JANIES F. HAWKES,
j
B
HUTSON
SAUNDERS, TreasurerCHESTER H. PEASE,
SecretarySETH L. LARRABEE,
Attorney.

DIRECTORS.

SETH L- LARRABEE.
is.
W. H. MILLIKEN,
FREDERICK N- DOW
SCHOONEK WEATHERED STORM.
JAMES F- HAWKES,
three6.—Tho
Chatham, Mass., Juno
masted schooner whiob was sighted yes- THOMAS P- SHAW,
terday drifting over tho shoals In a help- DR. S- C- GORDON,
less condition with every prospeot of being wrecked, was discovered this morn- JOHN E- BURNHAM,
ing safely anchored under the lee of the AMMI WHITNEY,
Handkerobief and proved to be the Helen A- R- WRIGHT,
G. Moseley, loaded with ice, from
Bath
for Philadelphia. Two boats from Mon- EDWARD B- WINSLOW,
ornoy
put out to her this forenoon and
found that
she had suffered severely In
the gale,
losing a boat, rudder and anchor chains. He had t wo small anchors
out, bent on to hawsers. Her captain
reported that there was five feet of water
In her hold, but otherwise was in no imThe tug Storm King
mediate danger.
the day and made ararrived later in
to tow the Moseley to Vino
rangements
yard Haven for repairs.

————a

Portland Trust Co.

MWFtf

&

MOULTON,

BANKERS,

The exoedltion sailed down tho Yukon
river. Stackpole and Blanohurd re made
the managers of the party.
Seven have
stampeded to the Big Salmon where big
Btrikes are being made. 1 leave for the
William H. Jeffrey.
cast todny.
The party referred to is that of the
Alaska- Yukon-Klondike gold syndicate,
Mr. Jeffrey is returning on a business
trip in the interest of the
and will

Cor. Middle &

Exchange

Sts.

INVESTMENT SECURITIES,

party

Mbs

FOREIGN DRAFTS.
411

your

a

St.,

Surplus. 100,000
Stockholders’ Liability
100,000
--

*

Capital

invested
Government Bonds-

Surplus

and

wholly

in

Securities

a

Specialty.
■

■■■■—

vorld-famed for its brightness and the most
emplete General Weekly—covering a wider
ange of subjects suited to the tastes of men
■nd women of culture and refinement than
any
ournal—ever published. Subscription price,
4 per annum.
TALES FROM TOWN TOPICS, a 256 page
Magazine of fiction, appearing the
irst day of March, Jnne, September and De• ember, and
publishing original novels by the
lest writers of the day and a mass of short
tories, poems, burlesques, witticisms, etc.
*
lubscription price, $2 per annum.
Club price for both, $5 per annum.
You can have both of these if you subscribe
IOW and a bonus of 10 novels selected from
he list below. Regular price for
each, 50
ents. All sent postpaid.
Remit $5 in New York exchange, express or
| lostal money order, or by registered
letter,
t ogether with a list of the 10 novel3
selected,
1 >y numbers, to

]

'22 1-2

mouth

2.00 per mouth
2.50 per month

ICES.

IO lbs.,
5 cents
25 lbs.,
IO cents
50 lbs.,
15 cents
lOO lbs.,
25 cents
Customers can commence taking Ice at any
time, and delivery will be continued till notice
to stop is received at the OFFICE.
Notice of any changes should be sent to OF™E. Also complaints of any nature we 1’AK1ICULARLA REQUEST to be informed of at

once.

\ Quarterly

BURNHAM ICE CO-

TOW!* TOPICS,
fifth Avenue, l*ow

York'

U3T.
I-THE SALE OP A SOUL. By C. M. S. McLeV.an.
7-THt COUSIN OF THE KING.
A. S. VanWestnno,
“-SIX MONTHS IN HADES. By By
Clarice I. Clinnhaii.
»-THE SKIRTS OF CHANCE. By Captain Alfred
Inoinpson.
>-ANTHONy KENT. By Charles Stokes Wayne.
'-AN ECLIPSE OF virYue. By
Champion BisseO.
>-AN UNSPEAKABLE SIREN. By
John Gilliat.
1-THAT DREADFUL WOMAN. By Harold R.
'-A OEAL IN DENVER. By Gilmer McKeodreo.Vynne,
S-WHy, says GLADYS. By David Christie Murray.
VERY REMARKABLE GIRL. By L. H. Bickfori
-A MARRIAGE FOR IIATE.
By Harold R. Vynne.
0F ™E SULPHUR. By T. C. De Leon’
“-THE WRONG MAN. By Champion Bissell.
“-THE HUNT FOR HAPPINESS. By Anita
Vivanti

t~°KX

roof.

LIBBY & CO.
mayiedMon, Wed&Fri

4w

NORTON 4 HALL,
Insurance Agenls,
Have

temporarily

removed io

22 EXCHANGE ST.,
Directly Opposite

their old oflice

TELEPHONE

NO.

358*4.
qu

may al

CITY OF PORTLAND.
Notice

to

iontractors,

tnartres.

STRANGE EXPERIMENT. By Harold R. Vynne.
THE ALTAR OF PASSION. By John Gilliat.
MARTYR TO LOVE. By Joanna E. Wood.

dtf

SEALED PROPOSALS will be received until
12 o’clock noon on June llth. 1898, for labor
ind materials
necessary tor plumbing the High
ichool Building now being erected In Peering,
de.
Plans and specifications may be seen
it the office of Frederick A.
Tompson, Archi-

eot,

$1.50 per

THE I). W. CLARK ICE CO.
C. S RATES & CO.

The security offered is the best in
Maine, and the location is the most contra! and convenient in Portland.
The utmost privacy is afforded by sepirate entrances from the street, while
the arrangement of offices of the consol ilated company is such that all financial
Justness can be transacted under the
tamo

PRICES, 1898daily,
dally,
daily,

j

SAFE DEPOSIT VAULTS. ;

Having consolidated with the Portland
Safe Deposit Company, the Portland
Trust Company now offers its patrons
ind the public unequaled facilities for
storage of bonds, stocks, valuable papers

IO lbs.
15 lbs.
20 lbs.

CUT

Building.)
Capital.$100,000

i

UTTERS OF CREDIT,

or

good weekly news*
>aper and a quarterly magazine of fiction,
fou can got both of these
publications with
■lmost a library of good novels for
$5 per year.

md silver ware.

WOODBURY

to

(Portland Savings Bank

Investment

HENRY P- COX,
A. S- HINDS,
EDWARO MOORE,
HUTSON B- SAUNDERS,
DR- E- E- HOLT.
ADAM P. LEIGHTON
HENRY F. MERRILL,
ELISHA W- CONLEY
GEO- W- YORK,
JOHN F. LISCOMB-

may!3

No. 89 Exchange

can

amily in the luxury of

HAS REMOVED TO

mar3l

5.

GOODafford
TIMES HAVE COME
indulge yourself

You

Carefully selected

IhKIa.I

on

AND

4s.

Merrimack County,

Trust Co. Business.
Receives deposits subject to check, allowing interest on daily balances, and

by Portland Water Co.

rejoin them later

R.

SALES.

instruction.

MAINE,

Incorporated 1824.

Price* on application.

Stockholders’

GUARANTEED

William

PORTLAND.

BONDS. ONE MILLION
Central
R.,
DOLLARS.
Co.,

Maine

TRUST COMPANY.

Ronn^TrintuvS'
"S cLts S>xes silcfe

f. O.

-OF-

financial.

Portland Water

OF THE

fli-inn 4/a Van

Place of Sale
je4dtf

CAPITAL

THIRTY YEAR 4 PER CENT

vn 1 VDrl

Casco National Bank

n

MERCANTILE

b

BAILEY & CO.
Aietiooeeri ait Commission Mercian b

-.

$90,000

hi

F. O.

Figures,

_TOAMOUJL

his great play of

__AUCTION

$2.00

and

Plain

Masterpiece,

etB

A speolal feature will be the

Spot Cash. Sale begins

DOUGLAS

Seafs;

counters, where everything will be sold for less than 25 per cent of its real value.

All Goods Marked in

..

balanCi 0f tha

The production will be given with entirely New Scenery and
Magnificent Costumes.
Evening Performance at 8 o’clock. Matinees at 2.45 o’clock. Casco Bavy Steamers leave r,,«
tom House Wharf at 2.15 for Matinees and 7.30 for Evening Performances
with coupon admitting to Theatre, 26 cents.
Reserved
10 and
In each box, 30 cents each chair.
Admission without Casco Bay Coupon 20 cents
Sale
If pi
S
served Seats opens at Casco Bay Steamboat Office Monday, May 30th. at 9
o’clock

We have bought the stock

$1.00

America.

fnr Hm

DIPLOMACY,

m.,

a.

OE5NTS

way quiokly.

SOc,

25c,

Commencing

and his excellent Stock Company will preseht sardou’s

MAXCY, SAWYER STORE, Corner of Congress and Preble streets.
oheap and shall sell it at
-

fl

| |

Round Trip 'tickets with
Coupon Admitting 'to Theatre
*
Only 20 Cents.
3eat3 with oouP°n on‘y 10 and 20 cents. Take Cape
Cottage cars and ask for
Be«eroffrved

The sale begins

in the

.

8

AND WEEK OF JUNE 13.
A New Cuban W«r
Drama, Entitled

GREATEST CROCKERY SALE

the dollar

50c

,r

Grant! Opening Saturday II | |&§ g®
Afternoon and Evening, ^
8^§ ^

The Handsomest Summer Theatre

on

ith

will Ting

°“horus

MCCULLUM’S THEATRE, CAPE COTTACL

of

Ware, Fancy Plates, Dishes, Vases,
taking stock and marking the goods down for the

That

tats

c

wb1 oiigs,Pwhli F?ags of a'lf Nations appropfiaWy'preseuted

I

Harpiste,

AND-

treat.

Dishes and Glass

Seattle, Juno

merely

----—

FREEDOM.
SILVER PLATED WARE. THE DAWN OFCongress
St., Monday,

that goes to make up

We

ORCHESTRA

S>ircet©s\

GWILYM MILES, of New

jOUpOQ

mon

OF FORTY MEMBERS

MISS HARRIET A.
SHAW, of Boston, the Celebrated

COMMON GLASS WARE, LAMPS,

CUT GLASS,
and

is.iS, at

The Soloists Will Bo

MAXCY, SAWYER Stock,

the

June 8,

WiH. It.

Tlxo Furniture Dealers,

Bought

Evening,

and

MAINE

be con>

SONS,

telegram:

is not

Buy tt and

vinced.

CROCKERYJPPORlNIIY!

Have

AMI-SKMKXTO.

TH EATRE.

2.30 and 8 o’clock sharp.

...

ceived

no
interest in the office except
have It filled by a man who will execute all the laws faithfully and impartially and who will not tolerate trades

JEFFERSOIV
Wednesday Afternoon

__

ON HIS WAY HOME.

that has

out in such numbers as to leave no doubt
that the nominee, vrhoever he may be, is

Eureka Headache Cure

Col.

to

AMTSBMBMT8._|_

SAFE AND certin.

.

Pritohard,

amend it, but in only three or four in- Rawlins, Roach,Sewall, Stewart, Teller,
stances were
the attempts
successful. Tillman. Turley, Yeat, Wetmore, White,
Woloott—88.
Particular effort was made to amend the
Nays—Messrs. Allen, Allison, Bacon,
bond provision of the measure, but it Baker,
Bate, Berry, Burrows,
Clark,
The most Clay, Cullom,
was futile in every instanoe.
Daniel,
Davis, Deboe,
notable amendment made to the measnre Fairbanks,
Frye, Galllnger, Hanna,
today was that offered by Mr. Tillman, Hansbrough Hawley, Hoar, Lodge, McDemocrat of South Carolina, placing a Millan, Morrill, Nelson, Pettigrew, Platt
Platt of New York,
duty of ten cents a nound on all tea im- of Connecticut,
States. The Quay, Shoup, Spooner, Turpie, Wellingported into the United
amendment created no debate and
was ton.—82.
An
amendment was offered by Mr.
adopted by a vote of 39 to 33. It is calculated by the Senate experts that the duty, Pettigrew levying a tax of 1 1-8 per cent
the
value of all articles manufactif it
be iinally enacted into law, will upon
ured by a trust.
raise at least
a
$10,000,000
year and
Mr. Chandler proposed an amendment
probably more.
An amendment offered by Mr. Chilton, to the amendment providing a tax of 2
Democrat of Arkansas, a member of the per cent on the annual income of all
Ananee committee,
provides for a tax plutocrats. The proposition was reoeived
to price upon all with great laughter. Mr. Chandler maingraduated aocording
articles sold under a patent right, trade tained,
however, that it would be just
for the treasury officials to dename not cpen to general use as easy
mark, or
and which are not otherwise taxed by termine who were plutocrats as to determine what were trusts.
Mr. Chandler’s
the bill.
through an amendment offered by Mr. amendment was rejectd.
The
amendment
was rejectof Kentucky, the
Pettigrew
Lindsay, Democrat
senate' decided not to place a stamp tax ed 45 to £4.
The bill, which had been considered in
upon bundles of papers wholly or partially printed, which weigh less than 100 the committee^of thej whole, was now
to the Senate.
reported
pounds. A tax of 4 cents a barrel was
In
the Senate the amendments that
placed on adulterated flour and a stamp
tax of 1 cent entitling the holder to a seat had bsen agreed to were adopted.
Several minor amendments were offered
in a palace or parlor cai or berth in a
the company selling the and rejected. As finally completed, the
sleeping car,
seat or berth being required to affix ti 0 bill was placed upon its passage. It was
stamp.
On the passage of the measure passed by a vote of 48 to 28, the detailed
every Republican voted in the affirmative. vote being as follows:
By parties, the vote in favor of the measYeas—Messrs. Aldrich, Allison, Baker,

ruination and election to the law-abiding
portion of the community—the portion

of any sort with a certain law breakii g
this town. To accomplith
element In
this it is necessary that the law-abiding
voters :of the city, who are qualified to
take part in these caucuses should turn

«SB

Jr?1!

I

Exchange

street.
reserve the

lie Committee
right to reject any
if In their judgment they deem
the Interest of the city so to do.
J M. LANE.
) Committee
C EO. SMITH.
( on Public

proposals
’r„all
t for

^CHAS.

s.

FARNHAM. )

Building^

H. K. AND A. E.
William K. Neal.

/

Counselors

NEAL,

Albert E. Neal.

at

Law,

85 EXCHANGE 8T„ Portland Savings Bank Building,
B4dlw
PORTLAND, ME.

SEALED proposals for constructing tower,
O shelter and gate-wav entrances to
Oaks on i>tate street will be received by the
Public
of Cemeteries and
Commissioners
Grounds until TUESDAY. June 7th, 1898, at 12
o’clock M. when they will be publicly opeued
and read. Blanks on which proposals must be

DeerUig’s

made, plans, specifications and further information can be obtained at the office of the Commissioner of Public Works. The Commissioners
of Cemeteries and Public Grounds reserve the
right to reject any or all bids should they deem
Bids
it for the interest of the city so to do.
should be marked "Proposals for building
tower, Rate-w«y entrances, etc.” and addressed
to A. W. SMITH, Secretary Commissioners of
Cemeteries and Public Grounds.
wtfsritd

A
Sertnon

DECADE

on

the tenth

REVIEWED.

EX-MAYOR CHAPMAN’S

Anniversary of Iiev.

A

Large

Turnout

of

Prominent

A large number of Portland’s
years ago Key. E. P. Woodward
came to Portland to accept the pastorate prominent citizens were in
attendance,
of the Second Advent church. Yesterday, Saturday afternoon, at the funeral of
in his afternoon sermon, he reviewed the Hon. Charles J. Chapman, hold at his
made some late residence on
work of the ten years and
Spring street.
Among
comparisons of the condition of the parish them were an ex-governor,several ex-state
bo
the
at
senators, ex-mayors and former members
today with those which existed
Thero was a of the
ginning of iiis pastorate.
city government, the present mayor
Special and many of the aldermen and councilgood sized audience present.
circle of business
men, and a large
mus ic was rendered.
associates and personal friends of thB deIn beginning his sermon he said that ceased.
and
Rev. Dr. Fenn, pastor of the High
the watchword of God is Forward,
street Congregational church, conducted
well.
it should be man’s watchword as
a
too much to the service, and the singing was bv
As a rule people are given
quartette composed of Mrs. ‘J.' A. Gondy,
looking backward, spending in retrospec- Miss Ida K. Tarbox, Dr. Harry H. jj.
tion valuable time which could be utilized Nickerson and Harry F. Merrill.
Dr. Fenn briefly reviewed the honored
in achieving tho labors of the present.
of the deceased who, he stud, came to
times when it is well to life
Bat there are
Portland unheralded and unknown, but
learn
and
lessons
from
the his sterling qualities, his depth of charlook hack
past, so that if we ljave had successes we acter and culture, his genial manner
and tact, endeared him to
have en- and his energy
may repeat them, and if we
the community His progress in business
countered failures we may avoid them in and his success as a leader iu
advancing
the future. A chinch anniversary day is the interests of the city were rapid and
deserved.
an appropriate time to review tho history
The speaker touchingly referred to the
of the past.
delightful home life of Mr. Chapman, to
Ke then recalled some of the discourag- his earnestness in church work and his
ing obstucles that beset his pathway when exemplary citizenship, and also made
suddenness of his sumlie reference to the
he began his pastorate in Portland.
hereafter.
the
said he accepted with
much reluctance
the call from this church. He had devoted
the greater part of his life to farm work.
He had been preaching ten years, and had
for four years been nominally the pastor
of a country church, hut had not given
Be
his whole time to pastoral labors.
realized that he was deficient in training,
and he hesitated about coming to a city
of Portland’s size and importance.
When he came he found that the church
had for some time been in a decline; inseveral
caused
ternal difficulties had
divisions of the parish, and every division
had left its wrecks upon tho ice shore.
had
denomination
The leaders of the

openly expressed discouragement regardMost of its
ing the Portland church.
and
active members were aged people,
there were on its books tho names of many
parishioners

The

wore

difficult of access
and with uncomfortable seats. The parish
was ignored by all the other churches in

hall,

the city.
In the face of

these
discouragements,
the pastor began his work, with a determination to set all the church members
at work, and
to establish as soon as
church
circumstances would permit, a
In both of
home wort liy of the name.
The
these endeavors he was successful.
comfortable

and attractive bouse of wor-

ship in which the church is now established was erected at a cost, including the
land, of $8000, and the only outstanding
liability upon it is a mortgage of $1100.
On

the books of the church ten years
ago were the names of 113 mem tiers, 33 of
and only 15 of the
them non-resiuents,
whole number of resident members were
under forty years of age. During the ten
years 74 new members have been received
by vote of the church; 50 on profession of
faith and 34 by letter. Of the original 113
members, 38 have died, and of the new
members four have died; 18 have been
given letters of dismissal and six dropped,
The present
making a total loss of 66.
membership is 181, a net gain of eight.
But instead of being
clusively made up of

a

church almost

ex-

people, its
aged
present membership includes people of til

ages, who are earnest and tireless in their
He kDew of another church, one
labors.
of the largest in Portland, whose membership has decreased 30 in the last decade.
When he began his pastorate the average receipts and expenditures were from
$850 to $900 a year. In the ten years since
then the receipts from all sources, and for
all purposes, including the building and
running exfurnishing of the church,
missions and
penses, contributions for

GEM.

to

did not. He has attended G3 funerals
during the ten years.
In the
evening Rev. Mr. Woodward
conducted a baptism and preached a sermon specially iittlng the occasion.

public

That

tonight.

on

there
assured

house is an
faot.
The opening play, Sardou’s great society
drama “Diplomacy,” will give the combe

crowded

a

pany Mr. Douglas has selected an opportunity to display their abilities and
the ladies of the
company will wear
The first act of
some elegant
gowns.
Diplomacy shows the apartment of the

Marquise de Rio Lares, at“Monte Carlo.”
The Marquise and her daughter Dora are
at this point of the action in financial
straits. The Marquise is ambitious for
It
for her daughter.
comes in the lorm of a
young diplomat,
Julian Beauolerc, who has fallen in love

a

rich

alliance

Julian’s
brother Henry
Beauolero, who arrives on the scene,
learns of the doubtful connections of the
with

received.”

boring cities having

sent

for

tu

«ts

with

11

UU

UUV

Wi

iruv

THE JEFFERSON.
It is the purpose of the management
of The Jefferson to place upon the boards
a popular
priced light opera company
and Manager
Fay is now in New York
witnessing some of the presentations with
of determining which is the best
It is proposed to
company available.
present all the popular comio operas and
a

U1VJI

staged with special atten-

will be
UVI

CVCU

1U

11111

prevail as have been in vogue daring the
Corse Payton run. It is expected that
Mr.' Fay" will return to Portland today
prepared to announce the name of the
operatic attraction, but whether it will
open up next week or a week from Monday, is not yet determined.

M’CULLUM’S THEATRE.
The
tor the

of

sale

reserved

seats

aBedt7iSyr3?y tlle

6th- hist.,

the

Aldermen Decided That the Gen 1

Should Have Some Fire Escapes.

A meeting of the board of aldermer
th‘
held Saturday noon to receive

was

He then read the following
To

the

report:

Portland, Juno 4, 1898.
Board of Mayor anc

Honorable

In regard to the order relative to th<
examination of the Gem theatre at Peaks
island, whioh was referred to the commit
tee on
Are department, that committal
would respectfully report as follows:
That tney have examined the premise!
in question and would
say, that on uo
couut of the inflammable material usee
in the interior
decorations, and the very
inefficient state of the lire department ot
that island,
would recommend that at
measures of safety for the
general public
patronizing the theatre there should be
two fire
escapes placed on eaoh side of
the gallery.
They would also recommend
that a door be cut through from the upper
gallery to the stairway on the south
side and further that in addition to the
flro extinguisher
now in the building
there should
be added one five gallor
extinguisher on each side of the gallery
and also one
more on each side of the

,aeryices Tuesday
hl« late

nvi..
0 clock at

afternoon at
61 Smith street.

residence,

,f? unerai

ORIGINAL.

Patrick Jones, National Home, KenneAnother Dame has been added to the
list of candidates for county commission- beo, $d; Edward A. Anderson, Cumberthe name of Mr. land Mills, $0; Horace Uore, East Dener.
Gorham presents
George P. Plaisted for that office, and to mark, $!j; John Cotton, Culais, $17 to
help along his candidacy will allow $24; John C. Buzzell, Sherman Mills,
him fo handle the Gorham delegation as $0 to $14; Dennis Moody, Monroe, $0 to
hi pleases on the sheriff question.
$10.
Mr. Joseph Y. Ilodsdon of Yarmouth
is a candidate for the nomination of senaUMPIRE CARPENTER INJURED.
tor in the southeastern district.
During Saturday’s game Umpire Carpenter suffered a painful injury by bePHILOSOPHY FOR CHICKS.
ing struck on the knee. It was a sharp
foul hit from Putnam's bat. It was first
full
of
fist
dry
Crunching a chubby
thought his knoe-cap was fractured, but
Grape-Nuts, the little cliap announced, examinaton
proved otherwise. Jordan
“Mamma gives us Grape-Nuts when we
took his place and his work aroused the
want candy.
She says they are better ire of both
players and spectators. As
for us and we can
play harder.”
this was the
rubber game it made matFact.
ters worse.
Carpenter will be unable 10
Leading grocers sell Grape-Nuts.
work again for some time.

f

^Luncheon?
Beef !
tine flavor of %
vegetables and spices '»
delights the "i
T
epicure.
“Just the thing” for %
Picnics. Yachting Par- S
Has that

—

ties and Outings generally.
Order from your grocer

aud

accept

substitutes.
“Luncheon Beef” booklet mailed
on

w

no

request.

[»

from Mr. O. W. T. Godin g
for the Gem theatre was
presented. Alderman Rounds moved that
the petition
be granted, providing that
the petitioner agrees to make the improvements required
by the report of the fire
committee and that the license fee be determined
by the committee on lioense.
It was so voted.

ARMOUR PACKING CO.,
KANSAS CITY, U. S
A

!

%

Messengers Notice.
Office of the Sheriff of Cumberland County
State of Maine, Cumberland, 89., June 4th
A. D„ 1898.
is to give notice,that on the 3rd day
rjPJllS
»
of June, A.
I)., 1898, a Warrant in
Insolvency was issued out of the Court of
Insolvency

years.

In Augusta, D. P. McKeen.
formerly of Strong.
luctiestervilie. May 18. Daniel Oscar Cramp,
aged 87 years.
In Strong,
May 19, Mrs. Eliza Ann Vaughn,
aged 70 years.
In Webbs Mills.
May 17. Mrs. Ida Strout, aged

Prondence,

I.. June 2.

E.

Abbie-

Mrs.

otephenson, wife of Neptune Stephenson, for
merlyof this city.

Only one remedy in the world that
will at ouoo stop itchiness of the shin in
any part of the body; Doan’s Ointment.
4Jany drug store, 50 cents.

C. L. BUCKNAM,
Deputy Sheriff, as 7\Icssenger of the Court of
Insolvency for said County of Cumberland.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

_jfo&13

A SALE OF LADIES’

SILVERWARE

,

Meat of the Interscholastic Association at

CHANDISE.
OIL PAINTING. See Mr.
Martzow

4.—The Maine Intersoholastic Athletiojassociation contested in
their annual meet upon Colby’s cinder
track today, and owing to poor conditions
no records were broken.
Brunswick won
tho contest with 32 points, Coburn Classical Institute second, 31 points; Thornton

^Waterville.

June

Academy third,

with 27 points. The attendance was large. The summary:
100 yards dash—Won by Hall of Edward
Little High; time, 11 8-5.
Half mile run—Won
by Knight of
Coburn; time, 2.25.
120 yards hurdle—Won by Buneman of
Coburn; time, 20 seconds.
440 yards dash—Won by Furbish
of
Brunswick High: time 56 4-5 seconds.
One mile bioyole race—Won by Giles of
Thornton; time 3.00 2-5.
One mile run—Won by Staphs of Coburn; time, 6.07 1-5 seconds.
Half mile walk—Won by Partridge of
Colby; time, 4.40 3-5.
220 yards hurdle—Won by Buneman of
Coburn; time. 29 seoonds.
220 yards dash—Won by Wheeler of
Brunswick; time. 24 4-b seconds.
Pole vault—Won by Dunlap of Brunswick; height 9 feat 1-2 inch.
Putting 16 pound
shot—Won by
Thomas of Coburn; distance, 38 feet 7
inches.

Running high jump—Won by Dunlap

of Brunswick; height, 5 feet, 4 inches.
Throwing 12 pound hammor—Won by
Dunn of Edward Little High; distance
113 feet, 7 inches.
Running broad jump—Won by Leavitt
of Thornton; distance, 19 feot, 1 inch.
BASE
Bulletins

From

street window

paint landscapes, trout brooks,
trees, foliage, etc. ;~a good deal
faster than leaves grow.

Water.llle,

on

for

Our

of

and it is yours.
Price of frames:
4 inch Gilded Frame. 14x22, S.89.
4 inch White and Gold Frame, $.89.
6 inch Gold with Burnished Lining,
14x22 §1.39.
0 inch White and Gold with Bur-

nished Lining. 14x22, $1.39.
ti inch Oxidized, Gold Lining, 14x22,
$1.39.
7 inch Gold, Burnished Lining, 14x22,
$1.09,
0 inch Gold Solid Frame, Fancy Lining, 14x22. $2.48.
o inch Gold, Burnished Lining, 14x22,
$2.98.

FLAG SALE
declared,

un-

peace

is

ridiculously

make you

flags

and

to order.

Will

in New Tork last Tuesday and
manufacturer who was anxious to

low

The Suits have been made up, are now in our store,
will be on sale at $11,75

beginning This morning

each.
For some of the Suits $18.00 would be a low price,
Others are well worth $15.00 or $16,00.
We ordered the Suits made mostly in small sizes.
32

big as the 20x30
that hangs over our

one as

one

was

price,
We ordered the goods made into the styles that our
seasons experience has taught us are best liked.
They are
mostly fly-front style with strapped or welded seams. We
selected our own jacket linings, handsome contrasting
shades of plain taffeta silk in some and plain satin in others.

every size.

We make

feel

day

every
til

buyer

while there he found a
close out his stock of Spring Suittngs. Among them were
several pieces of fine quality goods in Blues, Blue Mixtures,
and Green Mixtures, just the colors that have been in greatest demand for Suits all this season and at times almost
Impossible to obtain. The goods would make between forty and fifty Suits and they were promptly bargained for at a

merchandise, and buying a bargain frame to mount the picture

store.

and 34, but there

are some as

large

as

if interested to come early in the week

MARYLAND-IMPROVED

particular shade you like

ROASTER.

40.
as

We advise you
your size

in

the

best may be sold first.

At the same time with the Suits at $11.75 we shall put on sale
a new line of Navy Blue Cheviot Serge Suits with
taffeta lined
jacket at $9.50.

the

Shirt Waists of heavy quality Bed, White and Bine striped
Percale at $1.00.
A new lot of Infants’ Reefers in sizes 2, 3 and £ years.
A new handsome Brocade Satin Cape at $6.00.

ball games

played Saturday in
League, resulted as follows:
Washington—Louisville,4; Washingb

the National

Z

The Story of the Suits,

to

Diamond.
The

We shall put on sale this morning a choice lot of fine Suits
which should immediately interest every woman who has any
thought of purchasing a Suit this season.
The Suits are just right in every way—color, linings, style,
finish. Fifteen to eighteen dollars would be correct prices for
them. We shall sell them at $11.75.

You

got the pictures he paints
nothing, only a slender string
the gift. A dollar purchase

BALL.

Saturday’s Battles

$11.

ART BECOMES MER-

Congress

At
>
*
ton, 2.
New York—Cincinnati,
At
5- New
York, 8.
At Brooklyn—Brooklyn, 6; Chicago, 4.
At
Philadelphia—Pittsburg, 4; Philadelphia, 3.
At Baltimore—Baltimore, 7; St. Louis

u.

Other games resulted as follows:
At New Haven—Princeton. 12- Yale
10.
At Princeton—Prinoeton Freshmen
7Yale Freshmen, 6.
At Ithaca—Williams. 8; Cornell 4.
At Middleton—Wesleyan, 22;

THE COOK

need not cook

herself
as

the

A stock company is to be formed for the
purpose of running a steamer between
Old Orchard’s new pier and Portland
By am, who conA. J.
harbor.

Capt.
templated putting

a steamer on that line,
the
will run the James ‘1- Eurber on
Saco river, as usual ibis season.

MARRIAGESIn Montague. June 1, Everett A. Buck of EnE. Squires of Edluburg.
field and Alias Ada
Alay 21), Elmer li. Gould ol East
In 1
and Alias Estelle P. Batchelder ol

ckVon,

lteef and Alisa
Hancock.
Susie AI. Warren,
Alay
29,
Koscoe
li.
Pickard ol
In Neivburg,
Newuurg and Allis Emma T. Howes of Dlxmont.
Lewiston,
May
30,
Elmer
AI. Jordan oi
Ill
Auburn and Afiss Bernice AI. Temple, Lewiston,
lu Guilford, Alay 28. Henry D. Kane of Abbot!
and Altss Lizzie Littlefield of Parkmau; Ira Littlefield of Parkmau and Miss Clara L. Greeley.

well

as

EASTMAN

BROS.

£

the fowl.

The multitude of inon

tho under

side

of

“Maryland Iloaster” gathers

the moisture and trickles it down
npon

3ANGSSFT.

poultry while she bastes

dentations
the

tho

roastee,

basting

it

beautifully.
Price of Hoastor

today.

|0c

BREAD RAISER.

FOE FRUITS.

♦

Fine fruits grow on fine trees.
You cannot gather golden pippins
from crab apple trees, nor tigs from

*
♦

Insurance is gathered like fruit.
If it is held in a good company, you
go around to the office after the
fire and the mouey is there for you,
dollar for dollar.
If the insurance is in a poor company, you are apt to have mighty

♦

thistles.

Extra
lar go

size, :ventilatcd.
Price today,

Ketiuned top.

19c

poor

Fairbank’s

COLD DUST.

Gold Dust

Washing Powder. 4 pound pack17c
ages for

SHIRTS.

We

promised

Mr.

that

we

Jordan

Cumberland,

of

computed.

May 12. Gcor.e W. Dickey, formerly
String, aged 69 years.

fu

County

That the payment of any debts to or
by
said Debtor, and the transfer and
delivery
°f any property by him are
forbidden by
law.
That a meeting of the creditors of
said
Debtor,to prove their debts and Incase there
arc
sufficient
assets
to
authorize the
to choose
same
one
or
more
assignees
of
his
be
held
will
estate,
at a Court of Insolvency
at
to be holden
Probate Court Room,
in saUl Portland, in
said County of Cumberland, on the 20th day
of June, A. D., 1898,
at ten
o’clock in
the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above
written.

46 years.
In Avon,
01

for said

against, the estate of
JAMES II. COLE of South Portland,
adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor, on
notation of said Debtor, which petition was
tiled on the 3rd day of June, A. D., 1898,
to which date interest on
to be
claims is

„cS,metery, North Yarmouth.
lannUigdalo, May 20, Mrs. Eliza Barker,
aged 83 years.
In
Watorville, May 23, Aiden F. Lord.
May 20. J. Ariliur Woodside,
.AS,Brunswick,
aged 61
fu

in our
YOUNG ATHLETES.

5 jackso^rco^, ^Iay 29, Arthur L.
botli of
jtf

jefidtd_

A petition
for a license

f Dlxmont

%

HANSON S. CLAY,
JABEZ M. LANE,
WALTER FICKETT,
Committee on Streets.

2

stage.

which

_,

I

o’clock at

at 2.30

BLOCKS.

PROPOSALS will bo received by the cominittee on streets until two o’clock ft.
m. of Tuesday, June 14th,
and then
1898,
publicly opened and read at the City Council room lor furnishing 8000 square
yards,
of granite paying
riioi o or less
blocks,
having the following dimensions: Length 10
to 14 inches, depth 7 to 9 Inches,
tblaKaesg
and cut so that the
3 1-2 to 4 1-2 Inches,
joints will not exceed 8-4 of an inch Ln
width. Delivery must be made at Woodfords
station or at Rome point as convenient
to
the work.
Blank
specifications and all
necessary information may be obtained at
he office of the City Engineer.

services Monday afternoon at 2
s late residence, 14 Maple street,

Tuesday afternoon

Deering.

GRANITE PAVING

June 3, 1898, Byron C.
ni“ 81°uth Portland,
63 yr»- 6 mos.
rR„a.?e?
eral Service
Monday at 2 p. m.. at his late
rS,
j'dcuce, No. 28 Sawyer street, South Portland.
rln*' June 4, William Hayes, aged 64
voki1.
years lo months.
h
jjg™k^at
[Prayers

^CONTRACTORS.

of

Bridget Kersey,

o’clock
fromt'lmrioAes<lay morning at 830
O. «iteinan Kon4n°A H?r daughter Mrs. George
Anderson
St.
rkeonifam ?\46

NEW STEAMER LINE.

NEW CANDIDATES.

City

41 months.

But

of the
opening performances
Trinity.
season, will open at Steinert & Son’s
SAW THE GEM.
music store, 517 Congress street,
today,
NOTES.
Round
o’olook.
There
was
an
Saturday evening upon invitation of the at
twelve
trip
interesting ball game
manager of the Gem theatre,a party num- tickets with
coupon admitting to the Saturday afternoon at Warren Park between the Saccarappas and Presumpscots.
THE LOSS OF THE MAINE.
while
bering quite 200, andjincluding members theatre will be only twenty cents,
The game resulted in a victory for the
Washington, June 4.—Senator Chandler of the city government, officers and di- the best reserved seats will be but ten Saccarappas by a score of 13
Walker
to 4.
seats in the and Harmon acted as the battery for the
from the committee on naval affairs to- rectors of the Casco Bay Steamboat com- and twenty cents, with
Presumpscots and Bryson,
Barton and
day made a report to the Senate on the pany and prominent citizens of Portland, private boxes at thirty cents. Thousands MoLellah
for
the
E.
resolution passed on February 21 last with many ladies, boarded the Pilgrim of applications for seats have been re- Oilman officiated as Saccarappas. Mr.
umpire.
The
directing an investigation into the de- for a tour of inspection of the new thea- ceived and all mail and telephone orders
Maine
of
r-owdoin-Unlversity
to say they were greatly will be filled in the order of their receipt, league game, scheduled for Saturday at
struction of the battleship Maine.
The tre. Needless
Orono, was postponed to Monday at 3 p. ru.,
committee say that in view of the careful pleased with the new playhouse.
after those who are waiting at the openowing to wet grounds.
inquiry by the naval court and that which
The Bolster-Snow club will play the
ing have been allowed iirst choice. It is
THE PENSION LIST.
was later made by the Senate oommittee
confidently expected that the sale for Saccarappas at Warren park next Saturday. Any one
to see a good
on foreign relations they deem an investi| Washington, June 4.—The following the opening performance will surpass all game should notdesiring
fail to attend.
12^
gation by the naval committee unneces- pension changes, resulting from the issue previous records in this city.
none.
of May 24, are announced:
sary and have Jerefore mado
was

fr«mUNm 2uUpin^rtIg08rilluS at 8-s0 o’clock.
atMt'tPckfck 11,611 mass at St. Dominic's Church

thisCo.uceptlon
rKimAril',a(!ed
sr|®;’Mouday

view

they

NOTICE TO

mst" Michael Driscoll.

Couony8t?re,‘00n

an

OU1U

aged^Vt^Smo®111-

i!! ?ms ?vC?!lceptl0U
FunerYl tS?

agent of the Russian report of the Are department committe.
government, one Baron Stein, an intrigu- on the Gem theatre at Peaks island
ing old fox, and his accomplice the Coun- Alderman Rounds told the board abou
tess Zicka, of whom the world knows lit- the trip of the city fathers to the islanc
anc
tle. Henry endeavors to save his brother on
the Are boat Friday afternoon
fiom an entanglement with the Marquise said that they had
inspected the theatri
and her daughter, but is too late, and the and had some recommendations to make

Marquise

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

3 eat h:-_

the ered
Mrs. Chapman deserves part of
Iiiinvioiiinti « 8 1 ,naQ9 at tlie Cathedral of the
at 9 °,clockout o :
e
it
for the successful carrying
the lot,. \rr$i'tlle &tl1- lust., Eliza M., wife ol
set
the
stage
and
Mr. Chapman’s plan,
,Ladr'^an• Ukred 77 yrs.
[
“* 9'3° 0,0100,1
etc.
from No. SB
tings and the grouping of the (lags,
Thi 1
mass at the Cathedral of the
are under her personal supervision.
lmmanniof«^8h
“
at 10 o’clock.
;
I
last chorus rehearsal takes place thii
1 ainnhBifity'June 4, Msry J., wife of Frink
Mr
41
7 months 11 days.
years
unfortunately
but
evening,
?™ from her late residence, 167 Lincoln
Chapman will not be able to be present.
afternoon at 2 o’clock.
tlle Cathedral of the Immaculate
rnnnB.o?es at
Conception
at 2.3o o'clock.
THE LICENSE GRANTED77,™ city. June 6, James L. Bounds, aged

Dora.

UUU

enthusiastically

ORCHESTRA.

SYMPHONY

in the com
Great Interest is expressed
the Maim ,
by
bo
to
given
concert
ing
and a chorus of 30i

Symphony Orobestra
|
baton o
voices conducted by the magio
The Joffersoi ;
Mr. William R. Chapman.
anc
will be packed with two fashionable
will
the neigh
all
nearly
musioal audienoes,

great
act ends with the announcement of
T he pall bearers were Senator Eugeno first
Hale of Ellsworth, PYof. H. E. Chapman Julian’s determination to make Dora £his
of^Bowdoin college, Mayor C. H. Ran- wife.
dall, Hon. Seth L. Larrabee, Hon. HolThe second act is in the apartment of
man S. Melcher, Dr. Charles A.
Ring,
The wedding
Mr. Wlllliam M. A. Marks and Mr. L. Henry Beauclerc in Paris.
Burbank.
The
party arajreturning from church.
The casket was laden with beautiful Countoss
Zicka, who has loved Julian and
floral tokens from relatives, bnsiness asbitterly resents his marriage to Dora, is
sociates and friends.
urged by Baron Stein to steal the tracings
BOWDOIN COMMENCEMENT.
of
certain
entrusted to
fortifications
Following is the programme for com- Julian from his dispatoh box. She does
mencement week at Bowdoin:
so, and causes the suspicion of the theft
Sunday, June 19.—The baccalaureate co rest on Dora, Julian’s wife. It is in
sermon by the president in the Congrethis act that the famous scene between
gational church at 4 p. m.
his
Monday, June 20.—The Junior prize the three men, Henry Beauclerc,
ueciuiuuiiuu in memorial nail at o p.
brother (Julian and the Count Orloff ocm.
Tuesday, June 21.—The olass day exer- VU1D,
cises of the graduating class in Memorial
has alhall at 10 a. m., and under the Thorn- perfect soenes ever written and
dike oak at 3 p. in.
Promenade concert ways been considered a master stroke of
in the evening.
Sardou’s. The aot ends with the discovery
Wednesday. June 22.—The graduating of the thett of the tracings from Julian’s
exercises of the Medical school of Maine
in Memorial hall at 9 a. m.
The annual dispatch box.
address will be delivered by Rev. John
The
third aot is
again in Henry
Carroll Perkins of Portland. The annual Beauclerc’s
and it is in this
apartment
meeting of the Maine Historical Society, aot that the
of Henry
diplomacy
superb
Cleveland lecture room, at 2 p. m.
The
annual meeting of the Phi Beta Kappa and Julian outwits the intriguing old
Fraternity in Adams hall at 4 p. in. The Baron Stein, and recovers from him the
commencement concert in the Town hall
stolen tracings, the act ends with Julian’s
at 8 p. rn.
denunciation of Dora for her supposed
June
23.—The
annual
meetThursday,
ing of the Alumni Association in Memori- plot to ruin him.
al hall at 9 a. m. The commencement exThe fourth act is in the official room of
ercises in the Congregational churoh at
British embassy at Paris. In this act
10.30 a. m., followed by commencement the
Beauclerc undertakes to unravel
dinner m the gymnasium. The
Henry
reoeption
by the president and Mrs. Hyde in the entanglement and prove the innoMemorial hall from 8 to 10 p. m.
oenoe of his brother’s wife.
Nothing ever
Friday, June 24.—The examination of written has
approached the delicacy o
candidates for admission to the college,
at Cleveland lecture room, Massachusetts treatment of this aot, especially the scene
hail at 8.30 a. m.
in whloh Henry Beauclero by a masterfrom the
ANNIVERSARY WEEK AT KENT’S stroke of diplcmaoy draws
Countess Zlcka a confession of her own
HILL.
guilt in stealing the tracings and thereby
The Literati and Adelphain societies
clears the good name qf Dora and restores
gave a joint public meeting in Ricker hall
her to his brother’s love and confidence
on Friday evening.
The programme folagain.
lows:
Sardou’s superb conception of human
Opening Address—The Useless Risk of
nature is so perfectly shown in Diplomacy
the Ballot to Women,
that every character stands out clear and
Evelyn D. Bridges.
Essay—Christian Socialism,
defined.
They are men and women of the
Olof ,T. Anderson.
world. They are born of it and deport
Reoitation—The Second Trial,
themselves likewise.
A great play is
May Taylor.
Topics—(a) Need of a National Univer- Diplomacy.
Orris
S.
The
sity,
Vickery, (b)
City
Tickets can be secured at the ticket
and Its Poor, Alice M. Hamlin.
Vocal Solo—AfDream of Paradise, [Gray office of the Casoo Bay Steamboat company. Performances will be given every
Florence E. Bumps.
evening this week with matinees TuesPoem—A Lesson to the Stars,
day, Thursday and Saturday.
Eunice M. Hoyt.
The following is the cast of characters:
Oration—The March of Civilization,
Willard H. Rockwood.
Mr. Byron Douglas
Henry Beauclerc,
Mr. Francis Byrne
Closing Address—Evolution of Eudcation, Julian Beauolerc,
Helen N. Wyman.
Count Orloff,
Mr. Robert Lone
Mr. Soott Cooper
The exercises of anniversary week began Baron Stein,
Mr. Walter Thomas
Fairfax
on Sunday.
Rev. C. W. Gallagher, D. Algie
Mr. Louis F, Morrison
Markham,
D., of Lasell seminary, preached the bac- Mr. Shepherd,
Mr. J. Le6tor Wallack
Mr. Charles Glblyn
calaureate sermon before the graduating Antoln,
class. He preached his usual interesting Mnrquise de Rio Zares,
Miss Virginia Johnson
sermon.
Dora, her daughter, Miss Lansing Honan
Miss Agnes Procter
Countess Zicka,
ENTHUSIASTICALLY RECEIVED.
Miss Myrtle May
Lady Henry Fairfax,
Miss Blanche Hall
The Pawtucket Evening Times of June Minon,
mons

He beoharity have aggregated $19,000.
lieved this showing would oompare favorably with that of most any other church
in Portland, considering the number of
2d, says: “The memory of no member in
its members. He recently attended divine
Pythagoras lodge, K. of P., lingers more
and
service in a large Portland church
pleasantly with the lodge than that of
saw its pastor raise $3000 to pay current
Ellsworth E. Hayden,
whose business
tepenses, and in the case of another large called him from this jurisdiction to that
ohurch three of its wealthy members had
of the “Pine Tree State.” Since his locabeen recent ly credited with
praotically tion in that state he has suffered a severe
keeping its expenses paid.
illness, from which he is just recovering.
He referred to the increased activitv in
‘‘Yesterday afternoon he surprised his
the Sunday sohool, the organization
of
friends by suddenly appearing in town,
the Christian
the Ladies’ Aid society,
where he was taken captive by them and
Endeavor society and the Missionary soIt was the night
detained over night.
ciety, during the ten years of hie pastor- for the lodge to meet and as soon as Mr.
ate. He also complimented his parishionHayden’s presence was made known to
ers on the home-liko spirit that pervades
the members there was a hustling among
The church is
their house of worship.
them which brought out a large attendnow recognized and treated in a friendly
were anxious to meet their
ance who
manner by all the other chnrches of the
brother. Mr. Hayden was the guest
of
city.
Mr. E. B. Richards and at about nine
He has preached in nine other pulpits
o’clock the gates at the lodge room opened
to Portland, baptised 33 converts
who
■ave joined the church and nine others and amid cheers the.knight from Maine
who

MAINE

The Gem, the new and beautiful sumhouse on Peaks island, will
mer play
most
open its doors for the first time to the
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E. F. Woodward’s Fas’orate.

non-residents.
worshipping in

MUSIC AND DRANIfl.

FUNERAL.

bargain line
of Negligee Shirts for Saturday,
but forgot it.

picking.
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SALE. :
1

1 have over Two Thonsand pieces of Silverware
(hat 1 shall sell at lower
prices than ever before for
iirst class goods in this city.
The goods are made by
IVni.
Rogers, (Simpson,
Hall & Millet), Rogers &
Bro., Pairpoint & Towle

companies.
Here

are

Spoons

doz.,
Desert

g

g

89c
Spoons,

per

set, 12
$1.59

Spoons,

per

set, 1.2
$1.79

Knives,

1-2

doz.,
$1.39

Medium

I

I
9

per set, 1-2

doz.,
Table

I
I

g

doz.,
Desert

gjfl

few of the

a

prices:
Tea

I

Knives,

1-2 doz.,

|

1

§
1

|
I

$1.49

I

Gravy Ladles, 50 to 75c

1

Oyster Ladles,
$ 1.50 to 2.50

1

Soup

and

Berry Spoons,
Pie

99c to $ 1.69

I

Knives,
99c to $ 1.50

I

And hundreds of others
fancy pieces, the latest patterns and very pretty.
We have a lot of broken
Tea Sets, such as Tea and
Coffee Pots, Cream Pitchers, Sugar Bowles, Spoon
Holders and Batter Dishes,
These goods will he sold at
cost to close them out.

g
9

gj
i

§j
1

1

g

Sterling Silver. 1
We have aver 500 pieces
of Sterling Silver,
923*
1000 line.
We make a
straight 25 per cent reduction on every article and we
have a splendid stock to
select from.

§

B

Sterling lea Spoons,
$2.79

per 1-2 doz.

great bargain.
Every article is guaranteed to be satisfactory or
A

Sale opens

money back.

g

§
I

5
<y
*

Every tree in onr insurance orchard is vigorous and bears fine

4
*

fruit.

«

1 WEDNESDAY

Bow &
33

l

Pinkham, | 1
Exchange St.
% 1

MINING

I

June

gj

and continues

until

30th-

would advertise this

Never mind, they’re as good
today. Mado of Garner’s choice
Percales, stripes and
plum

plaids,

full of

,or

stylo,

2 collars.

75c shirt

430

J. R. LIBBY GO.

THE MUNICIPAL COURT.
BEFORE

SABAOO LAKE STEAMBOAT ROUTE.

JUDGE ROBINSON.

North
Songo Iliver, Naples, Bridgton,
and Waterford.
The
Saturday—The following cases were Bridgton, Harrison
daily excursion route through the
disposed of at the police oourt this morn- famous
Winding Songo and Sebago’s chain of Lakes.
ing:
On and after June 13th to make close
con-

Melow Merrlman.

$3 and

costs.

Intoxication;

to

lined

Charles A. Lord. Intoxication; thirty
Suspended during good bedays in jail.
havior. Pledge taken for one year.
Patrick Ford.
Intoxication; lined $5
and costs.
Arthur W. Denning. Larceny of watch,
thirty days in jail and lined $10 and costs

nections with steamer for above places, take
M. C. K. B. (Mountain Hiv.( train for Sebugo Lake, leaving Union Station daily at 3.45
a. in.
Returning, steamer leaves Harrison

2.00 p. in., North Bridgton 2.15 p. m., Bridgton 2.45 p. m., Na]lies 3.30 p. m. Connecting
at Lake Station with train for Portland and
Information and tickets obtained
Boston.
at Union 'd»Hnn.
•’
T.. OlMlllRinGH Mffr.

'

1

tVSOSHSUIVlENT

I1

SQ.

Open evenings.

g

j

FLAG KAISIKG.
3 he Patriotic Occasion at J. R.

Lit

by’s.
1

Speeches by George
Turner—A
3Iusic

31. Sciders

aud Bev

Biescnt—Fin „

Big Crowd

by the Band.

On Saturday evening a flag was throw: 1
the breeze on Congress street by th 3
J.R. Libby company. The flag is 20x3 ■*
foot in size and is ono tiiat will ruak 3
tha 1
every American citizen feel proud
he is protected by such an emblem.
at 7 o’clock the America: 1
to

Promptly

Cadet hand, which was stationed at th 3
of Oak and Congress streets,strue.
whioh wa
up a selection and the crowd,
sonstantly increasing all the time, soo: 1
Congress street from Green t
packed
Casoo, while Oak street was filled.

corner

A

selection

second

was

band, after which the flag

given by th B

was

Phoenix like, from tile ashes and expiring
embers of tho ordeal of war this grea j
people shall rise, born anew to higher and
holier aspirations,
purged of all that
is ignoble and mercenary, pledged to ti>e
loftiest, and purest ideals of national lif >, :
renewed it
patriotism,
quickened in
loyalty, sanctitied to the holy cause ef
freedom, and reanimated and inspired !
with the glory and magnitude of tinir ;
eternal destiny.

“Star Spangled Banner,” and the crow j
gave three cheers for “Old Glory.”
Geo. M. Sciders then mounte j
Hon.
a small
platform In the doorway of th a
store aud spoke in substance as follows:
Fellov citizens—I suppose X ought t
address you on this occasion as citizen s
of the United States and the lJhilippin 3
islands since the brave Admiral Dewe
has given them to ns. Not only in th
but in every state i
State of Maine,
the Union over which our flag floats i s
and patriotism
enthusiasm felt
run s
high as the people think of the hrav
Dewey as he sailed into Manila bay an ;
faced the Spanish with his Yankee tart
and how sweeping was his victory at tha t
There is not one American oiti
time.
zen in
any town or place in the TJnltei

^

struck

and the beautiful words,
up,
“My Country 'tis of thee,” swelled from

J

J

■

thoughts

and

sympathies

are

ovt *

with them, and that, the metropolis clt
of the grand old Pine Tree state has lo- t
none of its old-timed loyalty to the stat s
and stripes.
My observation of the people of Pori
land is that they do not jump at conelt.
sions, or run amuck with the brainles s
O 1
frenzy of thoughtless enthusiasm.
the contrary their judgments are reache
only after considerate attent: i and de
liberate reasoning; and though but a fev r
weeks ago we all were practically unam
mous that almost anything short of a sac
rifice cf national honor would be prefai
able to war, now that war is actual! j
upon us and our patriotism is put to th s
Lest, there is no questioning, no wavei
ing, no halting; Portland flings her colot
to the breeze, and, in nerfict unison wit
the glorious sentiment which thrills thi s
nation throughout Its entire length an 1
breadth, keeping time to the music of th ®
anion, sbe how takes her place in th
tront ranks of the nation’s patriotic host*
Mo matter what exigencies may befa 1
our country, no matter now perilous tc 0
task, how arduous the duty, how impori
ant the office or station, the sous of Bon
laud will always, In the future, as the Y
have lu the past, unflinchingly respond t o
their country's call, and
whatever tt ®
work assigned them, will achieve hone
for themselves and relleot credit upon tt 0
name of our good city.
No mGre brave and manly set of fellow s
can be found than the officers ami me *
whom Portland has already contribute
to this war, and for the benefit of Pres
[lent McKinley, or rather perhaps for tt e
benefit of the Spaniards, let me say w 6
have still an abundance of the same stu 1
left.
Let it never be forgotten that this w; r
Is not one of our own seeking.
We entt r
upon it with no passion for conquest, i
no fever for glory, in no desire to
eipnn
our territorial limits, but rather with tt e
sober consciousness that there is a plaii !,
limpie, inexorable duty devolving npo u
us.
Our action Is based upon the sul
lime priuciple of humanity,
upon tl 0
bed-rock of Christianity. By this issu
we stand or fall.
Upon the justness < ,f
ur cause we challenge the criticism c f
the world, and lor its success we invol e
the good-will of
united
Christendom 11
and the blessings of the Cod of battles.
While we know war is not a picn c
nor a barbecue nor a mid-summer's nigi t
dream and has no roseate hue3 nor prin
rose paths, but in
the laconic words <
General Sherman “is hell,” nevertholcs
I am confident this war will not bo witl
out its compensations.
It will quicke
the pride of the people in national cha: p
actor; it will teach us that there are oth<
und nobler things to command our cue ■gies and to enlist our ambitions tfca n
money-getting and partizan politic; ^
strife; it will open our eyes and our ui
derstandings to the possibility of a near; r
approach to ideal conditions as a peoplt ;
it will invigorate our patriotism an d
stiffen our faith in the destiny and mi ision of free institutions; it will give
s

|

■

_

jj

|j.

,.

a new

rating

as an

assertive, united,

an

1

FOK SALE.

oi^°weekf'.r?Vn*ert®d

nndor thi» hoad
neweek for 35 cent*. cash
in advance.

played

another

Our Previous Sales

endorsed and the public appreciate

are

value for their money,

ar-

unfurju3hed

Poitland

a

_

few

more

Dean was 63 years of

He

ago.

formerly captain of one of the Harpswell steamers, and for many years was in
command of the ferry
boat Elizabeth
City. He underwent treatment at the
Maine General hospital last winter.
H
leaves a widow, one son and a daughter.
was

AND

A consolidation of several lines of
to $10.00 a suit.

Suits, Fancy Checks and Mixtures, good styles,

Knew His

Business.

Old Farmer—That’s a fine lot of pigs
What do you feed them?
«ver there.
Amateur—Why, corn, of course.
Old Farmer—In the ear?
Amateur—Certainly not; in the mouth,
—Chicago News.

all new,

and trimmed in first-class

Our Price $5.98.

use

for

The Kind

of Chas. H.

BOY’S

Fletcher.

thirty
You Have Always Bought.

more

than

years, and

CASTORIA
Bears the

In

use

signature of Chas. H. Fletcher.

for

thirty years, and
You Have Always Bought,

more

The Kind

than

Long Pant Suits, 14 to 19 years, former
Short Pant Suits, all size, extra values,
Shirt Waists and Blouses, 4 to 14 years
Boys’ Short Pants,

The Grecian flames

are

sunourned.”
Ores., Act I, Scene

3.
Our dames 6oon rid themselves of tills
trouble, they used Fond’s Extract.
Tro. and

front rooms, four windows
closets, with table board if desired.
NO. 9 CHESTNUT ST., seconl house from
Congress St, right hand side.
3-1

worth

one

every

from

$8.00

Violetette T. Haines of Rising Sun, Md.,
Miss Catherin
and
C.
bridesmaids,
The bride
of honor.
Humphrey maid
a white
wore
satin gown, vailed with
embroidered
duchess laoe,

chiffron,

trimmed

with

fast

color, suitable for

dress

wear

price $5.00

There

was

a

$2.50, 2.69

and 2.79

parsonage
immediately after the
the Rev. Charles A. Humphreys
mony,
and Mrs. B. Willis Corey assisting in

receiving.
with

palms,

orooof.

nooc

The

church was decorated
white
ferns and pink and

n’Vin nclmMo

RTOKa

T

Wnnrnu^

Leman, Dr. Wm. H. Robey, Jr., and Dr.
Franklin S, Newell ol Boston; Henry R.
Kittredge of New
York; Charles E.
Munroe of Brookline, Mass.,and Edmund
D. Barry of Philadelphia.
G. W. SOLKEY

PARDONED.

*

_

21c
.

to 45c

“

23c

LET—In Deerlng. rent of seven or eiglv
rooms, pleasant, convenient and in good
2-1
repair. Iuquire at 201 FEDERAL ST.
LET—Two rents

of six rooms each h
same house, western part of city, furnace
heat for first story, in very desirable locality
rent reasonable.
Inquire of HENRY S
2-1
TRICKEY, 121 ExchangetSt,
at Pond Cove
Cape cars. 7 rooms,
land, price low, week
or season; also tonement, 5 rooms,
good neigh
borhood, city, excellent repair, only $9.00 pei
mouth. A. F. WELCH, 93 Exchange St
2-1

LET—At Long
TOnewly
painted

bathing and fishiug.

Island,
and

at West End, six
furnished cottages;

Apply

on

GOODS.

premises.

,

21c eacn
b

*

k
„

45c

25.c

g

Codman place on Ocean St.
(consisting of house, stable,
fifteen acres of land, one
city ball, will lease one
WATSON, 12 Monument Sq.

mile

orchard and
from Portland

year

or

five.

1-1

'9C
45c

P?.r P,?'r

SUMMER

CO.,

Proprietor.

RESORTS.
__

Forty

•»«

words Inserted ander this hood
week fer 25 cents, cash in advenes.

WANTED—Capable girl for general

work. Must have references.
DANFOETH ST.

house-

Apply lto
3-1

■WANTED—8 young ladies, quite tall, to
*'
learn to play foot ball, experience not
necessary. Good salary and season’s engagement as soon
as learned.
Address J. S.,
Press Office.
2-1

WANTED—At
"
ply

once, girl for general liousework. One who can go home nights.
Ap111 CLARK ST.
2-1

UUMMER BOARDERS WANTED-Kvery13
thing first class: fine boating and fishing;
one of the best places in this section.
MRS.
MATTIE P. WESCOTT, Ho. Windham, Me.
2-1

YVEST BALDWIN, ME.—Pine Grove (Jot• *
tage, one of the most desirable summer
resorts in Maine, charmingly situated in a grove
of fragrant pines, elegant, large airy sleeping
rooms, pure spring water, line drives, on the
filing and gunning. Address
M-C-!lne
S. I". MURCH.
24-2

^“Vty
one

A

Alfred. June 3.—These
decreed by Judge Haskell yesteray, at the
concluding session of the York County
Supreme Court:
John S. Goff from Maggie Goff of Buxton; desertion.
were

Mary E. Davis from Frank F. Davis
of Cornish; crute and abusive treatment.
Lillian
C. Holly from Alfred E. Holly
a great
of Kennebunk; desertion.
Show,
Eva Potter from Charles

Lyman;

F. Potter of

desortion.

Samuel Carll of.Waterboro from
Carll; desertion.

Sarah

Nan E. Welch of York form Samuel A.
Welch, cruel and abusive treatment.
Sarah F. Noble of Biddeford from Austin E. Noble; desertion, cruel and abusive treatment.

CHEMICAL

LABORATORY
COLBY.

FOR

W'aterville, June 4.—A committee from
the trustees of Colby University today
made a contract for the construction of
a
130,000 chemical laboratory to be located
upon the campus south and east of
Memorial hall.
The building
of stone and
will be
brick. The masonry oontract goes^to H.
H. Pnrington & Co., the woodwork to
S. F. Brann, both of Waterville. There
v/ere a
large number of bidders. The
corner stone of the building will be laid
with
appropriate ceremonies at cominencemenr.

FR1EBIJRG,

The "Oxford” will bo opened for the season
on June 6th, 1898.
The high standard heretofore maintained at
this popular hotel will be continued, and no
pains will be spared by the management to
promote the comfort and entertainment of the
guests. For circulars, rates, etc., address,
F. L. MARK. Proprietor,
Fryehurg, Maine.
may24d2w
the city early can get good
country board within 30 miles of Portland.
Plenty of milk, eggs, and all farm produce in
season. Pine grove, large lawn,
plenty of
RIVERSIDE
shade. Reduction bv season,

PEOPLE

leaving

FARM, Box 37, Cornish, Me.

a first oJas3 baker.
For
addreaa Box 9. Dcering Centre,

sox

Brokers»

34

School street,

Boston,

6

i

_t
mar22dtf

____

WE o?lbm?vao“„^},lnducement'
come

to

man

a

mtereshedCin4a,0 hfS.w^rofhtahte

annual meeting of this company for (he
choice of officers, and for any other busiwill be held at the oflice of BROWN &
JOSSELYX. No, 211 Commercial street, this
city on Tuesday, June 7th,
A

l^ar 4g.
^ tr8aSUrer‘
May
31stCiS
Portland, Me.,

■C°inYest*i0n

?aAP

_2-1
WANTED.
Situation by a young man who understands
to
bookkeeping and is
work.
Two
Gradyears’
uate of Gray’s Portland Business College.
Good references furnished. Address CHAS.
F. ALLEN, Skowbegan, Maine
je4dlw*
LOST AND FOUND.
T OST—On Congress street, between LongfelT-i low
Square and Preble street, a small Morocco coin bag 0011 laming a sum of money.
Finder wUJ please return to 258 BRACKETT
STREET and be

rewarded.2-1

a11 kinda
WAof cast oil amd??^readytobuy
I
Clothing
?, ihgents and children,s,
?he city. ^?,dm?ettersdntoanyM?rCohra Mr'41
pay mo

or

DeGROOT, 7C Middle St.

TjOAKD WAITED—By man
yeatS °1(1-

|t«ert0UI

MjBS>

Add^ffl

WANTED—Experienced
closets.

line
expenses.
*

*

canvassers in snv
$go a month and
LUEE BROTHERS COMPANY
apr22d M&F,8m

to act as

for

agent
WANTED—General
vicinity; good position

Portland

and

for man who
knows his business and has executive ability
Give experience and references. Boston Vermicide Co., 44 Bedford street, Boston, Mass.
6-3-&Slt

up one flight,
connection; sui-

room

also small

16

room

4-1

bv

7

l*?

Chopper, Hamburg steak mill, paper bag hoWer
s
Cheap'

HELP

WANTED.

words i»iorted on dor thi* head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

Forty

wanted by large factory supplying free outfit and paying several
*40 weekly. Brattice, 243 Fearl, New York.
G-lt

SALESMAN

street.10

Brackett

l^^rdi^foseBat'hi
n*?e
°*,e

X°r’

S'®116

llrinn ?

''1

t0B otanhope Buggy, used twice
T°P Corning three quarter job new
altsr-

saiia: agitete8

mt-u)LElY1&

pOR SALE OR TO LET—The
dwelling home
occupied by Henry
Trofi?hmersituated
?.ow.nSd onan(iIsland
Trefe.hen,
Peaks
Island, containing nine furnishedAvenue,
rooms, all In
c.ass condition; the house
is finely located

first

with fine view
n?Jngl!slated
ground,
root and cemented

of the harbor
cellar, there is
live acres of land connected
with ti e
house, which will be sold wltn the house or a
has

a

aoout

several cnttaee1lotsnnnt!Tl!anaH
tieS pref0r;
Is
i!n< Ave;'ue- and two shore lots,
„,?0 Lht«,.aQ
with
shore privileges,
ail of wldch will be

sold

for sKn.
atFrare i’argaiM iF;inpiied
A9S‘S"ee’ 192

Apply

c.alVp,“anL'
pOR SALE-Thirty
Price $1500.

acres

street._

to

of land with harm
barn $600.

; cost of
DRESSER, 80

VV. F.

Exchange
81-1

SALE—A light two-seated carriage
pORfirst
A
class ordar. Price $100. A great J-

iWATCHES ON INSTALLMENTS,
Waltham and Elgin Watches. A large stock
of new model Watches will be sold on
easy payments at reasonable prices.
AH Styles.
All
Prices. MeKENNEY, the Jeweler, Monument

aQujre-_mariodtf
acre

farm

situated in

house, large stable near the house, running
water in house and stable. Will be sold at a
bargain if applied for soon.
ELI B. BIAS
Brownfield, Me.
ma>25 4

MAINSPRINGS,

75c.

best American Mainsprings, made by the
Elgin and Waltham companies.
Warranted
The

for

one

MeKENNEY,

year.

the

Jeweler

struments.
Pianos let.
A number of 60 cent
music books (.damaged) at 25 cents each.
Supenor strings for Instruments.
my 18-4

OR
P
J

SALE—Creamery butter, very best, 24c1SC-20C lb,
GEO. Ill

Country ball butter,

LORD.

2-1

real
FORof SALE-Valuable
4 1-2
land,

estate consisting
over
acres
11-2 storv house
with L and large barn connected; located at
1192 Congress street on line ot electrics to
Stroudwater. Apply to J. M. JORDAN, 4911-2

A very desirable lower rent on
State St.. 7 rooms, bath, laundry and furnace, very conveCongress street.
je2dtf
nient anti in nice repair.
GEO. F. JENKINS.
Real Estate Agent, Under E. S.
A THOUSAND RINGS
Hotel, monument Square. je2dlw* To select from. Diamonds, Opals, Pearls,
Rubys aDd all other precious stones. Engagement and Wedding Rings a specialty.
Largest
TO BE LET.
stock in the city.
MeKENNEY, the Jeweler,
Monument Square.
mari9dtf
adoui June 3in,
tine lower
rent
549 Cumberland
St., 9
SALE—At Woodfords. 2 story house,
rooms, batli, steam heat, laun11 robms, new furnace, cemented cellar
dry; also lower rent 146 Slier- and stable located on one of the most desirable streets, three minutes from post office;
■mm St., 6 rooms, bath and
shed,
45,000 feet land including four spare
botli rents very sightly and de- aboutelectrics
lots,
pass the premises; best trade
sirable. GEO. F. JUDKINS,
inDeering; $3700. W. H. WALDRON & CO.,
Under U. S. Hotel, Monument jou jxiaaie srreet.
4-1

FOR

Square.je2diw*
LET—Rent 125 Franklin street, between
rjlO
A
Cumberland and
Sun

TMPERIAL BICYCLES are made to please
A the eye and
satisfy the rider. Large, cold
drawn
seamless tubing, flush joints, L> shaped
all day.
Congress.
In first-class repair; liot and cold water, nice lower braces, three inch drop of iianger. new
bath room and steam beat.
Will let to small two piece crank and axle, inside fastenings for
saddle and handle bar posts, front lark in one
23-tf
family.
piece, Christy saddle, adjustable handle bar,
TiO LET—Furnished or unfurnished upper Dunlop tires, best made, dust proof bearings,
A
teuement at 25" State street.
Possession frame elegantly finished and ornamented. Heretofore sold at *103, now $50. Other wheels at
given at once. Apply on premises.
maylfldtf low
prices. BAILEY'S GUN STORE, 2U3
31
T.O LET—You have good soap in exchange for Middle Street
J
bone3 and grease. Drop a card or teleSALE—We have a car of strictlv clear
phone, PORTLAND RENDERING CO.. Telespruce clapboards for sale In small lots for
phone 116-2.
may 6 4
$22.00. All kinds of building materials at low
prices. MAr KS St EARLE CO.
3-1

FOR

_MISCELLANEOUS.

SALE—At Wood fords, a
10
FOlthouse,
hot water heat, open nickle
new

Forty

word* inverted under this heed
week for 25 eenta. eeeh In advance.

roomed
plumb-

ing. porceialn bath, slate wash travs and sink,
•ne
entirely modern In every respect, la’rge lot. excellent
neighborhood, good enough for any~A LASKA—if vou are Interested in going!
$4200, $ooo down,
marks & earl's
4. or want to make money in Alaskan body.
CO.
itocks, we have the best plan > et presented.
will
leave
Boston
Bur sixth
expedition
SALE—New house on Pitt
June 14tli. Write or call upon E. c.
BAVIS & CO., 244 Washington, street, Bos1 bo 111

_4-2

om

for horses by the
PASTURING
at Elm Ridge farm, West

month

or sea-

Falmouth,
Maine Central station, seven miles from
Portland, best of feed, plenty of water, terms
easonable. Inquire on the premises or adIress JOSIAH ALLEN, Box 35, West Fal2-1
nouth, Me.
son

one

VAILL?

L>LAGS— 5 by 8. 6 by 10.

EOR

lear

and wife to work on
YY7ANTED—A man
good milker,
TT
farm; man must be aAddress
M. and
aud woman a good cook.
W., this office.6-1

WANTED—KALE BEtP.

just people before all the world: it wi 1
AGENTS wanted.
fortily a now conhdence in seif-goven
The annual meetfug Of the stockholders of
ment and make us sensitively jealous c f
THE DEATH RATE.
the Portland, baco A Portsmouth Railroad
all assaults upon it; and iix the cocvit
agent, tnan or woman,
Company, for the choice of directors for the en- WANTED-General
ill every town in Maine, to handle the
There were eight deaths in Portland
t ion that a state of preparedness for an v
suing year and for the transaction of such best war atlas puDlished; no canvassing; big
Is
the
the
week
which ended Saturday
surest guaranty < f during
other business as may legally be DresentoJ
possible assault
money. Address J. s„ pre3S office.
2-1
continuous peace.
Mothers lose their dread for “that ter- will be held on the first MonoL the sixth dav
noon
The deaths wore duo to the followof June, 1898. at eleven o'clock ?n the
We have long been taught that the fat ®
rible
have
forenoon
second
summer” when they
ing causes: Apoplexy (3), heart disease
in the Company's li .11 in Kitterv malll0‘
Maine
of empires rests in the hands of Him wli
Ur. Fowler’s Extract of Wild StrawBy order of the Directors
This is the prettiest Spoon ever put on the
note even tho fall of a sparrow.
Pond : s (2), cirrhosis of liver, pertussis, tubercuin the house.
Nature’s specific
Call and see
berry
Clerk Of the Company.
market
it. Me KENNEY, the
on? hope, fervent is our urayer, Ui; t lnsia. urapnKu..
101 tiand. Me., May 18,1898.
for bowel complaints of every sort.
Monument Sq uare.
maylsdUl
Jeweler,
marl9dtf
J

/

TV ANTED—Situation by a young woman to
cook or would do general housework in
family, city preferred. Call between 9 to
11 a. m. and 2 to 4 p. m., 212 DANFORTH ST.
small

a

maysidiw

annual meeting.

a

Address J. B., this office.3-1

nmnufactuHng
corporation
i"™1solicited.
*lU®
ParticuP. O. Box
lais, address r
2098, Boston.
l-i

Montreal.

ness,

man,
position as
W'ANTED-Bvayoung
hotel clerk. Can furnish the best refereu-

I

meetings.

riUIE

ardor this head
week for 26 eonts. «uh 1* advance.

willing
experience.

marry me. NELLIE.

aprl9eow4w

INTERNATIONALTELEGRAPH CO.

Forty word* Inter lad
one

ces.

BustoMH
33
Mass

ant

ill IS,

WANTED—SITUATIONS.

voder thl» head
<enu. caih ia advance.

6500 cash depositto
S™ Buslness manwith estate
and business
hmkJrLao^ef6 branctO'oal
for established‘Boston firm.
salary
commission.
Reference
??Sbh13 n!en&,8nd
& SMERY, Real Estate and

M

divorces

U arS

^a3t

ITAJfTEl).
'»wrted

0,’enintt for

H

Maine

POR good country board in

a fine locality for
fislpng, genuine, rowing, fine views, pleasdrives and plenty of shade trees.
Broad
piazza. A quiet place for rest and comfort.
Address, J. B. and F. W. PLUMMER, Raymond. Me.
_Mayl4-4
ITAYMOND SPRING HOUSE—Select board,
11
(near Poland Spring) on line of Maine Central railroad. Good boating and fishing. Send
for circular.
Address C. E SMALL, North
Raymond, Me.
may4tf

words
week f.„-

SL^ii116?11?1

PanlcffiirS

Monument Square.
marlhdtf
RENT—We have a very desirable list of
houses and rents to let in all parts of the pOR SALE—Elegant musical insti-unr-nts
-*just
city and vicinity. We also make a specialty of
received,—pianos, music boxes
collecting rents and general care of property. reglnas, violins, mandolins, banjos, guitars,
Particulars, Real Estate office, First National harmonicas, cornets, cases, violin bows, superior violin and
Bank Building, FREDERICK S. VAILL. 11
banjo strings, popular music
music books, etc.
Please call.
HAWES. 414
LET—Desirable lower rent of six rooms, Congress street._
my 18-4
rflO
A
rear No. 2 Monroe Place;
good varcl. good
Fairbanks mandolins and banjos excel,
cellar, gas and Sebago; house nearly new. $12. rpHE
1
examine them at HAWES’ music store, 414
Apply to ED WARDTIASTY, 12 Green street.
Congress street.
Instruction books of all In31-1

Elm street, first house from Congress.

The Largest One Price Spot Gash Gisthiers, Hatters and Furnishers,
26 and 28 MONUMENT SQ., PORTLAND.
Forty words inserted under this head
one week for 25 cents, In advance,

Promenade. loca’ted hwme
sections
Portland, an exce
Price and terms satisfy.tnil llyi desirable lot.
in different locations.
lnauyot!;er?
Estate Office, First National r!Vi?p,>p1K
J*eal
Ldnk Building,
FREDERICK S.

POR SALE—A thirty

St._

IRA F. CLARK &
WANTED--FEMALE HELP.

twenty-five

W H1TKENDALL
and Temple Sts.
6-1

oUhe'tin*1?1’11

f

LET The
TOWoodfords,

large

HEDLON,

federal

the centre village of Brownfield, Me., well
___1-2
7.
LET—No. CT Danforth St. brick house divided Into tillage, wood and pasturing lots;
rflO
A
with 13 rooms, Sebago water, suitable for buildings nearly new, twelve good rooms in

room

H.

corner

in

acre

gentlemen;

MARITAL TIES SEVERED.

words were spoken by tho pastor, Rev.
I. A. Flint. No one can estimate
the
loss to the home, the church and the community—notwithstanding that, her iuflueuce still lives to bless hundreds of
hearts and homes.

cuy m line repair, one at ra j. nomas st.
two at 143 Neal St., brick house; each rent ha*
7 rooms and bath. Apply at 44 Bowdoln St.
OKEN HOOPER.
2-1
—-

TO LET—Large
two closets; bath
ROOMS
table for two

been conMassachusetts, they having
vinced. It is said, of his innocence. Mr.
Solkey always claimed th"t he received
the check from a stranger and passed It
believing the signature was genuine and
was, therefore, gulity of no crime.

vacant which can never be filled,
At the funeral Miss Kathering Ricker
of Boston
and Mrs. Florence Knight
Palmer sang beautifully and appropriate

3-1

or lodging.
No 69, brick house for
two families, 16 rooms, Sebago, price $20 and
water for each house.
N. S. GARDINER.
176 1-2 Danforth
1-1

...

VOUNG LADY to solicit advertising and
A
subscriptions in Portland and suburbs for
a Portland
weekly newspaper; extra inducements : good wages can be made; call Saturday, Tuesday or Thursday afternoons at 88 1-2
l-l
Exchange St., room 8.

This community has suffered
loss in
the death of Mrs. J. W.
whose
funeral was held from the Fiist
Parish chnreh Tuesday, May 31st.
The
church was
beautifully decorated with
apple blossoms, roses and carnations. A
friends and relatives
large number of
were present to show their last respects
for one who was so dear to them. Mrs.
Shaw was beloved by all, old and young,
and in her death a place has been made

on

T*OR RENT—Three rent3 In western part oi

stable, good water,

2>3-°9

cases of French BalBrjggan Shirts and
Drawers, (see window)
Fancy Shirts with collars and cuffs, fancy fronts, $1.00 quality,
Fancy Shirts vtrtth cuffs and fancy fronts
Boys’ Fancy Shirts, all kinds, sizes 12 to 14,
Half Hose, Blacks, Browns and Brown Mixed, 3 pairs for
Half Hose, Mixed Greys,

Suspenders,

Choice Pansies at

S*ts pe.r dozen.

NFV

LET—Furnished cottage
rflO
A
ten minutes’ walk from

Three

Mr. G. W. Solkey, who was arrested here
last year for passing a forged cheok, and
subsequently sentenced to the Boston
House of Correction, was pardoned last
week by the Governor and Council of

FALMOUTH.

LET—Very desirable rent, No. 8 Shermar
rpo
1
St., seven rooms and bath; first class in
A. K. & E. A. DOTEN, 17*
every respect.
Commercial St.
3-1

TO

now

FURNISHING

reception at the
cere-

fur
farm

rflO
A

at

DEPARTMENT.
and $6.00,

a

rilO LET—Furnished house with all rnoderr
A
improvements, until September; near elec
tries, between Congress and Spring Sts. Price
$40 per month, water Included.
House with l(
rooms, central location, handy to electrics anil
churches. Price $400, water extra. Will lease
N. S. GARDINER, 17G 1-2 Middle St.
2-1

See Window.
or

two

10 minutes’ walk to P. &
Address L. H. E., Gorham, Me.
3-1

boarding

and her mother’s wedding
vsil, oaught up with white sweet peas.
She curried a shower bouquet of the same
flowers.

ou

village;

SL_

CORKY—HUMPHREYS,

A. Humphreys,
pastor of the Churoh of
in marriage,
the Unity, were united
held
The
at
8
ceremody was
o’clock, the bride’s lather officiating.
Willis U. Corey of Boston was best man.
Miss Martha W. Barr of Boston and Miss

njshed
Gorham

in new house, f
second floor,
open fire place, shed for coal all to yourself, U
Sherman St.; rent 7 rooms 83 Federal St
COLESWORTHY BOOK STORE, 92 Exchange

fashionable wedding occurred at the
Churoh of the Unity, Randolph, Mass.,
when Mr. Chester A.
Corey of Portland and Miss Sarah B.
Humphreys, daughter of Rev. Charles

streets,

__

A

Thursday night,

teun8 desirable building lot3
favorablo
William, Pitt and Fessenden
Ouk-

on

LET—Large
rpo two

Official Conservatism.

Disgruntled Cyalist (trundling

his machine over country highway)—This la
what you oall roadmaking here, is it—
scrapiDg loose dirt up over the center and
leaving it there for the heavy wagons to
cut up into ruts?
Sturdy Farmer—Young feller, I’ve been
highway commissioner fur this township
27 year, and I learned roadmaking from
He had the office ’fore I did.
my father.
Do you reckon you kin teach me anything
about it, mister?—Chicago Tribune.

at Oakdale. The
company offers for sale

Deering

Little Diamond Island.
best located cottages in
Casco Bay to let for the season at reasonable
rates. Inquire A. M. SMITH.
3-2

K. R. Depot.

___

CASTORIA
In

ti-2

°u
on

31

LET—Cottages
rpo Some
of
the

LAS1UKIA

signature

CraTsUeet

LU-_

near

style, guaranteed

Our Spring Overcoats are all marked at wholesale
prices.
Our stock of Pantaloons is complete,
among them are several lots suitable for bustness

signature of Chas. H. Fletcher.
use for more than thirty years, and
The Kind You Have Always Bought.

Bears the

lio

e?n8
an XflOR
SALE—Building lots
‘jnniiiVa
X:
Land

LET—A five roomed flat on Park
TO
St., never
*
occupied, bath, hot water, electric bells
door opener, etc. $15.00.
MARK-, & EARLE

See Window.

Our Price $5.98.

Bears the
In

locating

LET—Nice sunny rent
TO rooms,
bath, hot water

One lot of Blue Black Serge Cheviot Suits, well made
dress or business wear, worth
$10.00,

WISDOM.

6-1

n‘Heo.4PPly to C HAS. C. ADAMS. TreasLET—burnished rooms, bath
rpo sanie
ure^ 31 Exchange street, Portland.
floor, not and cold water, at No 11
MYRTLE ST., opposite Cl.y Hall.
jeGtlocte ow*
6-1

---

WIT

sails, used
J. DONALD-

new

SALi—A new up to date two family
house with all modern improvements,
ei<.ht rooms each; bath will) hot water, exposed plumbing, open fire places, separate
eaters, and everything separate; very sunny, large lor, west of High street.
COLESWORTHY, Rook Store, 92 Exchange St. 6-1

______

MEN’S DEPARTMENT.

night.

Capt.

a

rpo

or
without hoard,
rpO LET—With
rooms for the summer

Friday

Portland,

first class co. dition,
thing
Great bargain.
season.
SON, 8'J Sheridan street.

one

>ml

RENT—On Central avenue
J- Centre. No. 18, very nine
lower flat, 6 rooms, bath and
pamry
modern
improvements, *15.
PORTLAND TINWARE CO.,

Tempting Bargains.

South

Pilot.

The flags on the Harpswell steamers,
tugs and the ferry boat were flying at
half mast, Saturday, in honor of Capt.
Byron C. Dean, a well known Portland
harbor pilot, who died at his residence on
South

alcove

.,,

S'l EAMER FLAGS AT HALF MAST.

Sawyer street,

offer

we

again

gow

trying to please and in giving them full

in

our efforts

selection and the crowd

Capt. Byron C. Dean,

woid* Inserted under this head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

FOR

dispersed.

In Honor of

Forty
one

SALE—Fin keel Yaclit Cupid
and
location, nicely
T°S;^-»«iet
FORtender.
Thoroughly overhauled; everyk* hSi F°omJ conveniently
in

ranged also
room, to (iray street

rooms

thousands of
throats as old and young
joined in singing this always favorite
anthem. Mr. F. A. Bowden mounted on
the platform and swinging an American
flag, led the singing.
At
the close of the singing tin band

j

enthusiasm when he thinks of Dewey i 1
Manila harbor.
(Applause.) It is onl 7
within 48 hours that a crew of eight me
in Santiago harbor performed a deed c
heroism that was received with ringin
words of praise, not only by Americans
but the
Spanish people also. It was '%
surprise to the Spaniards to see sue!
bravery displayed, but they had to ack
nowledge it. When war with Spain wa
declared it was put on the grounds c
our government Ita
humanity and
ample reasons to put It ou these groan ds
The American people have another goo *
reason and
although not publicly ex
pressed, we all know what that reaso
is.
Through treachery in time of peao
our beautiful battleship Maine was blow
to pieces in Havana harbor and hundred 9
of our brave sailors killed. I believe th 3
people are right. I am only a forerunne
on
this occasion and will not take u
much of your time. A great deal of hono L’
thi g
and patriotism has been shown by
company in throwing to the bieeze pro!
flown
in
ever
thi
5
the
ably
largest flag
Gran
It is the banner which
city.
followed when he moved by the left fianl
in his historic
battle and won such %
signal victory. It is the same that Shei
man followed on his march to
the sea
with
which you are all familiar. It i j
the same which
our brave boys in blu e
fallowed when the fight known as th e
bloody angle occurred in which the 7
were mowed down
by thousands. Thei 0
is no need of going through the list fc r
most of you are familiar with the hlstor
of our flag and the many scenes ovi
waved on its way to vi<
which it has
tory. I now have the honor to call to tl e
Levi Turner, who will ai lstand Hon.
dress you. (Cheers.)
Mr. Turner then mounted the platfori n
was
and
received with hearty applans
Hewas frequently interrupted in his speec h
by bursts of enthusiastic applause at a
at the close was heartily cheered.
Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemer
The object of this occasion, if I unde:
stand it aright, is to give some sligl t
visible expression to the loyal sentimei
and patriotic feelings of the people of th:
city, and to assure the brave young me B
whom we have lately sent to the from i,
that, whatever fortune may betide them

LET.

Mr. Seiders then mounted the platform
and requested the audience to join tho
band in singing “America.”
The band

unfurle 1

and several hundred little leaflets, wit 1
“America” on them, wer 3
the words
scattered among the people. As the fla I
gracefully unfurled the band played th 0

our

WTHAVfltr SUCCESS.

TO

ADIKS’ SKIRTS—Rebinding, brushing and
f
G cleansing, 50 cents; also Skirts and Jackets

Call or send
emodelled m the latest styles.
mstal and get our prices. PORTLAND sKIRT
near
Elm
16
St.,
BINDING CO.,
Congress St.

_1-1
shirt
£1HIRT BVAISTS—Custom
made at

waist

and

children’s drssses
reasonable
16 Elm street, PORTLAND SKIRT
BINDING CO., first house fiom
Congress
treet,4-1
o

)rices,

NEGOTIATED—At 5 per
"A cent, we have funds of clients to invest in
irst mortgages on real estate security. Parties
lesiring loams can obtain same by applying at
he Real estate office. First National Bank
1-1
Building, FREDERICK S. VAILl,.

FOR

street, Oakdale; contains 7 rooms and bath, hot and
cold water, wired for Electric
lights, connects with sewer, has large lot, and will be
on easy
terms. Apply to CHARLES C.
ADAMS, No. 31
street, Portland.

Exchange

je4-4

__

l^OR SALE—Grocery

anil

provision

store

doing a good business will be sold for what
stock and fixture* cost, must be sold at once.
A. C. LIBBY, 42 12 Exchange St.3-1
rOR SALE—End Spring Surry, canopy sliiftA
ins top, in perfect condition. Inquire of
4-1
SOULE & ROBINSON.
Park St., a new three flat
just completed, now let for $43.00
A rare chanee for an investment.
3-1
MARKS & EARLE CO.

SALE—On
■pOR
*•
house
month.
$5)0 down.

per

120 acres

SALE—Farm in Bethel. Maine.
1(3ORgood
land, 2 1-2 story house, shed and

two

barns, all in good condition, good orchard, and
well supplied with wood and water; also about

Immediately; salary
and expensos from start paid weekly,
required.
S10 outfit free,
best references
Choice of territory if apply at. once. Lake
Ontario Nurseries, Rochester, N. r. my26-4

MORTGAGES

TV ANTED—All persons In want of trunks
*
and bags to call on R. G. FFl NOL.Dd,
Congress street, one door above Shaw a
grocery store, as we manufacture our goods
and
prices.
can
therefore
give bottom
We frame
Trunks repaired. Open evenings.
n-3
Pictures.

\f ONEY

VOTICE—We
will pay the highest cash prices
-'
for household goods or store nxtuies of
any description or receive the same at our auct-

YtONEY TO LOAN on first mortgages of
LvJ. real estate at 5 and 6 per cent.
Real
istute for
sale, houses rented, rente onl-

acres at
West
from the
11-2 miles
North
1
lie
electrics.
property
a
comprises
Deering
1 1-2 story white dwelling house, with shed and
For terms
barn connected.
to
1).
apply
4-1
KN1GIIT, P. O. Box 26, Peering, Me.

MONEY LOANED on first and second mortgages, real estate, life Insurance policies,
notes, bonds nod good collateral security,
Notes discounted: rate of inter0-t 5 per cent a
upwards, according to security. W. F.
CARE, room 5, second llcor, Oxford building,
18a Middle street.
maylM

MONEY TO LOAN-On Hist and second
BA
mortgages on real estate at as low rate of
Merest as can be obtained in Portland; also
oaus made on stocks, bonds, personal pronery or any other good securities.
Inquire of A.
X LIBBY & CO., 42 1-2 Exchange.
may!2-i

hundred to select from. All weights
Two
and sizes.
10, 14 and 18 Kt. Solid Gold. Mc-

WANTED—Canvasser

LOANED—Don’t borrow money
from your friends and have them re1 will Joan on
wind vou of it hereafter.
other
four furniture, piano, or
personal
or
remo'al
without
iroperty
inconvenience,

LTJL

easy repaying basis.
B.

Box

145s.

“'Private Party,”

GO.ss &
13-3

a

23-3

ected, care of properly a specialty prompt
mention, 25 years in the business. Y s
BARDIN1 UP,, 176 1-2 Middle street.
4-2

the West
Congress streets
Apply to E. HARjan25dtt

tot of land at

SALE—Or lease,
FOREnd,
Forest and
corner

containing about 4,224 feet
p" LOW, 919 Congress St.

_

rooms for sale on commission.
l?,n^ 1LSON,
Auctioneers, 18 Free rit.

200,000 feet of pine timber. About two miles
from Bethel village, and known a* the Edward
A. Capen farm; will be sold on favorable terms
or may be
exchanged for Portland property.
MISS SARAH BIDEN, No. 135 Oxford St.,
Portland, Me.___mar9-tf

SALE—A farm of 11

FORFalmouth.

WEDDING RINGS
KENNEY. the Jeweler, Monument Square.

marisdtf

GOES TO THE HOUSE NOW.

SOUTH
Interesting

PORTLAND.

Town

Meeting

Held

Satur-

day.

Revenue Bill

to

Be Referred at

Once to Conferees.
SPECIAL RULE TO BE

REPORTED

FOR THIS PURPOSE.

About one hundred inhabitants of South
Portland, qualified to vote in town
affairs, assembled at the Town
house
Saturday afternoon at three o’clock to act
on articles in the town warrant to the
number of nine.
Town Clerk Noah B. Knight read the

FINANCIAL MDCOMEfHM

to cholce 4
Hogs—receipts 16.000: butchers 4 05«4 ,7@
35,
37; packers 3 90@4 16;
2
3
light 75®4 20; pigs 7&©{V
Sheep—receipts 2 000;
6 05.
Oo, spring
Teuans 3 &0@4 05; lambs 4 00@
6 76®6 05.
_

^Jr

4

n^lY(^s6

1

Quotations of Made Products

is the

New Torfe EtooK ana Money

Fish Market.
ENDING JUD® *
.'..
¥ f
nast sales tresh halibut 3MiC
and 2c for gray.
s3 bo
vessel
°
Last sales ot Georges Cod (rom
^
Bank uo 2 60®
for large and *2 25 for medium.
Gloucester

EOR

Lcadin? Markets.
Market.

®*im?

THE

WEEK

°haddock

Wallace0 Boston feor.j !?e°rt 4

Lynwood, Gilkey, BauWolston, Hinckley. Batli:
0
Wassmr, St John
doj J43?10 Wilcutt,
Kennebec- PnVn.' F
,,B; KaymondTMaud,Smith,
y
Birdsall, Lamson. do; Abel
K Babcock
Bath 1 F » Weaver. Kaulkhigharn New
dence; thormmlHern; Bradford C French. ProviLawrence, Kelley, Kennebec;
W Esc W I t?,3,
Allyns Point; Bradl
French**?’ 1;l,tridWProvidence.
Old sch.
3
Hal1- Bancor;
Soh"l!’
Clara'KKanda < -? ,K
cor:

f°ring

BaSSw
NRBe*rse.
Hhoook-

ford?

i? Uwrleson,

Chester

Portland;

iffy $e8t-Poo,e-

There 1» An

Understanding That Hawaiian

Hesolutions Will lie Considered, But
Not Been IJecided—Pro-

Just How Has
gress

on

Appropriation

Bills Has

Been

31 ade.

Washington, June 5.—The war revenue
bill as it passed the .Senate, will bo presented to the House when it meets tomorrow.

The desire of Chairman Dingley and
the majority members of the ways and
means
committee is to send the bill to
conference at once and not delay it by debate. In accord with this desiro the committee on rules probably will report im

mediately n rule identical with or generally in line with the resolution Mr.
Dingley introduced last week to provide
for a motion to disagree to the Senate
amendments
and requests a conference.
This motion wiU prevail without debate
and conferees will be named. At present
thero is an understanding that the Hawaiian resolutions, providing for annexation
are to bu
considered in the House
before session adjournment. Just when
and how the consideration shall proceed
has not teen determined.
Appropriation
bills will occupy much attention.
The
conferees
bill
upon the Sundry civil
have
reached an agreement upon about
four-fifths of tlio measure, but cannot
the remainder without takagree upon
ing the sentiment of their respective
houses, and it is probable that a report

setting forth their agreements and differwill be made this week. Progress
upon the Indian, post office and District
of Columbian
bills has been made and
ences

conference. Tbe general deficiency bill,
which has been
reported to the Honse,
will be held back until the end of tho session is in sight. The report to accompany
tbe general Lacking and currency bill is
expected to be submitted to tbe committee on Wednesday and the bill will be sent
to tbe House later in the week. A measure of
importance that is likely to ooiue
up during the week is the quarantine bill
proposing to amend the quarantine laws
and giving
the federal authorities enlarged jurisdiction of quarantines against
infectious anil epidemic diseases. It also
proposes to make
supreme federal rules
and regulations.
HOW THEY FARE AT HAVANAA

Local

Correspondent

Tells

of

Lots

of

Coal Mines IXscovereil-

(Copyright.

1898 by the Associated Press.)

Havana June 5 —8 p. m.—The council
of secretaries of the autonomist govern-

has,decided not

allow thq shipment of su gar to American ports,
but
will allow it shipped to neutral ports in
ment

to

blockade runners, which bring provisions
tnd coal that can be landed in any part
if the island without paying
custom
louse duties
The council also ordered
disthe mining of coal that has been
icvered near Guanagay in the province of

Havana, which will be placed at the disA credit of
posal of Admiral Manterola.
135,000 has been voted to promote the cultivation of the zones near the mine.
Tbe British steamer Mytledene which
irrived at Isabella Sagua on May 29 from
!Cey West, by the way of Cardenas, will
and
eave this week carrying passengers
.4,000 sucks of sugar.
A commission of the Cuban chambers
to
las formally tendered congratulations
;he commanders of the Spanish cruisers
Honda Vendadito and Neuva Espana, for
;be courage they displayed in going out
blockio meet tbe ships of the squadron
iding Havana some time ago. Tho chamof couiers have sent a joint telegram
fratuiation to Admiral Cervera because
>f the courage shown by him during the
lombardment of the
fortifications at

Santiago.

The city jf Havana
has
founded an
isvhim for the reconceutrados, opening a
juilding large enough to accommodate
Tho bishop of Havana,
nore than 200.
Monsignor Manuel Santander y Fruton,
iedicated the hospital, administering the
Poly communion and blessing the build-

ing.
Genera! rsianco nas autr.orizea Governor

the
Ba^srillo of
province of Puerto
brincipe to form a regiment consisting
if 2000 Caraague Yanos natives to light
igainst the Americans.
The military commander at Santi ago
le Cuba has proposed rewards for Ensigns
Venacio Nardiz and Ricardo
Crugueta
md Gunner Antonio Erago, wlio made
three shots that were seen to land on the
American warships during tho bombardment.
Slxhunlrad insurgents
recently attacked Samo, near Holguin, but were repelled by volunteers. On June!, five
A merican warships appeared off Cai baron.
1 he military ooiiimaiKier ordered
everybody to arms, and a Spanish
gunboat
made ready to engage in combat with one
American
Df tho
warships, but tho
American retired.
The military
commander at
San
has
Nicolas, this province,
issued
a
“bando” (order), calling on everybody to
enroll for the defence of the town in the
case of an attack.
; 'Coal mines have been discovered in th9
province of Santa Clara. The military
issued a
commander at Kemedios has
bando” explaining what must be done
in the event of an attempt of the Americans to land there.
Pablo Billido de Luna, a native of New
Orleans, has been arrested for making insulting remarks about the Spanish fleet.
General Bianco has issued an order
prohibiting the presence of foreign correspondents in the island and threatening
to put all such on trial as spies according
to the military code.
Mr.Phil Robinson aDd H. J. Whigham,
the correspondents recently arrested near
Matanzas have been set at liberty on condition that they leave the island at the
first opportunity.
During a lively discussion in the
conservative
autonomist congress, the
minority attacked the autonomy scheme.
Si-nor Dolce, secretary of posts and telegraphs defended the new regime.
Today General Blanco reviewed the
newly enlisted volunteers in the presence
of a large crowd.
Over 20,000 are ready
to take action.

PERSIAN CABINET OUT.
Teheran
June 6.—The Grand Vizier,
Amine Eddaouleh, has resigned, and the
of
minister
Mouchir
foreign affairs
Eddaouleh, is forming a new cabinet.

load^o^Phnau'elpkSi

Keminh^~Cld,ftl1'
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Jhe
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^sR’^Cliarles

BS°ldk"cll'
Sa*r'--th

biv-

that on

a

sisting of three cruisers and three other
protected vessels, was seen off the island
of Madagascar, proceeding northward.
Two members of the Lyceum club today
made a wager of f50,000 as to the whereof Admiral Cervera’s squadron,
abouts

betting that it is in Cuban waters
the other that it is en route for the
Philippines. The money is to go to the
national subscription
for the navy. A
despatch from Cadiz says the [Spanish

one

und

steamer

San Augustine, Capt. Mnnerez,
sailed from Santiago de Cuba on
Cadiz. The
at
May 11, has arrived
voyage was without inoident.
Letters received from San Juan, Porto

YorkAbUer

GEEiilXG.

NEW^l°ONDON—Ar

6.—A

June

dospatoh from
well-known merchant
a despatoh to the effect
May 27, a[Spanlsh squadron, con-

Madrid,

Barcelona says
there has received

that Admiral Sampson
the
town without notice,
bombarded
firing 700 shells. The ^Spanish losses are
said to have been seven killed and sevenThe governor general’s
ty wounded.
residence and a number of houses were

NEWS

Easy Food

isy
isy
asy
isy

Buy,

Cook,
Eat,

Digest.

uaker Oats

At all grocers
-lb. pkgs. only

to PEAKS ISLAND
(Capt Iff.

Rioo, re-assert

damaged.

Returning

a.

in.

For

Scarboro

GOING TO HONOLULU.
6.—The U. S.
June
Mohican came down from
the Mare Island navy yard this morning,
and after a brief delay sailed at 12. BO
p. in. for Honolulu. It is understood
that she will remain on duty at that port,
Bennington, ordered to
replacing the
join Admiral Dewey’s fleet at Manila.
vessel Monterey and
defense
coast
The
the big collier Brutus, which is in tow
t he Hawaiian islands to the
here from
Philippines, were to have gone with the
but
were delayed, owing to a
Mohloan,
the Monterey’s ^evaporator
in
defeot
tubes. They will.probalby sail tomorrow.

Francisco,

sloop ot

war

LOUIS MARCILLE DEAD.
Alfred, June 4.—Louis Marcille, whe
shot here yesterday ty Joseph Grondony, who afterwards committed suicide,
died at 7 o’clook this evening.
It was
thought this morning that he had a slight
was

ohance of recovery, but peritonitis set in
and he grew rapidly worse until the end
Anally came. Although be recovered his
mental faculties, he was unable to talk
owing to the shattered condition of his

jaw.

The

medical

department

of

Bowdoin

college put in a claim tor Gorndony’s
body, but the authorities decided n.

)

6.20.

S.T~cS

IIAIVIOIIUUU

Beacn,

rme

jroint,

Bali Lines for

Fridays.

land, 9.30 a.
sepll

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.
STEAMER ENTERPRISE leaves as follows:
GOING WEST,
EAST BOOTHBAY for PORTLAND^ Mondays at 7.15 a. m.. touching at
South Bristol, and Boothbay II arbor,
PKMAQB1D for PORTLAND, Wednesdays
at 6.00 a. m.. touching at above landings.
DAMARISCOTTA for PORTLAND, Fridays
at 6 a. m.. touching at East Boothbay, South
Bristol and Boothbay Harbor.
GOING

Boothbay

Pemaquld.

PORTLAND and SMALL POINT
STEAMBOAT CO.
Daily round trip (Sundays excepted) between
Portland and Cape Small Point.
On

anu

after

Steamer

April 4th. 1398.

“Percy "^7””

CAPT. CHAS. H.

HOW^

Will leave Portland Pier, Portland, at 2.00 p.
m., for Lowell’s Cove, Orr’s IsiaDd; Card’s Cove.
Quohog Bay, Poor’s Point. East Harps well;
Ashdale, Horse Island Harbor, Water Cove,
Small Point, Sebasco, Phippsburg and C indy’s
Harbor.
RETURNING—Leave Cundy’s Harbor at
6.00 a. in.; Phippsburg, 6.15 a. m.; Ashdale, 6.30
a. m.; Water Cove,
Small Point, 6.45 a. m.;
Poor’s Point, 7.00 a. m.; Card’s Cove, 7.15 a. m.;
Lowell’s Cove, Orr.s Island, 8.00 a. m.. arrive in
Portland at 10.00 a. m.
For further particulars apply to
J. H. MCDONALD. Pres, and Manager,
168 Commercial street.
Telephole 46-3.
apr4dtf

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT CO.
Custom House Wharf.

WEEK DAY TIME TABLE.
Commencing Thursday, April 28, 1898.
For Forest City Landing, Peaks’ Island, 6.45,
6.40, 8.00, 9.00, 10.30 a. in., 12.00 In., 2.15, 3.15,
5 00. 6.15, 7.30 p. m.
For Cushing’s Island, 6.40, 8.00, 10.30 a. m., 2.15,
3.15, 5.00, 6.15 p. m.
and Great Diamond
For Little
Islands,

Trefethen’s,Evergreen Landing,Peaks’ Island,

“5.30, 6.40, 8.00, 10.30

a.

m., 12.00 m.,

2.00, 4.20,

For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island, 5.30, 8.00,
10.30 a. m., 2.00, 4.20 6.15 p. m.
For Marriner’s Landing, Long Island, 10.30 a.
m., 2.00 p. m.
RETURN.
Leave Forest City Landing, 6.20, 7.20, 8.30. 9.30,
10.50 a. m., 1.00, 2.35.: 3.45. 5.30, 6.30, 8.20 p. m.
Leave Ponce’s Landing. 6.05, 8.50, 11.20 &. m.,
2.50, 5.10, 6.55 p. m.
Leave Cushing’s, 7.05, 8-15. 11.05 a. m., 2.45,
3.50, 5.20, 6.40 p. m.
Leave Little Diamond, 6.30, 7.20, 9.20 a. m.,
12.00 m., 12.25. 3.30, 5.35, 7.20, 7.50 p. 111.
Leave Great Diamond, 6.25, 7.15. 9.15, 11.55 a.
m., 12.30. 3.25. 5.30, 7.15. 7.55 p. m.
Leave Trefethen’s, 6.20, 7.10, 9.10, 11.50 a. m.,
12.35, 3.20, 5.25, 7.10, 8.00 p. m.
Leave Evergreen, 6.15, 7.05, 9.05, 11.45 a. m.,
12.40, 3.15, 5.20. 7.05, 8.05 p. m.
Leave Marriners Landing, Long Island, 11.30 a.

or-

m., 300 p.

m.

9.30 p. m. for all landings.
Sunday Time Table.
For Forest City Landing, Peaks’ Island, 8.00,
y.oo, 10.30 a. m., 12.15, 2.15, 3.15, 5.00 p. m.
For Cush ng’s Island, 9.00,10.30 a. m., 12.15, 2.15,

Saturday night only,

3.15.5.00 p. m.
and
For Little

Great Diamond
Islands,
Trefethen’s and Evergreen Landings, 8.00, 9.00
10.30 a. m., 12.15, 2.00, 4.20 p. m.
For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island, 8.00, 10.30
a. m., 2.00, 4.20 p. m.
For Marriuer’s Landing, Long Island, 10.30 a.

New York,

in,, 2.00 p.

m.

C. W. T. GODING, General Manager.

apr27dtf

STEAMSHIPS.

Great Diamond
Island Route.

ROYAL MAIL STEAMERS.

Quebec to

Liverpool.

From

On and after Monday, May 23, steamei
will
Piei
Vivian
leave
Portland
for Great
Diamond
Island, 7.00, 8.30,
Return10.30 a. m.; 12.10, 2.15 and 5 p. m.
ing leave Diamond Island at 7.30, 9.00, 11.00
a. m.; 1.00,
2.45, and 5.30 p. m.
CASCO BAY EXCURSION CO.,
m23dtf
E. A. BAKER, Manager.

Liverpool Steamship_Montreal

May]

and

Leave Portland Thursdays at 7 a. m. for
Boothbay Harbor, South Bristol, East Boothbay and Damarlscotta.
Leave Portland Saturdays at 7 is. for
Boothbay Harbor, South Bristol and East
Boothbay.
niar24dtfALFRED RACE. Manager

ALLAN LINE
12
19 May.
26 May.
2 June.
9 June.
10 June.

EAST.

Leave PORTLAND at 7.00 a. m. Tuesdays
for Boothbay Harbor, South Bristol, East

K

From

m.

ISAIAH DANIELS, Gen’l Mgr.
dtf

Portland and Boothbay Steamboat Co

D^FLANDERS.

Moutreai and

and

2.30 p. m.

Return for Portland-Leave Orr’s Island, by
way of above landings, 7.00 a, m. Arrive Port-

South and
except Monday.
ill tickets to all points for sale at Union
G. F. & T. A.. Boston.
geo. H. THOMPSON. Ticket Agent. Portland.
OCEAN

tu,

Bailey’s and Orr’s Island. 2.30 p. m.
Cliff Island, Mondays, Wednesdays

Portsmouth.
Newbury.
Biddeford.
port. Salem. Lynn. Boston. 2.00 a. m.. 1.00
p. m. Arrive in Boston, 6.57 a. m.. 4.15 p. m.
Leave Beaton for Portland, 9.00 a. mM 7.00
10.30
Arrive in Portland, 12.25,
p. m.
with
^ConnectsWest.

.11 IMF A

For

R’y.

«Jia

nX

Beginning April 1st 1898, steamer Aueools.
co will leave Portland Pier,
Portland, daily, Sundays excepted, as follows:
f or Long and Chebeague Islands, HarpswelL

chard, Saco, Biddeford, Kennebunk. Wells
Beach, 12.66. 4.30 p. m.; North Berwick,
Dover, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence. Lowell, Boston. 4.06 a. m.. 12.56, 4.30 p. m. Arrive Boston, 7.25 a. m.. 5.28, 8.46 p. m. Leava
arrive Port
Boston for Portland 3.45 a. m.,
land 7.10 a. m.
DfVTMON.
EASTERN
For Way
Stations, 9 a. m.; Biddeford,
Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem, Lynn,
1.00. tC.lO
+2.00,
t9.00 a. m.,
Bouton,
Arrive in Boston, o.o7 a. m., 12.50,
i). m.
Leave
m.
for
9.26
p.
Boston,
4.16,
7.00.
Portland, 7.30, 9.00 a. m., 12.30,
11.60
.a.
ill.,
12.15.
Portland,
ra
Arrive
p.
4.30,* 10.20 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.

RIFF PIRATES PUNISHED.
Malaga, June 6.— The following details
have been received here as to the punishment recently inflicted upon Riff pirates
by the Shereeflan troops at Alhucemas,
a small
island fortress and prison settle
ment belonging to Spain, in the Mediterranean
off the coast of Morroooo, near
Cape Morro.
It appears that the Bocoya and Kabylo
tribes assembled to pay a line of $20,000,
when suddenly at the sound of a trumpet,
the troops attacked them and slaughtered
many.
Twenty-five heads were collected
in a basket for presentation to the Sultan of Morocco.

View

?.

v

San

Bay

FALMOUTH FORESIDE

Boston

thousand robbers are assembled in one
band in the mountains of Loynge, Kinchou
district near
Canton.
Threo
thousand are natives of that district nnrl
the balance comprise groups ot
mauranders from other places.
They commit
crimes of every description, plundering,
dicrobbing and killing as their fancy
tates. The local authorities are terrorized
and dare not cope with them.

leave

7.20
landing
Danville Jc. (Poland Springs.) 8.25, 10.40 a. in., 12.25, 2.25, 3.25,
5.25, 0.30,10.30 p
Lew- m.
Falls. Kumford
Falls,
iaKisi
iston, Wlnthrop, Oakland, Readtield. Water•Saturday night only.
ville, Livermore Falls, Farmington and PhilUDs.
SUNDAYS.
11.10 a. m. for Gray, New Gloucester, Danville June., Auburn and Lewiston.
Leave Portland Pier 8.00, 0.00, 10.13 a. m.,
1L2U a.
m. Exprecs lor
Yarmouth, Free- 12.00 m., 2.00, 3.00. 5.00 p. in.
port,
Brunswick, Bath. Augusta, Watsrmaylidtf_JOHN TEMPLE. Manager.
ville.
mttsfield.
Bucksport Bag
Bangor,
Harbor. Greenville and Aroostook County,
via B. & A. it it for Iioulton. Woodstock.
St. Stephen, and. St. AnOrows, via Vane.eboro
and St. John.
1.10 p. m. Mechanic Falls, Rumford Falls,
On anil After May 36,
Bemis, Danville Jc., Lewiston, Livermore Falls, Steamers leave Portland Pier for
Falmouth, at
Farmington. lUngheld. Carrabasset, Phillips 7.00 and 11.00 a.
in., 3.00 and 6.10 p.m. For
and Rangoley, Winthrop, Oakland,
Bingham Cousen’s Island and
tit. Chebeague, Sunset
Watervllle and Skowhegan.
Landing at 7.0d a. in., 3.00 p. m.
1.15 p. m. For Freeport Brunswiclt
An
Bath.
Rockland and
gusta.
Bootbbay.
RETURN.
all
stations
on
the
Knox
and
Leave Falmouth at 6.00 and 9.00 a. m., 1.00 and
Lincoln division, Waterville, Skowhegan, Bel- 5.00
m.
p.
fast Hartland. Dover and Foxcroft GreenLeave
Sunset landing at 8.00 a. m.
ville. Bangor, Bar lin bor, Oldtowu ana Mat and 4.00chebeague,
p. m.
tawamkeag. and to Bucksport Saturdays only
Leave
Cousins
Island
8.15 a. m. and 4.15 p. m.
6.10 p.
m. For Brunswick. Bath.
Lisbon
For Prince’s Point, Yarmouth, at 7.00 a. m.
Falls, Richmond, Gardiner. Augusta and and 3.00
p. m.
Waterville.
Return leave Prince’s Point 8.30 a. m. and
6.16 p. m. For New Gloucester, Danville 4.30
p. m.
Junction, (Poland Springs), Mechanio Falls,
Auburn and Lewiston.
Sunday Time Table.
for
11.00 p. m. Night Express, every night,
Str. Madeline will leave Portland Pier for
Brunswick, Bath. Lewiston, Augusta, Wator- Falmouth, Chebeague and Cousin’s
and
vllle, Bangor, Moosehead Lake. Aroostook Prince’s Point, Yarmouth, at 9. a. in. Island
and 2 p. m.
Bucksport
county via Ola Town, Bar Hamor, John
Return leave Chebeague at 10.00 a. m. and 4.15
and
St Stephen. St Andrews, St
m.
Cousin’s 10.15 a. m. and 4.25 p. m. Leave
Aroostook County via Vanceboro. Halifax and
rince’s Point 10.25 a. m. and 4 35 p. m. Leave
the Provinces. The Saturday night train does Falmouth at 10.35 a. m.
and 4.45 p. m.
not run to Belfast, Dexter, Dover and Foxcroft
BENJAMIN M. 8EABUBY,
or beyona Bangor,
except to Bar Harbor
may25dtf
General Manager.
Sleeping ears to St John.
8.30

Mechanic

Portland & Rumford Falls

RIOT IN THE ORIENT.

IleiSe,

Townsend.)

Commencing Wednesday. May n.1808, steamwill leave east end Portland Pier tor Hay
View landing.
WEEK DAYS.
5.50, 7.00, 8.00. 10.15 a. m., 12.00 m., 2.00 3 00
5.00, G.15. 7.25. *11.00 p. m.

Mail advices from Gran Canaria dated
May 26th, say that three Spanish torpedo
boats were still in the harbor. A military
White Mountain Division.
signal station has been established on the
8.45 a. m. For Brldgton. Fabyans. Burlington
light house island and a keen watch is Lancaster. No. Stratford, Colebrook, Beecher
kept for snspioious vessels. Additional Falls, Quobec, St Johnsbury, Sherbrooke. Monfortifications * at various points were al- treal. Chicago, St Paul and Minneapolis and
points west
most completed at the time Che mall left. all3.30
p. m. For Sebago Lake. Cornish, Fryeburg,
It appeaiB that when the British sec- Brldgton.
North Conway. Fabyans. Lancaster,
ond-olass
cruiser Charybdis arrived at No. Stratford,
Colebrook, Beecher Falls,
Gran Canaria in response to alarming Lunenourg, st Johnsbury. Newport Stiernews
as to
the oonditlon of the island, brook. Montreal and Toronto.
she had her decks cleared for action and
SUNDAY TRAINS.
expected to be fired upon on entering the
harbor.
Her offloers understood that the
7.20 a. m. Paper train
for Brunswick, Auwife of the British consul had been mur- gust;!, Watervllle and Bangor.
12.50 p. m.
Train for Brunswick, Lewiston,
dered
and that the Spaniards had risen
Bath. Augusta, Watervllle, and Bangor.
against the English. These reports arose
11-00 p. m. Night Express with sleeping cars
from the facta that, shots were fired while
for all points.
tha consul’s wife was passing and that
ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.
an American
flag had been burned In
From Montreal. Quebec, Fabyans. Brldgton.
front ot(aniEnglishman’s house.
8.25 a. m.; Lewiston and Mechanic Falls, 8.30
The United States consul, Mr. Thomas а. m.:
Waterville and Augusta. 8.35 a. in.;
Miller, who is an Englishman and tsas Bangor, and Augusta daily and week days from
Kockland. 12.23 p. m.; Kingfield. Phillips, Farmborn in the island, has resigned.
The cabinet council terminated at a ington, Bernis, Jtumford Falls. Lewiston, 12.30
late hour.thls evening after long consid- D. ni; Lewiston and way stations 3.25 p. m.; St
John. Bar Harbor.Aroostook
Moosehead
eration of the present position of the war; Lake and Bangor. 5.45 p.m. County,
;Rangeley, FarmingIt was declared that the situation of the ton, RumfordFalis, Lewiston, 5.66 p. m.; Chicago
Americans and of the insurgents at Ma- and Montreal and all White Mountain points
nila
were “unsatisfactory,
owing to 8.10 p. m.; daily Irom Bar Harbor, Bangor,
Bath and Lewiston, 1.40 a. m. daily; Halifax.
disease,” that the mission of Aguinaldo St.
John, BarHarbor, Watervllle and Augushad failed and that the natives troops
ta, 3.60 a. m.. except Mondays.
were favorable to Spain.
GEO. F. EVANS. Vice Pres, and Gen. Man.
Duke Almoder de Rio, the foreign min
F. E. BOOTHBY, G. P. & T. A
ister read a note to be sent to the powers
Portland, June 3,1803.
aprcidtf
complaining of American “Infraction of
International law.”
Gen. Correa, minister of war,
Lieut.
he had sent a despatch
announced that
to Manila to inquire whether it were true
that the United States oruiser Baltimore
!n Effect May 2, 1898.
had been destroyed by an explosion.
DEPARTURES.
From Union Station
8.30 A. M. and 1.10 P. i\L
TWO MEN DROWNED.
for Poland, Mechanic Falls. Buekfleld. CanBoston, June 5.—A Globe special from
ton, Dlxheld, Rumlord Fails and Bemis.
Monument Beach,
Mass., states that 8.30 a. m., 1.10 and 5.15 p. m. From Union
Charles H. Parker and C. W. Zellers,
Station for.Mechame Falls and intermediate
stations.
both of New York city, were drowned,
probably some time last evening, in Buz
Through cars between Portland, Rumford
zard’s bay.
The men went out Ashing Falls and Bernis.
Connections at Bemis for all points in the
yesterday afternoon and this morning
their boat was found bottom up on the Rangeley Lakes.
beach.
It is supposed that the boat was
Tlirttiigb Tickets on Sale.
capsized in the heavy sea of yesterday.
Mr. Barker was a retired New York Are- R. C. BRADFORD, liafilo Manager,
Portland, Maine.
man, while Mr. Zellers was a diamond E. L.
LOVEJOY, Superintendent,
cutter on Maiden Lane.
Both were enRumford Falls. Maine.
Jel8 dtf
thusiastic flshermen and skilled boatmen.
The yacht Oneida with ex-President
Cleveland aboard Is anchored only a short
distance from where the
casualty oc& IViaine R. R.
curred.
In effect Oct. 4th, 1897.
Mr. Parker was about 55 years of age
Trains leave Union Station, lor Scarboro
and leaves a wife and one son.
Mr. Zellers was about SO years of age Crossing, 10.00a. m.. 6.15, 6.20 P.m.; Scarboand leaves a widow and two small chil- ro Beach, Pine Point, 7.00, 10.00 a. m.. 3.30,
5.15, 6.20; p. m.; Old Orchard, Saco, .Bid*
dren.
deford. 7.00. 8.40. 10.00 a. m., 12.45, 3.30,
б. 15, 6.20 p. m.; Kennebunk. 7.00, 8.40 a. m.,
DEATH OE CONGRESSMAN MORSE. 12.45,3.30. 5.15 ,6.20p. in.; Kennebunkpert,
7.00. 8.40. a. in.. 12.46, 3.30, 6.16 p. m.;
Canton, Mass., Jane 5.—Hon. Elijah Weils Beach 7.00,8.40
a. m., 3.30. 5.15 p. m.,’
A. Morse died at his home in this town North Berwick, Somersworth, Dover,114,05.
at 5 o’clock this afternoon aged 57.
Mr. 7.00, 8.40 a, m.,
12.45, 3.SO, 5,15 p. ra.s
Morse leaves a widow and three sons. He Rochester. 7.00. 8.40 a. m„ 12.45, 3.20 p. m.;
12.46,
was born at South Bend, Iowa, his father Parminjrton, Alton Bay, 8.40 a. in.
3.30
m.; Northern l>iv„
Labeing Rev. Abner Morse.
During the conia,p. Plymontb, 8.40 a. m..Lakeport,
12.45 p. in.*,
civ'l war Mr. Morse went to the front as Worcester, via Somerswonh. 7.00 a. m.;
of the 4th Massachu- Manchester. Concord, via
a private in Co. A.
Rockingham
3.30
He entered politics
7.00 a, El.,
setts Infantry.
in Junction,
p.
in.;
HaverJunction.
Exeter,
elected
to
the
Rockingham
lower
branch
of
1875, being
Lowell. Boston, HI4.05,
the state legislature that year and later to hill. Lawrence,
m..
12.45, 3.30 p. m.
t8.40 a.
In 1888 he was a member of t7.00,
the Senate.
Arrive in Boston, 7.2o, 10.16 a m., 12.50,
the governor’s counoil and in the same 4.22, 7.25. D. m. Leave Boston lor Portyear was eleoted to the Fifty-flrst Con- land, 5.59.7,80. 8.00. 8.30 a. tn.f 1.00, 4.15,
Arrive Portland,
10.13, 11.00 a.
gress. He served four terms in Congress p. m.
m., 12.00, 12.20. 6.00, 8.00 p. ra.
retiring in 1806.
SUNDAY TRAINS.

Taooma, Wash., June 5.—The steamship Victoria brings Hong Kong advices
to May la.
The spirit of rebellion and riot seems to
Five
pervade many parts of the Orient.

IS.

CTSi

er

Rockland,
Augusta. Watervllle. Skowhegan, Lisbon Falls,
Lewiston via Brunswick, Belfast, Bangor and

Bucksport

FOR 5

Sta\ f^iand

Jr, effect June 6 wig.
Trains leave Portland as follows:
7.00 a. in. For Brunswick. Bath.

which

_

Bffi°Lr^^RG-t:e3Vas1c,h>ConYy0rck-

Think.

Bapk0r'/f

r,

STEAMERS.

HAILROAUS.

.1 Man-

Ep«S»^hase'Elli3-Bangor:
o,fu„BNCF-Ar

was
not a pauper under the statutes of
181)7 and denied tho request. As the body
it was
Was
not claimed by’ relatives
buried this afternoon in Potter's field.

War Going All Right So the Dons MAINE CENTRAL R. R,

4a8a?,ord-

Spotting prices, large cod,
nanucca Corry lln'srni°3V'Matthew3' do; Abel C Buckley.
dium do 20. ousk SI 30, bake 9oo,
<,ou,ge A McFauden, Wallace,
Port Tamiia
NEW TCEK, June 4.
60c, pollock 00c.
hundred
hundre
*0
V
*1
Smoked
to
bloaters
*1
Money on call was steady 1%®1% pr cent;
warrant and the meeting
organized with
We quote prime Georges Codllstt Dew B nk
mercantile paper 3Vi@4%
the choice of John B. Chase for modera- last loan 1%: prime
®tl 26 for large and 4 00@*4 25 for sma
^
per cent.
Sterling Kxchangesteady.with actual at 4 26®4 76 for
large and
tor.
tor larg anc reuce
Bd, seb Sarah W Lawbusiness In bankers bills at 4 86%®4 86% lor small: Bryl Bank at 4 oO and*5
tor
The first six articles related mainly to demand and* 84% £4 84% lor sixtyldays; post- 3 6o®4 oo for small; Shore at $6 76®b -*>
Sld *eh n ai!' Norfolk.
large and 3 60 to 4 OO for small.
Barlow. Norfolk, to
load
fo'r
the fiscal affairs of the town and were ed rates at
Commercial
bills
15 £4 87.
at
We quote cured ousk *3 76@4 25 f qtl: hake
acted on as follows:
IIartley, JackBonvlUe- t0
4 83@4 83%.
*2 25p2 76: haddock 82 to®2 76; heavy salt
ed pollock’at $2 Sopotl; ar.d English cured do
First—It was voted to fix the rate per I silver certificates 59%O60%.
sc“ 0 H Brown, Brown,
3 00$ws 2DB qtl.
cent not to exceed four, and
Bar Silver 68%.
length of
SAVAiS^ia„Wa3,11»Kton.
Best liandline boneless Geogs cod 6% for metime not to exceed sixteen years on the
Mexican dollars 45%.
3d'3Ch Clty °E AugUSta’
dium to 7Vic large: middles 8 60a$9: boneless Admns
bonds authorized to be issued at the last
Shore do 6®7c; Grand Bank do 0®7Ji»c. cusk,
Government Bonds irregular.
Ar Sd, sob Elliot L
at2Wao.
nfBB-HAVEN
annual town meeting, as called for in
hake
6s/*
haddock
®4VaC;
3%
;
@4%
State bonds quiet.
William J Llpsett.
article sixteenth of the annual warrant.
fancy brands of;entlrely boned cod 11 to ice Phid-;de^nMUO-ret'c,rSal01n:
firm.
Bancor.
Railroad bonds
** lb; Smoked Halibut. straight strips at loc
Second—It wus voted that the sum of
sch E D Bibber,
5
/a;
small
Pinkha
Iu(iT°N-Cld3d,
^ lb.; extra thick lO1/# ; medium 9c;
rlnkhaiu, Portsmouth, NH.
$4550 be raised on bonds not to exceed
chunks 10(311 c.
Hides.
four per cent per annum, not to run
macv
Mackerel nominal. A small lot of Irish
Foreiirn Porte.
The following quotations represent the pay- erel received at Boston held at $16.
longer than seventeen years, said bonds
to bo sold to the highest bidders, for the ing prices in this market:
Smoked salmon 18c ip lb: Med herring 0®17C
Hilo
May 12, ship Kenilworth,
aJox
hides.7o
Cow and
lb
bo<; tucks 10c: lengthwise 9c: Nols»at6c:
New York, to sail 24tK
payment of outstanding notes of 1897 and Bulls and stags. I?
6c
and NovemBloatrers 1 00®$ 1 6o. shore do 110: canned ti-7,, ?uV, ,aniB Point June 3. steamer Sarmanotes due October 14, 1898,
Ccaifskius, trimmed,.lCc
Trout $1 50; fresh halibut $2 20; salmon 1 80;
ber 14 1898 respectively.
Ar it ij J°bustou, Glasgow for Montreal.
do
untrimmed. 9c
American sardines,
Hiiom if1101103 Ayres previous to June3, barque
Third—It was voted to raise the sum of Lamb skins ..50 to 80c each lobtsers 2 20; clams $1.
three-auar$G
half
10;
00;
oils,
quarter oils, $3
,a™ Bjaary. Gorham, Irom New York,
$1000 by assessment in addition to the
ter mustards. $2 90, spiced, $3.
vlflf ii K1° Janeiro June 3, sch Eagle Wing,
amount raised at the last annual meeting
2b.
New York.
Round
shore
vt‘‘Horn,
herring $4@$*
Retail Grocers’ nugar iur.a,.
to defray town charges for the ensuing
St Helena April 10, ship Vigilant,
Newfoundland herring, round atj 8 25@4 uu
4f3s0d 0,10
Portland
market—cut
loaf
25.
for New York: 13tn, ship Stau4
7:
confetlon
bbU.
split
ea y
year.
ip
60@5
i«r,iy<’.
Pickled codfish 6 00®5 50; haddock $4; hali- “?f„- Getchell, Hong Kong tor New York; 20th,
Fourth—It was voted to raise the sum dc; pulverised 6o; powered, 6tj granular,eu
eoifee
crushed
5c
*,
yellow
6%
$2.
*—
but
heads
Eokuni- Park, Hong Kong lor New
on
of £500 by assessment for repairs
sewers and drains.
Produce Market.
Boston
Gram Quotation*.
Fifth—It was voted to authorize the
.Spoken.
BOSTON. June 3. 1898—The following are
selectmen to hire $3000, temporarily, in
CHICAGO
BOARD OF TRADB
April 21, lat 2. Ion 28, barque Herbert Black,
to-day’s quotations of Provisions, etc.:
addition to the amount authorized at the
irom
FLOUR.
Carrabelle for Buenos Ayres.
Friday’s quotations.
last annual town meeting, by issuing
Spring patents. 6 35®6 65.
the avails to be used in
town notes,
WHEATciearlaua straight. 4 50a 6 00.
Spring,
RlUBYCASE dismissed.
July.
Sept. Winter patents. 6 00®0 50
paying current expenses of the town,
92
79%
clear and straight, 5 26@6 25
provide the same shall become neoessary. Closing..
Winter,
94
80% Kxtra and Seconds oo.
Some liecent Decisions of National TrotThe articles just mentioned provoked Opening..
COft.N
Fine and Supers —.
but little discussion but
when artiole
ting Association Board.
July.
Sept.
I
seven
was reached which
related to the
European Markets.
84 Vi
Oceanic...
83%
removal of the town
offices from the Closing..
iRv Telfttrranh »
34%
33%
location to
The board of review of the National
present
Knlghtville, and
OATS.
LONDON. June 4. J 898.—Consols closed at
authorized the selectmen to lease offices
Trnf t.l TV
1
1_1
4L.
HIV's for money aud 111 Vi for aecount.
Sept
July.
iD the Masonic building, the old timed
31%
24%
Opening.
LIVERPOOL, June 4. 1898—Cotton market following decisions in cases of interest
orators had a good field to air their elo31% is steady—American midling at 3 9-16d; sales
24%
Closing..„ie ..
to Maine horsemen:
The line seemed to be drawn
quence.
3,000 bales, Including 300 bales for speculaPORK,
between the residents of Portland Heights
The New England
July. tion and export
Agricultural society
and vicinity and the Knlghtville section
of
Opening.
Portland, having repudiated the
of the town.
10 87
acts of its agent who
Closing.
MINIATURE ALMA NAG.JUNE e.
accepted conditionMr. Marriner could see no valid reason
Sunrises. 4 8|m„„
Saturday’s quotations.
I_li:45 al entries, the case against it was diswater
for the change and thought the seleotmen
15
0
Sunsets.
missed.
7
18
{
WHEAT.
should lay their hands on the Cape elec00
Moon rises..... 0 ool Height.00—
J- A. K. Hilton, North Anson,
Sept.
July.
Me.,
trics and force the company
80%
to extend Opening... 94
and K. O.
Williams, Montague, Mass.,
their line to the town house.
79%
He wonlosing......-93%
suspended until unlawful winning of
dered if the air was more rarefied in
C’JK.N
the gray gelding
\f A RTN'R
Cray Ned, alias Dandy,
If the
Knightville than on the Heights.
are returned and
recording fee paid. The
selectmen have difficulty in climbing the Clot Ills.:»3’
33%
after taking a record of 2.44 1-4
gelding,
hill let them resign and others be se- opening..... 32%
1 33%
PORT OF PORTLAND.
in a mutch race,
passed
through various
cured.
OATS.
hands and the parties penalized really
Mr. Ruel Dyer pointed out that the
had no knowledge of his identity or true
July.
Sept.
move was ill advised, especially in these
SATURDAY, June 4.
record.
Opening.„2,4.^
that the Closing. 24%
tunes ot business depression;
Arrived.
3 Frank R. Hayden, South Natick, Mass,
town had erected the present buildings
roKA
and Jed Wentworth, Leeds, Me., ordered
Steamer State of Maine, Colby, St John, NB.
at great expense and that it would be
July. via
The black mare Kate (2.21 1-2),
expelled.
Eastport for Boston.
1100
bad policy to make a change.
Opening....!.
Steamer Percy V, How, Phipsburg via Cun- alias Midnight
Maid, suspended un10(67
Mr. Trefethen was rather non-committal Closing....
til her unlawful winnings are returned
dy’s Harbor.
on the
matter hut hardly thought he
Soli liobt Pettis, Perkins, North Bsooksville. and
recording fee paid. Hayden and
Boston moon Unmet.
Sch Julia Baker, Perkins, Bangor for Boston. Wentworth started the
would favor the change just now.
mare
under her
the
clasia
The following were
quotaMr. Marriner took the floor a second
assumed
name at New England
Cleared.
alBoston:
of stocks
meetings
time and expressed the opinion that the tions
in 1897,
Mexican Central as. 63%
calling of the meeting was a “snap Atchison, Top. a Santa Fe. K.;iew. 13%
Steamship Manhattan, Bennett, New York—
game.’’ To be sure it was advertised in Boston & Maine...161% J F Liscomb.
Steamer Enterprise. Kaco, East Boothbay—
do pfd
the Sentinel, but the issue of this paper
Alfred Race.
containing the warrant was published Maine Central.128
Sch Alice K Clark, Clark, Louisburg, CB—J S
UnlonlPacilie. 25
only Friday.
Paoilic pfd.62% Winslow & Co.
Mr. Keynolds urged the change on the Onion
Sch Wm T Donnell. Norton. Darien. Ga—J S
American Bell.275
The Cumberland association of Y. P.
ground of convenience, as Knightville American Sugar, common.143% Winslow & Co.
and a Sugar, old.......lie
was the converging line of traffic
Sch Susan Francis, Hanna. J ast Sullivan—J C.
U., will meet Sunday evening with
H Blake.
center of population. The movejwas not Can M*ss.*jid.
Sch Kentucky, McFarland, Surry—J H Blake. tho union of the church of the Messiah,
do common
for the benelit of the selectmen but in the
8
...
Flint & Pere Mara.35%
Portland. A delegation from AH Soul’s
interest of the people.
SUNDAY. June 5.
Mr. Tilton wanted to know whether
church will attend,
Arrived.
New York Stock Market.
omitting the evethey were to have hall privileges and
NEW YOKE, Juno 4.
asked if anyone could give an idea of
Steamship Horatio Hall. Bragg, New York— ning’s services at home.
Miss Elsie Eoody has been appointed
the actual cost. He confessed that he was
The fo Iomg ware to-aav’? closing quotations passengers and mdse to J F Liseomb.
Steamer Charles P Mayer, with barge No 4.
in the dark and pled for illumination.
of Bonas
valedictorian and Wyman Fitz salutarian
from Boothbay lor Baltimore.
Mr. Noah Knight referred to the valuaJune 3.
Jure 3
of ’08, of the Deering High
S AI LED—Sells A lice E Clark and G old Finder, of the class
ble records which were mildewed for lack New 4s, rog ;
.23
123
do COUP,
123'
school.
123
of proper vaults, etc., and said that the
EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.
.,...108%
10.-:%
old ancient town record which students New 4’S
Among the recent flag raisings by DeerNew 4’s
Ill
HI
Sid fm Movil e June 3. steamer Parisiau (Br),
of history consulted from time to time Denver & coup.
it. G. 1st.106%
ing citizens are those belonging to Mr.
1061/4 Barrett, from Liverpool for Montreal.
lack of Erie gen 4s.
was in danger of destruction for
74%
74V*
Sid tm Glasgow June 3. steamers Mongolian Alvin
Johnson, Mrs. Lamson and Mr.
proper offices. For this,if no other reason, Mo.Kan. & Texas 2ds. 63
63
(Br), Braes, New York; Sardinian (Br), Vlpoud,
there was need of a change.
Mo Kansas * Texas pfd....
Hill, corner of .Perkins and High streets.
Montreal.
Kansas pacific Consols.
A running discussion was kept up for
A
lunch house 24x40 feet, is being
135
several minutes after Mr. Knight’s re- Oregon Nav. lets.113
Memoranda.
built at
Riverton just beyond the theafollowing are to-day’s opening and closmarks, in which reference was made to
Steamer Horatio Hall, Capt Bragg, ar- tre. It is to be furnished with tables and
quotations of stocks:
the possible cost of the chaDge, the prosrived Sunday alterneon; reports at 6.60 Sunday
Opening. Closing- morning,
pective rental, etc., coupled with an atpoople who carry
pass a sell Helen G Mosoly, Irom Phil- seats to accommodate
157%
159%
tempt to postpone action until the next Metropolitan.
adelphia for Boston, at anchor oil Pollock Kip, lunches to the park.
annual town meeting.
42% with Union down. Had struck a m 4th, but
Booklyn Rapid Transit. 42%
The 85th anniversary of the institution
The article, however, was voted upon Philadelphia & Reading.19%
197s came off wilh loss of rudder, boat aud davit.
Wanted tug boat.
and it carried with 43 yeas and 28 nays.
of the Ancient and Illustrious Order of
Jersey Central.
Boston, June 8—Capt French aud one man, of
It was then voted to extend the water
Delaware &. Hudson.110%
111% the lost sch Arequipa, arrived today irom Vine- Knights of Malta will be celebrated
by
main on Middle street for a distance of
The o her man shipped on sch D Beaoon commandory
yard-Haven.
of Portland, and
Su
101
Paul.100%
2500 feet and to raise 81500 for the purP. The vessel was v lued a}S1500; uninsured.
105% Cargo the same, but insured.
Lebanon commandery of Deering, Saturpose also to appropriate 8200 to reimburse C„ B. & Q.104%
John M. Jetferds for injuries to his wife Rockl Island.106
106%
Salem, June 3—Sch Watchman, Brigham, from day June 25th, by an all day’s outing at
Jonesboro, arrived here today, leaking.
on Cottage road, February 7, 1808.
129
Northwestern.128%
Boston, June 3—The four-masted sells Wm II one of the islands.
At five o’clock the meeting adjourned Omaha...
73%
78% Clifford, Capt Harding, David P Davis, Capt
The Deering Democrats arc to hold
sine die.
Ontario & Western. 15%
16% Davis, and Lucy H Kussell, Capt Bishop, hace their ward caucuses this evening
at
been chartered to carry coal to Key West for 8 o’clock to choose state and
* St. Louis 36
38
county deleMcCallum’s company have Cleve.Cinn., Chicago
Hartley
the United States warships. The three vessels
CanadaSouthern. 62%
62% will carry any where from 1500 to 2000 tons gates.
in
themselves
established
cottages New York Central.116%
Bids are to be opened by the committee
116% each, and will receive $2 per ton discharged.
near the new
theatre
and
Cape
The Russell will load her cargo at Baltimore, on public buildings. Saturday, June 11
begun Lake Shore.
while the Clifford and Davis will pioceek to at 12 o’clock at the oflioe of F. A. Tomptheir rehearsals.
Northern Pacific pfd.68%
69
the architect,
Philadelphia for their cargoes.
son,
Portland, for the
The members of Damon
Assembly,
Gloucester, June 3—A despatch received yes- plumbing of the new High school buildterday afternoon by Gardner & Parsons reports
66 V*
of
in
now
construction.
Pythian Sisterhood, who are going to U. S. Leather pfd. 66
progress
the total loss of the sch Geo A Upton on ihe ing,
committee of the city
counThe
23% Maine coast. The Upton was entering Carver’s
South Windham to visitthe sisterhood of Cheapeakel & Ohio. 22%
Frost
32% Harbor, by the southern passage, when she cil on new streets will meet at
that place are requested to meet this af- Southern Ey. 32
June
at
2 o’clock
off Heron Light, and sank street on Saturday,
18,
Union Pacific. 25
125% struck on Bay Ledge, crew
The
ternoon, at 4 o’clock sharp at Pythian Atchinson... 13%
in
four
minutes.
the
of
launched
for
dories
and
purpose
13%
re-locating
p. m.,
Western,Union. 92
92% escaped to land, saving nothing. The Upton Frost street and establishing grade lines,
hall, South Portland.
was engaged In the haddock tlsherv under comManhattan.106
106
also to establish the height,
and
width,
The tenth anniversary of Oasis Com
Sampson, and was seeking
Sugar.142%
143% mand of Capt Victor
kind and location of a sidewalk on that
66% bait when she met destruction. She was 53.4S
mandery, U. O. G. C., will be observed Louis & Nash. 56
The
will
committee
meet
on
the
street.
owned by Gardnor&
2 %
25% tons, built In Bath In 1875.
The keeper of rec- Tenn. Coal & Iron.
June 7, at Oasis hall.
Parsons, aud insured f r $1400 on the vessel same day at 4 o’clook p. m. at the corner
Wabash pld.19%
20
of Forest avenue and Lincoln street for
8 4% and $800 on the outfits.
ords has been instructed to issue Invita- Missouri Pacific. 34%
Pacific Mail. 28%
the purpose of re-establishing the grade
29%
FopU.
tions to Casco Hay and Ocean View cornof Lincoln street, between Forest avenue
Friday’s quotations.
man derles to participate
NEW YORK-ArSd, schs E;\V Perry, Nick- and the Maine Central railroad location,
C osing quotations of stocks:
Helen
G King, Brett, Calais
June 3.
June 2. erson, Kennebec;
via Pawtucket; Break of Day, Barter. Soutn
CORRESPONDENT SET FREE.
12%
Atchison. 12%
J M Kednedy, Ilutciilns, Steuben tor
Gardiner;
32
V*
Atchison
Dfd.:
32%
familiar
Ad old and
figure passed away
Roudout: Cora Green, Kendall, Bangor; George
14
Key West, Fla., June 5, 8.15 p. m.—A
Central Pacific.
14%
Gurney, Closson, do; Olive T Whittier. Whit- private
cablegram received here today
Friday evening last in the death of Capt. Cues, a uaio..... .......... 22Va
2a
Levi Hart, Pendleton, Belfast; Myra
tier,
Bath;
Mr K. N. Knirrht
primJannnilonl;
159
A Alton..169
Byron C. Dean. Born about G3 years ago Cnioago
W Spear, Spear, Bath: Zampa. Pettigrew. Mado
Dill
Lordon
now in Havana,
of the
Times,
cliias:
IRobinson,
an
at
Maud,
on
he
island,
early
Richmond;
Fiheman,
Chebeague
age
Chicago’ Burlington Si Qulncyl04%
106%
the report that he had been
Knowltou, Greens Landing; Henry L Whiton, confirmed
110
began to follow the sea for a livelihood Delaware* Hudson CanaiCo.! 10
The despatch was dated
Edgewater for Portsmouth; barque Matanzas, set at liberty.
163
and for 26 years made his home in Port- Delaware.l.ackawaua & WesilBO
Philadelphia.
nt the Hotel Inglaterra. No further in1134 Erickson,
land. For the past six years, however, he Denver A Ele urauae. il%
John Swan, Nash, FeruaDdina.
Cld,
barque
has
reached
here
formation
13%
concerning
has been a resident of the village.
For Erie,new.13%
Sid, schs Clara E Rogers, Lynn: Susan E Messrs, Phil
Robinson and H. J. Wig36%
3«%
uo 1st prefer
Nash,
Mary
Westerly;
for
Stewart,
years he was a well known pilot and for Illinois Central.105
Edgewater
London Pall
105
Mall Gazette
man of the
several seasons a captain of one of the Lake arte* West.. 18%
16% Eastport.
Ar 4tli, sobs Fostina, Phtlbrook, from Plitla and Standard.
Peaks island steamers, but for the last Lake Shore.193
190
for Calais: EmmaC Middleton Iligbee,
six years lie has been associated with the Louis A Nash. 50%
66»/s delpliia
for Salem; T A Stuart, FaulkingPhiladelphia
DYNAMITE FOR MAYOR VAN WYCK
106
Cape Elizabeth Ferry company as captain. Manhattan Elevated .104%
ham, Advocate, NS. for Newark; Nellie F Saw4%
4% yer,
He was an active member of the
Red Mexican Central..
K
Willard,
Hillsboro,
for
Isaiah
NB,
ao;
New York, June 4.—A package six in104
Men’s society and of the Captains’ Order Michigan Central.104%
Stetson, Trask, Bangor; Addie Jordan, Emer- ches long, two inches wide and two inMinn & St Louis. 2a
29
son. Portland via Glen Cove, LI; Mirngie Ellen,
and a man highly respected and esteemed Minn
ches deep, with a wrapping of Manilla
89%
A St Louis .. 8934
Littlejohn, Portland via (Providence ; Rabboniin the community in which he lived. He Missouri Pacific. 8434
with a string, was re36% Lord, Bangor; John
Douglass, Webster. Provi- paper and tied
His Nowi Jersey Central.- 95%
leaves a wife and three children.
96
ceived in the general post office yesterA
N
dence;
Rowe,
E G WU
Rowe,
Boothbay;
afternoon
at
116%
117
occur
this
two
New
funeral will
YorkCentrai.
•
lard. Aylward, Ronkland.
day, addressed to Mayor Van Wyck. The
13
New York,Chicago* St Louis 13
o’clock from 28 Sawyer street.
Sid, schs Annie F Conlon, Philadelphia for package happened to break and a dyna60
60
do pf
G Hart, Feruandina; Ira D mite
Boston;
Maggie
28
cartridge four inches long was ex28
Northern Pacific com
Sturgis. Norfolk; Addle Jordan. Philadelphia.
posed. A fuse was attached to one end
do
do
68%
pfd. 67%
BOSTON—Ar
E
Wolcotf,
4th,
sells
George
TO THE PDBLIC.
of the cartridge.
129
Northwestern.I....128
Reed, Newport News;
Cld, barkentine Herbert Fuller, Nash, Bruns173
pfd...172%
Knowing Chamberlain’s Cough Rem- Ontdo& Western.
SUICIDE OF DESPONDENT MAN.
15%
15% wick, Ga, ana New York; sebs J V Wellington,
edy to be a medecine of great worth and Bead ms.- *9%
19% Robbins, Baltimore; Cora Dunn, Harrlugtou,
Los
Angeles, Cali., June 5.—C. M.
merit and especially valuable for coughs, Book Island.
107% Kennebec and Baltimore.
BALTIMORE—Ar 3d, sch Mary E Palmer, Charnley. Jr., of Chicago, has committed
101 %
colds, croup and whooping cough, wo St Paul.100
suioide by shooting in the head. He was
148%
do bfd.
148% Haskell, Boston.
will
hereafter warrant every bottle
Cld 4th, barque Harriet S Jackson, Dodge, despondent
79
St Paul A^Omaba.’ 78%
through illness.
bought of us, and will refund the money
Xarpun Bay.
149
..149
to anyone who is not satisfied after using St
BANGOR—Sid 4tll, schs Otronto, New York;
143%
Paui.iMlnu. A Mann.143%
Sadie
Kit Carson, do; Senme Howard, Belfast,
12
two-thirds of a 25 or 50 cent bottle. D. Texas Pacific. 12
’Tisn’t safe to bo a day without Dr.
St Georg®; tvm
62% Corey.Sound port: Olive Avery, sdelphia.
Thomas’ Eclectric Oil in the house.
W. Heseltine. 387 Congress St., Edward Union Paelflo pld. 6134
H Jewell, Rockland; Estelle,
TVs
7%
{fi
Never can tell what moment an accident
W. Stevens, 107 Portland St., King S. Wabash....
19%
do prld. 19%
is going to
Raymond, Cumberland Mills, ffm. Ox- Boston A Maine.161%
160%
happen.
96
nard, 921 Congress St., H. P. S. Goold, New York&New England pfd. 96
with .barge No 4,
Mayer,
F
188
Old Colony...163
Congress Square Hotel.
100
Adams Express.100
Bowen,
129
American Express..
A CARD.
G
40
8. .. 40
3d, sch Oliver Schofield,
to
10a%
We guarantee every bottle of Cham- Peoples Gas.100%
*8
berlain’s Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea domestake,
AmandaE, Dav.s, New Bedford for
4
rints.rio... 4
to
N
29
Remedy and will refund the money to Paelfle Mail. 28%
NORFOLK—Sid 3d, schJohn Booth, Emmons,
187%
any one who is not satisfied after using funaan Palace.186_
to
common.142%
142
Sugar
it.
It is the most successful medicine in
schs Helen H Benedict, Brockett,
91%
lnde2% Bos ion*
e 11 Br0ytou' Rogers, do;
the world for bowel complaints, both for Western Union..
to
southern Bv Dfd.
nendent Cave, Boston; Fortuna. Chase, Bootlichildren and adults. For sale by D. W. Union Pacific.
Hugh Ke"ev- Haskell, New York,
Heseltine & Co., 387 Congress St., Ednil sch Albert Mason, Gale, Baugor.
Chicago Lit# stock Marker.
ward W. Stevens, 107 Portland St.,
4th, schs Currie Belle,
ppitTH AMPOY—SidClara
King
Leavitt, Lombard.
CHICAGO, June 4. 1888.-Cattle-receipts Durwin, St Jolin, NB;
S. Raymond, Cumberland Mills, ffm. Ox4
Gcorgletta,
at
OOSiG
Peterson,
35: Stockers and Boston;
Bangor; Beta,
”,0u0; beef steers
uard. 921 Congress St., H. P. S. Goold, feeders
Portsmouth, NH.
—i cows and he'ers 3*o®4 80; Texas 7L.|„eni.
Hotel.
3d,
Philadelphia—Ar
schs Katherine D
Congress Square
steers 3 3-dj4 65.
®y Telegrapn.l

SATISFTORY.

HIGHLY

dArT;L^«rr,MOn'
sells Cli**6n>rJre

California,

28 Mai
4 Jum
Numldiau.
11 Juiu
Laurentian,
1$ Jum
Parisian.
25 Jum
Carthaginian.
Camorman.30 Jum

Steamers sail from Montreal at 9 a. m., con
nesting with Grand Trunk trains leaving Port
land the previous evening.
Laureutiau carries cabin paseenge/s only.
Carthaginian carries second cabin passeugers

MAINE STEAMSHIP CO.

'y'ij'e

saloons and Btaterooms are in tho cen
f'kw York Direct Line.
tral part, where least motion is lelt. Electhe ships through
tricity is used for lighting
ISLAND
DAYLIGHT.
out the lights being at tho command of till
Mask
THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.
passengers at any hour of tiie night.
Booms and Smoking Booms on the promeuadi
Steamships alternatively leave Franklin
deck. The Saloous and btattrooius are heated
Wharf Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturday.
by steam.
The Horatio Hall at 6 p. m., the Manhattan at
A re
Bates of passage $52.60 lo'$70.C0.
5 p. m. for New York direct. Returning, leaves
ductlon is made on Bound Trip Tiokets.
Pier 38, E, It., Tuesdays, Thursdays and SaturSecond Cabin—To Liverpool, London ant
at 5 p. m.
and
return
$36.25;
days
Londonderry. $34.00
These steamers are superbly fitted and fur$66.76 and $69.00.
for passenger trave1 and afford the most
nished
London,
Glasgow
Steerage—To Liverpool,
convenient and comfortable route
between
Belfast or Londonderry, inoludln* every re
and New York.
Portland
and
the
$22.50
$23.60.
oulsite for
voyage
Faro: one way. $5.00; round trip, S8.00.
For tickets or further information apply U
Goods carried are insured against war
T p. McGOWAN. 420 Congress St.. J. B
KEATING. 61-a Exchange Bt., ASHTON’S 1 Ri'-K, under the terms of the Company’s Open
931
1-2
St..
l>
Policy, without additional charge to shipper.
Congress
TICKET aGKFCY.
J. F. L1SCOMB. General Agent.
ft A. AI.LAN, Montreal, 92 State »t_ Boston
THOS. M. BARTLETT. AgL
:Iv31dtf
octAdtf
and
India SL. Portland.

LONG

1
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"Jlrl. Winslows boomiug

It

byrap,

child,

the

soothes

softens the gums, allays Pain, cures Wind
Colic, regulates the bowels, and is the best
remedy for Diarrhoea whether arising from
For sale by Drugteething or other causes.
gists in every cart of the world. Be sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, 25 ets
bottle

BRIEF

JOTTINGS.

Yesterday was Trinity Sunday and at
of St. Lukes’ the altars,
the Cathedral
dressed in
were
recedes and pulpit
White. The .services were appropriate to
the festival.
It was a
on

A number of the Shakers from Shaker
village at Alfred were in town Saturday.
A
large new cage is being built at
Deering Park for the maccaw which has
ecently taken the place of the parrot
died

hat

a

few days ago.

It
appears trorn later an vices tirai me
trouble at Chickamauga in which Private
Ruby of Co. A, Portland, was mixed up,
not so 6erious ax at.first
was
reported.
Tha matter has bean dismissed as far as

is

Ruby

and the

concerned,

charges

against Private Lynoh wil. be withdrawn
if he willjnake a proper apology
Work has been begun by the Portland
& Yarmouth electric road on tie power
house on a lot. of land recently purchased
at Falmouth Foreside on the shore front
about half
way between Madockwando
and Town landing, formerly the RainsThe foundation is now nearly
dell place.
in and the machinery is on the spot ready
to be set.
Residents of Wards and 6 are about to
make an
effort for a new schoolhouse
owing to the bad condition of the Park
street house.
Ac the next smoke talk at the Cumberland boat house, which occurs tommorrew
nignt Joe Mullin of South Boston,
the gloves with Frank Conis to put on
ley of St. John and as both men are in
trim friends of
Conley say the
good
South

pretty

Boston
warm

men

will

be given some

practice.

The county
offices closed Saturday afternoon at 1 o'clock in observance of the
usual half holiday custom, through June,
July aud August
The
relative, of
John Foden of this
the Nashville,
have
received from him a piece of the
cable cut at Cienfuegos and a piece ot
n hat supposed to be the property
of one
of the men who was killed during the
cutting of the cable.

city,

gunner’s mate

on

Saturday evening a sneak thief entered
the house of Dr. Lord on Congress street,
near Park, by the
front door, and stole
two overcoats from the front hall.
Fern lodge. No
3, U. O of I O. L.,
will celebrate its third anniversary at
their meeting next Wednesday evening
a red, white and blue
anniversary
reception
Portland Senate, No. 320, K. A. E. O.,
will hold its regular semi-monthly meeting next Wednesday evening at 8 o’clock.

with

The Emergency club will meet with
Mrs. H.C.True, 47 Myrtle street,Tuesday
at 2 o’clock.
The Fraternity bank will be open for
Its depositors
today,at 4 o’clock, at the

Fraternity

nouse.

The

Spring

street.

95th anniversary of the White
Coats, the veteran organization of the
Portland Light Infantry,will be celebrated at
Riverton today and
preparations
for an enjoyable time are being
made. Members will gather at the head
of Preble street at 10 o’clock in the forenoon to take
cars to
the park. Dinner
will be served at 12 o’oiock sharp.
Tomorrow evening, Casco Bay commandery, U. O. G C., will visit Oasis

commandery at Knightville.
There is talk nf bnilriincr an

nnean

ntn„

the easterly side of Prout’s Meek.
Rebbi Druker.Jwho has officiated at the
Hebrew synagogue in this city for the
past year and a half, left for East Boston
yesterday to accept a call to take charge
of the synagogue in that city
The congregation here gave him a reception before his departure and accompanied him
to the train.
Kabbi Druker will visit
Portland once
every month and preach
to his old society.
Un Sunday afternoon Rt. Rev.
Bishop
Haly administered the sacrament of confirmation to 171 persons in St.Hyacinthe’s
church, Westbrook.
Owing to the muddy condition of the
the Portland Wheel club
country roads,
did net go on a run to Gray, yesterday.
of
the
members
of the club rode
Many
out
to the Casino.
The Gray run was
postponed till next Sunday.
on

^Thinking!

1

of You
In

making an Extract
we
are
thinking of HS-you.

..

Care is

give you an article that is
I'ect Purity, consequently

to

CHU

taken t&t
of Per- (pf.

%

BAKER’S EXTRACTS
In all Pure Fruit Flavors.
in

Strength

best

or

Extract

Quality.
made.

The

Never vary

cheapest

Why don’t

you

and
try

t

arrived

in

dock

at

She brought about
flop.
yesterday
Her trip was
orty passenger?.
rough
me. About 0.40 o’clock Sunday morning,
ivhen about three-quarter? of a mile east,
;outh-east of Handkerchief lightship they
inssed the schooner Helen G Moseley,

A new coal barge, built at Bath, is in
the harbor, having been towed in Saturday by steamer Charles P. 'Mayer. She
hails from Baltimore.
The tug C. A. Warren is on the marine

railway.
John Haley, recently steward on the
John Englis,
has resumed his duties on

Capt. Silas Masters a mariner wellknown here, went to New York Saturday
to take charge of the British bark Avola.
PERSONAL.
Capt. Daniel V. Hodgdon, of the U. S.
steamer McCulloch,
now despatch boat in Admiral Dewey’s squadwas
ron,
formerly commander of the
Dallas on this station. He has just been
ordered home,
as his wife is in a precarious condition owing to the fact that
he is in active service at Manila, and
her physician cabled the admiral of the
revenue

facts.
Hodgsdon^don’t know his wife is
sick nor why he is ordered home.
Mr. Edward Barclay,the portrait paintwho

has been passing the winter in
arrived Saturday at the
Washington
Columbia for a month.
Yolanae Wallace the burlesque actress,
Portland girl Is passing the summer at

Falmouth.
Mrs. Mary Caswell, formerly of Portland, now of Los Angeles, contemplates
sailing for Europe from New York on
the Friesland, on June 22.
Mr. Arthur B Morrill, principal of the
Normal

State

Training

school at New
Haven, formerly of the Portland High
school, will deliver the address on the occasion of the Training school graduation
in Assembly hall on the evening of June
24.
M. J. CallahaD, who for four years past
has been manager and treasurer of the
Boston and Portland Express company,
has been
appointed superintendent of
teams and outside business of the Prince

Express

company
many friends of R G. Brooks,
who has
been under
treatment at the
Maine General hospital, will be glad to
learn of his recovery
The

Dr.and Mrs. J W Nichols of Farmington
have been spending a few days in
this city.
Manasseh Smith, Jr., of Deering, has
been designated as a cadet for the West
Point Military
Academy, for the class

entering in 1899; and Philip H Worcesof Portland as alternate.
Wednesday ex-Alderman Thomas
H. Hassett entered the Eye and Ear Inter

On

firmary to undergo an operation upon
his right eye which has caused him considerable
pain of late. The operation
was performed on Saturday and was very
successful, but Mr. Hasset will be confinoH

n

font-

night longer
Mr.

Julian

attorney, who

Stevens,
formerly resided in Portland, was severebitten on both hands by a spider at
ly
Lake Grove, Auburn, a few days ago.
He was resting his hands on the pavilion
in the grove when the spider came down
an

web and
settled on one hand. Mr.
Stevens felt the bite and brushed the insect
off. It then lighted on the
other

on a

and bit that also. Both hands at
swelled badly and it looked for a
time as if the result would be serious.
The engagement is announced of Miss
Alice Verrill, daughter of Byron D. Ver-

to

Gorham, the last town to score in the
1
ateresting contest over the selection of a
Cumberland
1 tominee
sheriff of
for
c ounty,
departod from the custom set by

other towns and established a brand
ev;precedent of its own.
It pledged its delegates to neither caniuate for sheriff, but kindly turned
hem over into the hands of Mr. George
’. Plaisted, who has just come into the
^ eld as a candidate for county eommis-

1 ho
1

This course was the result of a comproniso arrived at between the leaders of the
Jresser and Despeaux factions, a short
lime before the
time for calling the
Mr. Plaisted, who is a Gorham
iaucus.
arraer, and has served the town as seleotnan and a member of the superintending
1 chool
committee, was late in getting
nto line as a seeker of the office of county
1

ommissioner, but his townsmen took
to his candidacy and some of them
iromised to do what they could to give

dndly

j dm the handling of the

Gorham

deloga-

ion.
In consequence of the
agreement, the
aliens in the Gorham town hall, Sntur-

lay afternoon, which had given promise
f being a gridiron affair, turned out to
le

very tame,
Ex-Governor Robie

presided and Mr.
Charles E. Cobh was chosen
clerk,
vlessrs. G. M. Parkor, E. M. Wilson and
Sdward Harding were chosen tellers, but
;heir duties were not at all arduous, as
the voting was all one way.
The caucus at once proceeded to vote
delegates to the county convention,
ivory body had in his hand a little yellow
slip bearing the names of Charles W.
tor

attend the exercises of the graduating
class at Vassar College, of which her
daughter. Miss Katie Larrabee, is a

member.

Capt. Ansel L. Dyer,
Mass., is the guest of Mr.

Dorchester,

of

A. R. Cobb at
his summer home on the Cape shore.
W. H. Pascoe of the Bartley.McCullnm Company, arrived in the’city Saturand

day

the

same

evening

was

enter-

tained by the Elks. Mr. Horne and Mr.
Smith of the company arrived ; jsterday.^

Yesterday morning,

about

8

AN APPEAL FROM

big pile

bath mittens
and set them on tire.
Mr. Jones broke a
pane of glass in tho wholesale store, put
a boy through who
opened a window
through which Officer Jones climbed and
The loss was
extinguished the flames.
small.
on a

of

MAINE CLUB AT HARVARD.
At
at

a

recent

Harvard,

meeting of the
following

the

Ueeriog, Me.
from Ward 4
The natural assumption
is that Mr.
Goowdin s change will
reverse the stand_
of
s
ing
Deering
delegation as heretofore
given in the PRESS'S columns and so we
have reversed in the table
above
The Despeaux men claim
that the Gorham
will
he for them
delegates
in the
convention and they present
what appears
to be good reason for their
Delegate

faith.

DESPEAUX AND
List of Their

Phineas I. Paine, George R.
Spinney, Frank L. Whitney, Solomon B.
Cloudman and Harry L. Harding. These
ivore the men selected as delegates. There
was no other ticket in
the field.
They
•eceived 92 votes, the total numbor of

BUCKNAM.

Delegates in the Seven Wards
of Portland.

To the

MB. C. N. TRE-

I'ETHEN.
Honorable Republicans

of

Port-

since the attenTwo0 weeks bave passedwas
called in this

tion of the Republicans
scenes witnessed
county to the disgraceful
caucus. No refutaat the South Portland
has appeared in print.
tion cf my letter
I b9lieve it iny
As an honest Republican
in a public way to call
duty to my party
of
the
Republicans of
to the attention
Portland, this fact, believing that by so
doing everyJRepublican should he warned
of that caucus shall not
that a repetition
do

enacted

Monday evening.
every Republican

on

The

at-

who betendance of
lieves in law and order, and an honest
not
be
wanting to cast
ballot, should
their vote to preserve what I believe to be
of
our
true
principles
the
party.
(j. N. TRKBETHEN. So. Portland.
Chairman Town Committee.

to further the interests
of Mr.
P. Plaisted, candidate for county
iommissioner. The motion passed without opposition.
The caucus then adjourned without so much as mentioning
;he names of the candidates for sheriff.
After the caucus a PRESS reporter
isked one of the delegates whether the
ielogation would be favorable to Dresser

Buck-

Un-

er.

peaux.

nano,

pledged

baluwln,
bridgtou,
Brunswick,
Cane

—

3

—

—

6

—

—

—

Elizabeth,

*

Since

Cumberland,
Deering,
Falmouth,
Freeport,

7
3
—

Gorham,

—

Gray,
Harrison,
Harpswell,
Naples,
New Gloucester,
No. Yarmouth,
Dtisfield,
Pownai,
Raymond,
Soarboro,

4
3
—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

2

3

—

—

—

—

2

—

—

>—

—

2

—

Oar mouth,

3
3
3

—

—

—

Sebago,
south Portland,
Standish,
iVesthrook,
Windham,

—

2
8
4
—

3

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

10

—

—

5

—

—

■—

—

—

5

—

47

53

5

10

In

making up the standing of Deering
ielegates after the caucus on Friday night

One lot
with

Two Portland tiaveling men, Mr.Oscar
B. Hobart of D. \V. True & Co., and Mr.
DRESSER DELEGATES.
had a very narrow
Thos. Welch,
escape
List of L'l-esser Candidates To Bo Voted for
from a serious, if not fatal
last
This Evfliilno'.

week.

Portland, June 6, 1S98.

Wo,

the

undersigned,

citizens of Port-

land, believing in the ability, integrity
and high moral
character iof Walter H.

Ward

1—John

Cousens,

F. N. Calrter-

wood, Henry F. Merrill, James T. JohnW. C. Loring, John G. Munroe.
ston,

Ralph

STATEMENT BY CANDIDATE
DRESSER.
To the

Portland, Me., June 6, 1898.
Republicans of Cumberland Coun-

In order to discredit my candidacy for
the nomination of sheriff of this county,

—

following

of

They

injury,
driving in a top buggy

were

jn. ±i., to
totratten,
Groveton, N.
H., and when they reached the overhead
Grand Trunk bridge, just before
irom

arriving

misrepresentations are being persistently made as to my relations with certain
persons gonerally reputed to be engaged
or profitably
implicated in the illegal
traflio In
intoxicating liquors in this
I
wish in this public mancommunity.
ner, without any equivocation, reservation, or evasion, to positively deny that

in my contest
for the nomination of
sheriff I have directly or indirectly entered into any alliance or understanding
whatever with such persons, and. furththat I have never solicited or
ermore,
All reports
countenanced their support.
to the contrary are unfounded in fact, and
are most unjust to me.
Walter H. Dresser. Z
A

STATEMENT BY MR.
LEIGHTON.

ADAM P.

To the Editor of the Press:
Please

ve

nnca

Portland, June 4, 1898.
permit me, because of the near-

nf f.ht»

T^ATtiiWinon

nounncaa

irv fhic

city, the space in your valued paper for
brief reference

at

glass
Bottles,

silver

top,

face and a surgeon took several stitches.
Both men were able to return to their
homes, but will not be able to take up
their routes again for several days.
Mr.
Hobart’s home
is at Auburn and Mr.
Welch lives at 230 Danforth street.
LOTS OF

BILLS COMING.

Various Measures Which

Bp

This

May Be Taken
Session.

Waters,

fancy bisque vase
tie, at 17c, marked

Maine club
officers were

elected:
President—H. P. Dowst, ’99.
Vice President—R. R. Rumery, ’99.
Secretary—J. Wilson, 1900.
Executive Committee—J.
R. Locke,
190!. iiiuJ Philip K. (Joyle, 1901.

in
bot=

down

of

Wrisley’s
‘Japan Lily” Toilet Soap
cake
of

“Climax”

Washing Powder, (prevents wool clothing from
shrinking) at 7c a pack=

T he only positive indications
are that mueh of the
time will be given
to the appropriation bills which have been

entirely neglected

since the revenue bill
was taken up.
There are three of the appropriation bills in conference and all
about ready to be presented to the Senate on conference reports.
They are the

Sundry civil, the Indian and the post
office bills.
All present some differences

between the two houses and each of them
will unquestionably be made the basis of
more or less debate.
The census bill will
also receive attention if opportunity is
affordsd. There is a general desire to provide for taking the next census before ad
journing for the session and the hope is
now expressed by the friends of the measure that the committee bill will be accepted without a great deal of debate.
The quarantine bill also occupies a
prominent plaoe upon the calendar and
may be considered.
Wnether the Hawaiian question shall
come will depend largely upon the action
of the House.
The conference of the
revenue bill between the two houses will
be inaugurated during the week, but how
long it will continue or what the result
will be there is as yet no indication from
source.
any
All parties are counting upon the general desire for
adjournment to assist
materially in expediting consideration
and each man hoDes this Interest in adjournment will help his cause by insuring
acceptance to avoid d8lay In cettina
away. A majority ot Senators still count
upon reaching the end of the session by
tho first of July and some place the date
much earlier, but all admit that their
opinions are merely conjectures. It is impossible to speak in any wise definitely as
to this matter until the Hawaiian
question shall have had an airing, and the
war revenue bill shall be finally
disposed
of.
In tho meantime the progress of the
war may raise other questions.
So far,
however, as can be seen, now, the present
month ought to. and probably will, witness the final adjournment.

HANDKERCHIEFS COUNTER.

stitched

Handkerchiefs,
pure linen, with corded
inch

one

hems,

rial

Neckties,

Impegraduated

snapes,

Club
Four-in-hands,
a
great variety

Ties, etc.,

and

of colors
at

go

styles,

been

39c,

to
to

50c

$1.00.
An assorted lot of plaid
silk Belts, leather lined,
harness

metal

been 62c

buckle, at 25c;
and 98c.

assorted lot of
Table Covers, made of
colored denim, canvases
An

honey comb

all

round;

and

fringed

materials,

other

are em-

some

broidered, have been
selling for $1.00, $1.38
and $2.00, to go at half
price today.
big boxful

plain

Silks,

Felts,

half
today.

colors,
marked

prices

section,

Towels,
hemmed,

size 23x45 inches,

at 23c

35c.
One lot of remnants of

pure linen Table
in 2 1-2
asks,

Dam=

yards
lengths, at 95c for the
piece, great bargain.

a

An

odd

cambric

An

assorted

white

Applique

lot

of

silk

and

$1.50.

Also

an

Waitress’

assosted lot of

Aprons

CORSETS COUNTER.

A lot of the celebrated

Corsets,
white, drab and black,
medium

length,

28c to

Bustles at 19c,

for

48c.

EMBROIDERIES

COUNTER.

assorted

lot

lot

of

Stocks, with four-

adjustable ties,

down
25c, marked
from 50c, all colors.
at

HOSIERY COUNTER

Scotch

lisle thread Hosiery and a lot of Onyx
black ingrain outsize Cot-

Hosiery (women’s)

ton

pair

a

50c

today

marked down from 75c.
HOSIERY COUNTER (Children's.)

One lot of

sizes

boys,
9

heavy ribbed

Stockings

cotton

at

1-2,

down from

7

for
to

1-2

marked

14c,
20c.

lot

wire

of
were

25c.

A lot of fine fast black

Skirts,

of

genuine
Jersey ribbed Silk
Vests, pink and flesh

full

urn.

brella

shape, trimmed
with double corded ruffle,
down from

75c,marked

$1.00.
INFANTS’ OUTFITS COUNTER.

One lot

of fine

hem.

5 stitched dotted Muslin
86c

at

yard, marked down
from $1.25—very fit for
a

graduation

costumes and

children’s dresses.
Also a lot of the
fants’

Long

tucked

and

In.

Dresses,

hemstitched

marked down
75c,
from $1.00.
Also a lot of boys’
“Star” Shirtwaists, sizes
at

to

years, at 75c,
marked down from 98c.
Also a lot of Reefer

9

12

Jackets, sizes

to

3

plain

years,

UNHER WEAR COUNTER (Knitted).

One

lot

a

Satteen

at

NECKWEAR COUNTER (TFomen’a).

styles of

79c,

from

SKIRTS COUNTER.

Tidies, small
and medium sizes, been
25c and 98c, to go at

at

Also

of

Renaissance

assorted

at

down

marked

$1.25.

inland

at 19c,

been 25c.

Chantilly Laces,
trimming lamp shades,
etc., at 25c a yard, been
.fit

An

fine

Nightrobes, asstyles at $1.00,

sorted

been

of

lot

“Sonnette”

LACES COUNTER.

An

and

35c
yard,
gray,
marked down from 45c.
at

today, regular price

color,

etc.,

6c;

assorted

stripe

portiers

useful

cottage,

boat,

marked

59c,

of^fine Jer-

Undervests
sey ribbed
and Pantalettes, for chilfour

to

twelve

marked

years, at 36c,
down from 50c.
NOTIONS COUNTER.

One lot of

Elastic

fancy
Webbing, worth
silk

24c, 35 and
Monday at

48c,

to

7

colors,

at

$1.79 marked down from
$2.25.

Also

half these

lot

a

wood

handle

Hooks,
at

of

Button

riveted

4c—special

inch

6

shanks,

One lot of natural and
white summer Merino

sizes,

at

One lot of laundered

Gingham
pink and

Drawers,]

all

marked

37c,

Shirtwaists,
blue

mostly, at
$1.50—great

were

50c,
value.

GLOVES COUNTER.

One lot of

Jouvin four
button Glace Kid Gloves,
grey,

tan,

black,

at

brown

and

$1.18, marked

down from

$1.65.

MEN’S GLOVES COUNTER.

One lot of Adler’s celebrated Gloves, for walking and driving, at $1.18,
been

value.

UNDERWEAR COUNTER (Men's).

Shirts and

SHIRTWAISTS COUNTER.

go

prices.

down from 50c.

$1.50.

TRIMMINGS COUNTER.

of black

Six lots
worsted

Gimps,

at

silk

36c

a

marked down from

yard,
50c.

BASEMENT.

HOSIERY COUNTER. (Men's.)

lot

One

Scotch mixed

of

been 89c.
Also a

fancy

Golf

Bicycle Stockings
lot

and

at 59c,

of

men’s

wool Sweaters at
$2.48, been $3,50 and

fine

$3-751UMB REEL A S COUNTER.

69c,

silk,

at

from $1.00.
Also a lot

Tassels

Nervous x—is

black

inches wide,

UNDERWEAR COUNTER (Muslin).

ends

dren

NEEDLEWORK COUNTER.

and

quality
Haircloth, 24

Swiss

LEATHER GOODS COUNTER.

with

One lot of best
French

white

plaid

One lot o£ men’s hem-

men’s

were

fine

Bath

fancy

Two

to the remarks in tho
Evvsning Express of this datenapropos
of its statement that Mr. E. E. Bounds
and myself are supporting the same candidate for the sheriff nomination.
SILKS COUNTER.
I am thoroughly convinced from my
personal knowledge of Mr. Dresser and
from the assurances that I have received
of remA
SCHOONER YOUNG GROUNDED.
that he has never solicited Mr. Rounds’s
1
circumstances of his election were given support of his candidacy or entered inand Flornants of
Vineyard Haven, Mass., June 4,—The
to any arrangement with him, express or
n the PRESS of Saturday morning and
schooner W.E.Young (Br), Ganion, Newor
a lot of
and
that
no
other
also
per- castle, N.
implied,
person
entine
ve reproduce them here:
B., for New York, with a carsons have
been authorized by him to do
go of laths, came into port today with her
Mr. Locke then moved that the delegates so.
asremnants of
hold full of water, having grounded on
1
elected to attend the county convention
I desire to urge on the Republican voters
Bairds shoal, Bollock
;e instructed to
Oren T. Des- of this
vote for
this
early
Rip,
consideration
of
to
a
careful
sorted
city
go at
morning. She,went on to the shoal about
ieaux as the candidate for sheriff,
and all forces
working for or against each 3 o’clock this morning and after
ise all honorable means for t.he election
poundAs the result of such considcandidate.
the
of the same.
ing hard, came off with her bottom badly
eration^ careful examination of the officand seams opened.
The steamer
By a vote of 36 to 23 it was decided to ial records of the two candidates and a strained
Petrel and
wrecking crow from Great
nstruct the delegates in accordance with
quite thorough knowledge of the personal Point, Hantucket,
the motion of Mr. Locke.
sighted her and astwo
character of Mr. Dresser, I have had no sisted her to this
In same
port.
Mr. K. K. Millikon moved that the hesitation whom to
in
this consupport
schooner
Nettie
The
Cushing of and
>ecretary of the convention cast the vote test.
for
cushlots of
from Thomaston,
or Ira S. Locke as the delegate to the
Me., for New York
Very respectfully,
passed here today with a portion of her
Jounty convention.
g
Adam P. Leighton.
ions for
sails blown away and her cabin apparentMr. Locke would not accept the nomily sealed up, her cargo of j limo tioing evlation.
DECLINES TO BE A DELEGATE.
cotton ones at 3c, were
idently on fire.
Mr. Charles T. Goodwin was then
Storm
left
The
King
here
tug
lominated
Mr. Goodwin said: “I have To the Editor of the Press:
today to
silk ones at 5c, were
assist an unknown three-masted schooner
been in favor of Dresser heretofore, but
Portland, June 5, 1898.
anchored Loff Nantuoket, flying
will cast my ballot
reported
for Despeaux if
IOC.
My attention has just been called to signals of distress,
elected, as the convention has voted.”
which places my name
Mr. Locke said that during his remarks tho Sunday Times
in
of delogates
behalf of one
le had alluded to
DRAPERIES ROOM.
Mr. Goodwin and said in the list
for sheriff to the con
hat he was too honorable to go back on of the candidates
assembles in this
which
vention
lis word.
city
to say that while I
lot of genAn
Mr. Goodwin was elected by acclama- June 6. I desire
I must decline to
this condition.
ion.
appeciate the honor
Blankto tho convention
uine Roman
serve as a delegate
They are despondent and gloomy, cannot
It will be observed that the instructions
Yours truly,
no energy, no
have
no
fit
at
sleep,
o which Mr. Goodwin
appetite,
Jamos P. Baxter.
etc, raw
assented, instruot
ambition. Hood’s Sarsaparilla soon brings
j lim not only to
vote for Mr. Despeaux
for couch covers,
DECLINES TO BE A CANDIDATE.
help to such people. It gives them pure,
n convention,
but to use all honorable
rich blood, cures nervousness, creates an
To the Editor of the Press:
in a
and very
ncans to secure his election.
tones and strengthens the
appetite,
Portland, June 5, 1898.
The above is needed for a thorough aprow
summer
My attention has been called to the iact stomach and imparts new life and in1 sreciation of the character of this letter:
that in the bunday 'limes of this date
creased vigor to ail t he organs of the body.
name
on
appears
1893.
June
my
the
hammock.
6th,
Ward 4 ticket
Deeri.ng, Me,,
a delegate to the
Co the Editor of the PRESS:
county convention
I wish to state through the columns of for Mr. O. 1. Despeaux.
I wish to say
use is
four paper for the benefit of those who that such
wholly unauthorized
; nay
be interested therein, that when the and that I shall decline to servo in that
Is the One True Blood Purifier. All druggists. $1.
lelegates selected at our various ward capacity,
0 F
on
CO.
Friday evening
Frank T*. Howe.
y.onduji r,iver Ills. 25cents.
a

Turkish

an-e.

at three for 25c.
Washington, June 5.— The Senate was
so late getting through with
the
war HABERDASHERY COUNTER.
revenue bill Saturday as to prevent any
An assorted
lot of
consultation looking to a programme for
this week

One lot of

satin

3c
One lot

borders,

most=

bale trice today.

from 25c.
One lot
a

bons, wide widths
ly, at 15c a yard,

Garwood’s

Toilet

LININGS COUNTER.

A boxful of remnants
of plain and
fancy Rib=

LINENS CO UN I EE.

Powder

One lot of

at

RIBBONS COUNTER.

cut

sterling

fine

MOO RE&CO.

25c to 60c.

JEWELRY COUNTER.

resigned.

ty:

2
—

the items in the
list:

half price today.

—

Casco,

all

Sale includes

'*

slightly
selling

STANDING.

Des-

Bargain

Whiting’s

H. Eaton.
Ward 2—Stephen W. Carles, A. L. Holden, James Cunningham, Nicholas AnEdgar G.
William T.
Cole,
derson,
Brown, William’T/Morrison.
Ward 3—W. C. G. Carney, Fred H.
or Despeaux.
Johnson, Rensselear Greeley, Edmund
“That depends entirely on what Mr. E. True,
Harry P. Newton, Albert E.
Plaisted says,’’ was the reply. “Be is to Smith, Georue E. Hawkes.
oave absolute control of the Gorham vote,
Ward 4—Horatio Clark, W. A. Allen,
»o as to be able to help his candidaoy
for Arthur R. Alexander, Howard A. Fogg,
iommissioner.”
S. Major
Hammett, Trank X. Moore,
Both the Dresser and Despeaux leaders George C. Jose.
daim Gorham’s vote, though it goes
Ward 5—Theo. A. Josselyn, Frank H.
iown in the “unpledged” column.
Little, James H.Hall, Charles H.Gilman,
Frank O.
Thompson, Jesse M. BoardCASCO FOR DESPEAUX
man, Eben S. Burns.
At the Republican caucus held Saturday
Ward 0—Geo. W. Siinonton, James L.
ifternoon at Casco, to elect delegates to Hackleff, Wm. F. S. Brown, Albert B.
Knight, Fred E. Alien, Robert T. White;he county convention,
Richard Cook
house, Fred H. Man.
Hid Fred A. Dinglev were chosen and
Ward 7—Sidney W. Thaxter, Adam P.
nstructod to support Despeaux for sheriff. Leighton, Charles E. Snow, Geo.
B.Lane,
The vote was 70 for the Despeaux ticket James F. Hawkes, Wm. C.
Eaton, Fred
vnd 26 for the Dresser ticket.
E. Sanborn.

Dress-

OURtoday’s

EDGAR E. KIMBALL.
be voted for at the
at 58c,
down
marked
ward
different
caucuses
Mr. Edgar B, Kimball, for many years
this afterfrom
noon and evening:
American Express messenger on the
79c.
Ward 1—Benj. Thompson, Richard K
Mountain division of the Maine Central,
STATIONER
Y COUNTER.
H.
Edward
Gatley,
Sargent, Alpheus died at his home in Deering on
Friday.
w. Beale, Charles F.
Griffin, Arthur
had
been
out
He
of
health for some time
An
Dam, Lewis P. Huston.
of
assorted lot
Ward 2—Isaiah Daniels, H. K, Coles- and had not been able to engage in any
S.
Gribbin,
A.
Benj.
worthy,
fine Station^
Maddox, business for several years. He was the
John H. Minott, Geo. E. Dunham, John
only son of the late George R. Kimball,
B. Brown.
envel=
ery,
paper and
at one time was
Ward 3—Zenas
Thompson, Wm.
W. who
proprietor of the
F.
Edward
route
the
Latham,
boxes
between Portland and Poland
Tompson, John T. stage
opes,
Palmer, Wilbur C. Whelden, Wm. B, Springs, and
Edgar frequently handled
been
at
Irish, Milton Higgins.
defaced,
the ribbons over four as spirited horses
A. True,
Ward 4.—Samuel
Ivory S.
ever
as
Edward
C.
Silas
went
Swett,
E. Sylvesout of Portland in those
Bean,
25c, 42c and 49c, to go
He wus a soldier in the late
ter, Arthur M. Sawyer, Frank L. Howe, * days.
war,
at
Franklin H. Morse.
in Co. A, 26th Maine
G. Chapman, John serving
Regiment
Ward 5—Wilford
had many warm
F. Thompson, Frederick O. Conant, Ed- He
friends, not only FANCY GOODS COUNTED.
win F. Vose, Lysander A. Gould, Austin in Portland, but in Bartlett, N. H., where
D. Sulivan, Frank C. Johnson.
Two hundred paper
he resided
for several years, who will
Ward 6—James P. Baxter,* Weston F.
the news of his death with sadreceive
Whitman
Rufus
Sawyer,
LamMllliken,
Novels, all good authors,
Franklin C. Payson, Henry S. Os- ness. He
leaves a widow, son, and sisson,
Mrs.
good, Alexander T. Laughlin.
ter,
Eugenia W., wife of Thomas
at 9c each.
Ward 7—Holman S. Melchor, Charles P.
L. Kimball of Buxton.
Mattocks, Charles S. Fobes, Edward
TOILET
GOODS COUNTER.
Tomlinson, John M. Gooding, Fred N.
A NARROW ESCAPE.
Mayberry, Edw. C. Milliken.

means

THE PRESENT

for

selections

will

Groveton, a train came along,frightenDresser and that if he should be elected ing the horse. Th3 horse shied to one side
sheriff of this county, the affairs of that of the bridge and struck the rail so viooallots cast.
office would be conducted in an able and lently that it gave way, and
horse, carMessrs. Isaac W. Dyer, W. J. Corthell,
honorable manner,assent to the use'of our riage and men were tumbled indiscrimiC.
T,
George
Jordan, George
Prutt,
George H. Heath and C. 1). Prince were names in the Republican caucuses in this nately down a steep embankment 17 feet
;hosen delegates to the state convention. city for
delegates in his interest to the high. Both men were badly bruised, but
District Attorney Isaao W. Dyer moved
that the delegates to the county conven- forthcoming Republican county conven- by great fortune no bones were broken.
Mr. Hobart was badly
cut about the
;ion be instructed to use all honorable tion:

George

Portlaud. Juna 6, 1897.

Tooth

OBITUARY.

following list of delegates, opposed to Dresser and in favor of Despeaux
The

OWEN,

upholstery,

o’clock,

Officer Jones discovered an Incipient blaze
in H. H. Hay’s drug store on the corner
of Free and Middle streets.
The rays of
the sun shining through a largo globe of
colored liquid in a show
window had

focussed

de*e&ate|
shU/J?nnnatl0“
GOODWIN,

Deering,

assumed that as four delegates favorible to Dresser had been chosen a majoririll, Esq., to Mr. Sterling Bow, of the ty of the whole—that the four delegates
1 it
Maine Central.
large would be for him also, ana
Mr. John C. Brown is one of the Portherefore, credited eight votes to Despeaux
land boys who has gone to Chickamauga. > rad three to Dresser
It appears, howMr. Brown went as captain in the 8th 1 ever, from the letter subjoin id that Mr.
lharles T. Goodwin is not going to vote
regiment of New York.
Mrs. Harry P. Larrabee of Beering or Dresser delegates at large. Mr. GoodThe
street, has gone to Poughkeepsie, N. Y., win was the delegate from Ward 4.
to

the^n

ioner, and gave him carte-blanohe to use
hem as will best servo his personal ends. and Bucknam,

hand

once

Standing

late.

Goldlinder, the tug Plymouth Rock
[or the Kennebec, the Belle Bartlett and
Alice G. Clark, sailed yesterday.
There wero many visitors to the Montauk yesterday, and full dress inspection
in the morning,

Commissioner—The

for

ir

|
CFft

( lorliaui Leaves Its Vote to Its Candidal

rot arrive here until 1 p. in.
The Eastern Queen, the British schoon-

er,

vote for the four eanaidato= shall cast my
are favorable to
for.
°f
Walter H. Dresser for
CHAS. T.

Held Excpet who

II tlic Caucuses Now

Portland.

AN INCIPIENT BLAZE.

|

J

tlw.Manhattan.

delight to see the sun once
Saturday afternoon. Yesterday
was bright and crowds of people visited
the islands, Riverton and the Cape.
Percy Barrows has purchased a new
yacht, the Olympia.
more

A ion"

Up

lidn’t leave that city owing to the heavy
storm Saturday and Saturday night until
Sunday morning, and consequently did

Ea9 been used over Fifty Years oy millions of
mothers for their childreu while Teething
success.

**‘«:k*i'i

had sustained other damage in sails and
rigging, and was proceeding.
The steamer Bay State, from Boston,

The Kind You Have Always Bought.

a

eves.'

hat had been caught in the storm of Saturday and run on Pollock Rip, but got
iff yesterday morning with the loss of
and
er rudder, one of her after boats,

castoria
signature of Chas. H. Fletcher.
for more than thirty years, and

perfect

lit

m

Bears the

with

I

The Horatio Hull

Messenger's Notice.

use

of

Liems

Shorn

Owen. Moore & Co.

f??,r
delegatesVtliir^tonBt0teni°^'ho“30
County Convention 6Iiltl ithn BePubIll
can

TODAY.

,1. li. J.lhliy Co.
Kastman liros. & Bancroft.
Foster's Forest Citv Dye House.
Island Belie.

In

TEE SHERIFF CONTEST.

HARBOR NO f £&•

A lot of assorted
women’s

%

of

One lot

styles

$2.50, marked down
from $3.50 and 6.75.
at

size

Jardiniers, assorted

col-

at

98c,

ors

and

today,

shapes,
regular

$1.36, $i.4S

and

prices
$1.68.

of leatherette

One lot

Dusting Cuffs, at 6c a
pair.
One lot of glass Berry
a

dozen,

One lot of steel

garden

Dishes at 42c

Mackintoshes,

large

were

60c.

Trowels,

at

two for

5c,

half price.

HOOd’S Sparma

OWEN, r"

OWEN,

MOORE & CO.

}

-owekTMoore
r

..

(.
i

«
*

ro.

